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Dankwoord
Het boekje dat voor u ligt en waarvan u momenteel misschien de eerste regels
leest, is het eindresultaat van een onderzoeksmarathon die 4 jaar en 4 maanden
duurde. Nu de finish bereikt is en ondergetekende opnieuw fris gewassen en een
beetje op adem gekomen is, is het moment aangebroken om eens terug te kijken
naar de voorbije jaren en de mensen te bedanken die langs het parcours stonden
om te supporteren, een duwtje in de rug te geven of een welgekomen verfrissing
aan te bieden.
Allereerst wil ik mijn promotoren, Michel en Arnold, bedanken. Michel, jij
was het die me op weg zette en introduceerde in de wereld van de gebouwtech-
niek en bouwfysica. In je gekende enthousiaste stijl overtuigde je me om aan het
onderzoek te beginnen. Je stond steeds klaar langs de weg met een bemoedigende
schouderklop en je liep zelfs af en toe een stukje mee als er wat veel tegenwind
stond. Bedankt dat je me steeds alle kansen en het vertrouwen gaf om mijn eigen
weg te vinden en dat je daarin met mij wou meegaan. Arnold, hoewel ik niet ‘echt’
in jouw team zat, was je er toch steeds voor mij om teksten na te lezen, suggesties
te geven en me te voorzien van een stevige backup in bouwfysica. Je aanwezigheid
en commentaren werden steeds zeer op prijs gesteld alsook je kalmerende invloed
op Michel ;-). Michel en Arnold, het was leuk met jullie beiden samen te werken
en op conferentie te gaan.
Tijdens een doctoraatsonderzoek zijn er altijd momenten wanneer je een beetje
of soms helemaal vast zit. Gelukkig kon ik tijdens die momenten steeds rekenen
op de kennis en raadgevingen van specialisten in de verschillende vakgebieden
waarmee ik tijdens het onderzoek in aanraking kwam. Daarom een dikke merci,
Jan en Bart, voor jullie goeie raad ivm CFD. Ook de mensen uit Leuven, Jan, Staf,
Hans en Bert ben ik veel dank verschuldigd voor hun interesse en praktische tips.
Een speciaal bedankje gaat daarbij uit naar Jan die zeker in de moeilijke begin-
fase zeer nauw betrokken was bij het onderzoek en naar Hans, wiens doctoraat
niet alleen een voorbeeld voor mij was, maar die ook met zijn rake analyses mij
herhaaldelijk opnieuw het licht liet zien. I would also like to thank Carey for the
interesting talks, kind coorporation and generous sharing of experimental results
and all the other members of IEA Annex 41 for the interesting discussions we had
during meetings.
Hoewel mijn onderzoek zich vooral op numeriek gebied afspeelde, heb ik toch
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herhaaldelijk gebruik kunnen maken van de expertise van onze techniekers Robert
& Patrick. Hun technisch inzicht heb ik steeds op prijs gesteld (Ze konden zelfs
mijn belabberde plannetjes lezen!), daarom een welgemeende dank u. Ook qua
secretaresse en informaticus zitten we op het labo met twee klasbakken. Patricia
en Yves, bedankt voor alle praktische hulp.
Gedurende de tijd die ik aan het onderzoek heb gewerkt, ben ik steeds graag
naar het labo getrokken onafhankelijk van het feit of het nu lekker of stroef liep.
Dat had minder met mijn gelijkmoedig karakter te maken dan met de goede sfeer
(‘De sfeer is goooeed’) en de toffe samenwerking met mijn bureaugenoten (Wo¨r).
Arnout, Christophe en Hugo (in alfabetische volgorde, jawel) het was absoluut een
plezier met jullie samen te werken, te lachen, te quizen (iets kruidiger dan rapen),
te zeveren, een pintje te pakken, . . . Ik ben echt content dat ik met jullie op een
bureau ben terecht gekomen. Hoewel twee verdiepingen lager gestationeerd in
een perfect geklimatiseerd bureau (en wij maar zweten onder het dak) beschouw
ik Sebastian (‘boterhamman’) toch ook bijna als een bureaugenoot. Iets ouder,
wijzer en bezadigder, je merkt het alleen niet. Sebastian, het was plezant je erbij
te hebben.
Ook alle andere onderzoekers uit de vakgroep wil ik bedanken voor de gemoe-
delijke sfeer. Henk en Marnix (de jonge garde), Tinny, Reni & Wassan (de bier-
avond maatjes) en alle anderen bedankt voor alles. Onder een dak zitten puffen
in de zomer dat schept een band; niet moeilijk dat het contact met de onderzoek-
ers van bouwfysica (op de zolder van de plateau is het ook warm) dan ook zo
goed was. Ook jullie bedankt voor de aangename kletsjes over koetjes, kalfjes en
thermisch comfort.
Een lange werkdag op het labo kom je echt niet door op water alleen, daarom
wil ik Sonja & Linda van ‘Thalia’ bedanken voor alle het lekkere eten dat we er
verorberd hebben sinds het pact van wo¨r om niet langer in de brug of bokes te eten.
De voorbije vier jaar heb ik natuurlijk niet alleen doorgebracht met het werken
aan een doctoraat. De vele gezellige avondjes met vrienden waren een uitstekend
medicijn tegen de onderzoeksstress. Daarom verdienen zeker Lien & Kris en Ellen
& Chris een vermelding in dit dankwoord. Ook sport is uitermate geschikt om
dagelijkse beslommeringen te vergeten en bovendien ook caloriee¨n te verliezen.
De wekelijkse loopavondjes met Wim & Yes droegen dus zeker bij tot mijn men-
tale en fysieke gezondheid, het aansluitende drink- en eetfeest misschien enkel tot
de mentale gezondheid.
Doctoreren is voor veel mensen nog altijd een beetje studeren, dus dan rijst
al eens de vraag: “Hoelang studeerde gij nu al?” en “Wanneer gaat ge eens be-
ginnen werken?” Zolang ‘studeren’ dan kun je de volle steun van je familie wel
gebruiken. En die steun is er steeds geweest. Daarvoor wil ik mijn volledige fami-
lie en schoonfamilie bedanken. Natuurlijk denk ik dan in de eerste plaats aan mijn
ouders. Zij hebben mij altijd gestimuleerd om het goed te doen op school (plusjes
op de unief, pa) en er steeds het beste van te maken. Bedankt ma en pa. Ook
jij bedankt zusje voor je meeleven tijdens het schrijfproces en voor je oprechte
interesse.
Als laatste wil ik mijn echtgenote Sarah bedanken. Sarah, jij vroeg je af waar-
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voor ik jou zou bedanken. Wel aangezien burgies LATEX gebruiken, was er al niet
veel hulp nodig bij de layout ;-) Maar toch heb jij misschien wel de belangrijk-
ste bijdrage tot dit doctoraat geleverd van iedereen: door jouw gedrevenheid in
je eigen onderzoek, ben je voor mij steeds een referentie geweest van hoe goed
onderzoek gevoerd wordt en dus een stimulans om er ook volledig voor te gaan.
Maar het meest van al wil ik je bedanken omdat je er gewoon bent, ik zou niet
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Nederlandse samenvatting
–Summary in Dutch–
Vochtschade in gebouwen is een fenomeen waar de meeste mensen mee vertrouwd
zijn. Meestal wordt hierbij spontaan gedacht aan schade door vloeibaar vochttrans-
port zoals lekken van een waterleiding, opstijgend vocht in een muur, . . . Sommige
materialen en objecten zijn echter zo gevoelig voor vocht dat ze zelfs al beschadigd
kunnen worden door waterdamp transport via de lucht. Dit is vooral van toepassing
op historische objecten of kunstvoorwerpen: de minste schade (kleine scheurtjes,
. . . ) is bij deze objecten ongewenst. De reden voor de hoge gevoeligheid voor
vochtschade van deze voorwerpen is dat ze zijn opgebouwd uit hout of andere
organische materialen die sterk uitzetten in functie van de vochtinhoud (en dus
onrechtstreeks in functie van de relatieve vochtigheid). Dit betekent dat opeenvol-
gende schommelingen van de relatieve vochtigheid in de lucht kunnen leiden tot
uitzetting en vervorming van het voorwerp en dat de hiermee gepaard gaande span-
ningen scheuren of andere schade (bv. het afschilferen van verf) kunnen veroorza-
ken. Om deze voorwerpen zo goed mogelijk te conserveren is het dus van belang
om de relatieve vochtigheid in de lucht op een zo constant mogelijke waarde te
houden.
Typisch worden deze voorwerpen bewaard en tentoongesteld in historische
(bv. kerken) of monumentale gebouwen (bv. musea). Terwijl in recente grote
gebouwen een klimatisatie installatie standaard voorzien wordt, is dat natuurlijk
niet het geval voor de historische gebouwen. Door de toegenomen comforteisen
worden deze gebouwen echter bij renovatie meer en meer uitgerust met op zijn
minst een permanente verwarmingsinstallatie. Het sporadisch gebruik van een
verwarmingsinstallatie leidt echter tot belangrijke temperatuurschommelingen en
daarmee gepaard gaande schommelingen in relatieve vochtigheid. Door het grote
volume van deze gebouwen zullen de optredende temperatuur en relatieve vochtig-
heid schommelingen plaatselijk sterk varie¨ren: boven een inblaasrooster bijvoor-
beeld zal de temperatuur vanzelfsprekend veel sterker oplopen dan in de rest van
het gebouw. Luchtstromingen in een gebouw kunnen echter ook zeer complex
worden en het valt dan ook niet altijd intuı¨tief te voorspellen waar de grootste
fluctuaties zullen optreden, hoe groot deze zullen zijn en hoe groot de kans op
vochtgerelateerde schade is. Er bestaat dus een nood aan een model dat de lokale
variatie van de temperatuur en relatieve vochtigheid in de lucht en de daarmee
gepaard gaande hygrische respons van objecten kan voorspellen en zodanig de
lokale kans op vochtschade kan helpen begroten.
xviii NEDERLANDSE SAMENVATTING
Dit doctoraatsproefschrift is een neerslag van onderzoek gevoerd naar geschikte
strategiee¨n om lokale temperatuur en relatieve vochtigheid schommelingen in de
lucht en poreuze materialen te modelleren voor de beoogde toepassingen in ge-
bouwen. In Hoofdstuk 1 wordt begonnen met een uitvoerige kadering van de
problematiek van vochtschade door schommelingen in relatieve vochtigheid. Ver-
volgens wordt een literatuuroverzicht gegeven van bestaande modellen en mod-
elleertechnieken gebruikt voor hygrothermische simulaties in bouwtoepassingen.
Dit overzicht toont aan dat de vandaag bestaande modellen niet voor de beoogde
toepassingen kunnen ingezet worden omdat ze ofwel niet het vereiste niveau van
detail geven of omdat ze beperkingen vertonen qua fysische modellering (bv. enkel
2D effecten, . . . ). Verder wordt aangetoond dat een combinatie van CFD stro-
mingssimulaties en een hygrothermisch materiaal model het meest geschikt is voor
de simulatie van de lokale interactie tussen de lucht en het materiaal.
In het tweede hoofdstuk wordt ingegaan op het gebruik van transfer coe¨fficie¨nt-
en in de modellering van de hygrothermische interactie tussen de lucht en poreuze
materialen. Indien het mogelijk is om transfer coe¨fficie¨nten te gebruiken bij het
modelleren van de lucht daalt de vereiste rekenkracht van het model drastisch. Om
dit te onderzoeken wordt eerst de invloed bekeken van de gebruikte definitie van de
massa transfer coe¨fficie¨nt. Er wordt aangetoond dat het gebruik van dampdichthe-
den in deze definitie tot gevolg heeft dat de massa transfer coe¨fficie¨nt afhankelijk
wordt van het temperatuurverschil tussen wand en fluı¨dum. Dit bemoeilijkt het
gebruik van massa transfer coe¨fficie¨nten in de praktijk. Indien echter massafrac-
ties gebruikt worden in de definitie, dan wordt de massa transfer coe¨fficie¨nt on-
afhankelijk van het temperatuurverschil en wordt de bruikbaarheid voor de prak-
tijk sterk verhoogd. Vervolgens worden deze resultaten gebruikt om na te gaan of
de analogie tussen warmte en massa (i.c. vocht) transport kan gebruikt worden om
de berekening van de lokale massa transfer coe¨fficie¨nten in gebouwen te vereen-
voudigen. Dit blijkt niet het geval te zijn. Het hoofdstuk wordt afgesloten door
te bekijken in welke mate de lokale transfer coe¨fficie¨nten constant blijven tijdens
een transie¨nt proces in een gebouwomgeving. Aangezien de lokale massa trans-
fer coe¨fficie¨nten zelfs in geval van een transie¨nte vochtrespons bij een stationaire
stroming sterk veranderen, kunnen geen constante transfer coe¨fficie¨nten gebruikt
worden tijdens lange periodes en vervalt het voordeel qua rekentijd dat het gebruik
ervan verschaft.
Omdat aangetoond werd dat het gebruik van constante transfer coe¨fficie¨nten
geen optie is voor de toepassingen beoogd in dit werk, werd ervoor gekozen om het
CFD model en het materiaal model rechtstreeks te koppelen. Om de extra reken-
tijd nodig voor deze koppeling binnen de perken te houden, is het hygrothermisch
materiaal model in de CFD solver geı¨ntegreerd zodanig dat er geen tijdrovende
data uitwisseling tussen twee aparte codes nodig is. Hoofdstuk 3 geeft de gecom-
bineerde warmte en vochttransport vergelijkingen die dan door de solver moeten
opgelost worden.
Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft hoe de transportvergelijkingen geı¨ntroduceerd in Hoofd-
stuk 3 kunnen omgezet worden in een gediscretiseerde vorm en welke numerieke
technieken daarbij vereist zijn om het behoud van massa en energie te garanderen.
SUMMARY IN DUTCH xix
Implementatie van deze gediscretiseerde vergelijkingen in de CFD solver resul-
teert dan in een gekoppeld CFD - materiaal model. Verder worden de gebruikte
solver instellingen kort besproken. Aan de hand van een verificatie en validatie
studie wordt de correcte werking van het gekoppelde model aangetoond.
In Hoofdstuk 5 wordt het nieuw ontwikkelde model wordt tenslotte toegepast
op een case studie: de microklimaat vitrine. In zo een vitrine worden waarde-
volle en fragiele voorwerpen (bv. schilderijen) geplaatst om ze te beschermen
tegen schommelingen in relatieve vochtigheid. Het werkingsprincipe van de vi-
trine berust op het feit dat door de hygrische bufferwerking van het voorwerp de
relatieve vochtigheid van de kleine hoeveelheid lucht in de vitrine gestabiliseerd
wordt. Om een correcte analyse te maken van de effectiviteit van zo een vitrine
is het dan ook van cruciaal belang om de lokale interactie tussen de lucht in de
vitrine en het object correct in rekening te brengen. Simulaties uitgevoerd met het
nieuwe model bevestigen de stabiliserende invloed van de vitrine en bieden een
verklaring voor de niet intut¨ieve fenomenen die in de praktijk waargenomen wor-
den in dit type vitrines. Het nieuwe model biedt dus duidelijk een meerwaarde bij
de analyse van het risico op vochtgerelateerde schade.
In Hoofdstuk 6 wordt afgesloten met de belangrijkste conclusies van dit werk
en met een blik op mogelijk toekomstig onderzoek.

English summary
Moisture related damage in buildings is a phenomenon which is familiar to most
people. Most of the time it is spontaneously associated with damage due to liquid
moisture transport such as plumbing leaks, rising moisture in walls, . . . Yet some
materials and objects are so sensitive to moisture that they can already be damaged
by water vapour transport through the air. This is especially true for culturally or
historically valuable artefacts: even a small amount of damage (like small cracks,
. . . ) is unacceptable for these objects. The reason for their high sensitivity for
moisture related damage can be found in the used materials: these objects are
typically composed of wood or other organic materials which strongly expand in
function of the moisture content (and thus indirectly in function of the relative
humidity). This means that subsequent fluctuations of the relative humidity in the
air can result in an expansion and deformation of the object and the hereby induced
tensions can lead to fractures or other damage phenomena (e.g. cracking of paint).
To preserve these objects as good as possible it is hence extremely important to
keep the relative humidity in the surrounding air as constant as possible.
Art objects are typically stored and exhibited in historical (e.g. churches) or
monumental buildings (e.g. museums). While it is now standard procedure to
place a HVAC installation in large buildings, this was of course not the case for
historical buildings. Yet due to the increased demand on thermal comfort, these
historical buildings are, when retrofitted, more and more equipped with at least a
permanent heating system. The intermittent use of a heating system however re-
sults in considerable temperature fluctuations and thus also in important relative
humidity fluctuations. Due to the large volume of these buildings the temperature
and relative humidity fluctuations will strongly vary in space: during heating the
temperature above an air inlet will for example rise much stronger than the temper-
ature in the rest of the building. Yet air flows in a building can also become very
complex. It is hence not always possible to intuitively predict where the largest
fluctuations will occur and it is even harder to estimate the magnitude of these
fluctuations and the associated risk of moisture related damage. There is thus a
need for a model that can predict the local fluctuations in air temperature and rel-
ative humidity and the associated hygric response of individual objects in order to
predict the risk of local moisture related damage.
This dissertation is the result of research conducted in search of suitable strate-
gies to model local temperature and relative humidity fluctuations in the air and
porous materials for the application in buildings. Chapter 1 starts with an elab-
orate introduction of moisture related damage induced by relative humidity fluc-
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tuations. Next a literature review on existing models and modelling techniques
used in hygrothermal simulations for buildings is presented. This overview shows
that at present the existing models can not be used for the applications aimed at
in this work as they either do not offer the required level of detail or as there are
limitations in the used physical models (e.g. only 2D, . . . ). It is also shown in this
chapter that a combination of CFD flow simulation and a hygrothermal material
model is best suited for the simulation of the local interaction between the air and
the porous material.
The second chapter focuses on the use of transfer coefficients for the modelling
of the hygrothermal interaction between air and porous materials. If it would be
possible to use transfer coefficients in the air model then the required computa-
tional power would drastically decrease. The study on transfer coefficients starts
with an evaluation of the different definitions of the mass transfer coefficient. It is
demonstrated that the use of vapour densities in this definition, results in a depen-
dence of the mass transfer coefficient on the temperature difference between fluid
and wall. This reduces the applicability of mass transfer coefficients in practise.
Yet, when mass fractions are used in the definition, the value of the mass transfer
coefficient no longer depends on the temperature difference and the applicability is
strongly increased. Next these results are used to study the possibility of using the
heat and mass (moisture) analogy to simplify the prediction of local mass trans-
fer coefficients in buildings. It is shown that this is not feasible. The chapter is
concluded by checking to which extent the local transfer coefficients remain con-
stant during a transient process in a building environment. It is found that it is not
possible to use constant transfer coefficients during long periods of time and that
a possible advantage in calculation time associated with the use of transfer coeffi-
cients cancels since even in case of a transient moisture response with steady-state
flow, the local mass transfer coefficients strongly vary.
As it was shown that the use of constant transfer coefficients is not an option for
the applications aimed at in this work, the choice was made to directly couple the
CFD model and the hygrothermal material model. To reduce the extra computation
time imposed by this coupling, the hygrothermal material model is integrated into
the CFD solver. This means that no time consuming data exchange between two
separate codes is necessary. Chapter 3 presents the combined heat and moisture
transport equations which have to be solved by the extended solver.
Chapter 4 describes how the transport equations introduced in Chapter 3 can
be transformed into a discretized form and which numerical techniques are needed
to assure the conservation of mass and energy. Implementation of these discretized
transport equations into the CFD solver results in the coupled CFD - material
model. The different solver settings are briefly discussed. The well functioning
of the coupled model is proved by means of a verification and validation study.
In Chapter 5 the newly developed model is applied to a case study: the mi-
croclimate vitrine. In such a vitrine valuable and fragile objects (e.g. paintings)
are placed for protection against fluctuations in relative humidity. The operating
principle of the vitrine is based on the fact that due to the hygric buffering of the
object the relative humidity of the small amount of air in the vitrine is stabilized.
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To make a correct and detailed analysis of the effectiveness of such a vitrine it is
of crucial importance to take the local interaction between the air and the object
into account. Simulations performed with the new model confirm the stabilizing
influence of the vitrine and offer an explanation for the non-intuitive phenomena
experienced in practise for this type of vitrines. The new model clearly offers an
added value when analyzing the risk of moisture related damage.
Chapter 6 concludes this work by summarizing the most important conclusions
and by looking forward to possible future research.

1
Introduction
In this first chapter the research conducted in this thesis is motivated and put into
a larger perspective. The research topic is introduced by elaborating on the back-
ground of this work and on the relevance to practical engineering problems. Next
the current state of the art of the research on heat and moisture transfer between
air and porous materials is discussed. The chapter concludes with the formulation
of a problem definition and aim.
1.1 Background
The conservation of culturally or historically valuable objects sensitive to moisture
related damage, poses a complex problem. To maintain these objects in good con-
dition it would be best to store them in a climate which is as constant as possible,
for instance in a depot. Yet typically these objects are located in museums or his-
torical buildings such as churches, castles, . . . where they are exhibited or where
they are part of the interior. As a result, the objects are exposed to variations in
the indoor climate caused by moisture loads induced by visitors, temperature loads
generated by the heating system, . . . Hence there clearly is a conflict between the
wish to exhibit these objects and their preservation for future generations.
An additional difficulty of exhibiting valuable objects in public buildings is
that the heating system and, if present, the ventilation and air conditioning system
not only have to generate favourable conditions for the objects, but also have to
provide thermal comfort for the visitors. When the building itself has a historical
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value, additional limitations are likely to be imposed to the climate installation.
Due to rising energy costs all these tasks have to be fulfilled in an energy-efficient
way to avoid excessive operational costs. Assuring an optimal climate for man,
object and building is thus a challenging task, which requires a good knowledge
of the interaction between the climate installations, the valuable objects and the
building itself.
The interaction of individual objects with the climate inside a building is a very
complex process. In the indoor volume of large monumental buildings, which mu-
seums and historical buildings typically are, large temperature and humidity gra-
dients can occur due to the presence of air flows. These air flows can be induced
by draft or thermal buoyancy or by the HVAC (Heating, Ventilation, Air Condi-
tioning) installation (e.g. air inlets, convectors, . . . ). As a result individual objects
might be exposed to local microclimates. The occurrence of these local microcli-
mates can result in highly variable temperature and relative humidity values around
the objects depending on their position.
To assess if individual objects are exposed to an increased risk of moisture
related damage, local variations in the indoor climate have to be taken into account.
Yet knowing the local climate around an object is not enough. Although there
are guidelines giving the allowable fluctuations of the climate around a valuable
object [1], it is not always possible to keep the climate in this range at all times. In
that case it is important to know what the penalty is of such a single crossing of the
allowable range. To put it in the words of Marion Mecklenburg of the Smithsonian
Museum Conservation Institute [2]: “ Does a 4 hour depression of the RH outside
the allowable bandwith have a significant impact on the chemical and structural
stability of the collection? To answer that question one needs to know what the
actual, allowable, RH and temperature ranges are and to examine the time it takes
for moisture to enter or leave materials when there is a change in RH.” It is thus
not only necessary to know the local micro climate around an object, also the
effect of this microclimate on the moisture response of the object of interest and
the relation between the evolution of the moisture content in the material and the
risk of moisture related damage has to be known.
In short it can be stated that a better knowledge of the effect of local micro-
climates on the moisture transfer to precious objects in a building makes a better
design of the heating, ventilation and/or air conditioning installations possible.
This improved design will result in a better conservation of the valuable objects
while keeping the energy consumption under control.
1.1.1 Moisture related damage
When studying moisture related damage, the damage processes can be subdivided
in three different categories: biological, chemical and physical damage [3]. Exam-
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ples of biological damage are mould growth and wood rot. A common criterion
used for the prevention of biological damage is that the relative humidity should
remain below 70% RH at elevated temperatures [4]. As examples of damage pro-
cesses caused by chemical reactions at high relative humidity, the corrosion of
metals and the fading of dye are mentioned. The last category of deterioration
processes, physical damage, refers to the mechanical deterioration of the materials
due to deformation associated with increasing or decreasing moisture content in
the material.
Physical damage is a very important cause of deterioration of valuable objects.
A lot of these objects are made of organic materials such as wood, parchment,
ivory, . . . which are highly hygroscopic [5]. The hygroscopic behaviour of these
materials refers to their capability of storing liquid water at a relative humidity be-
low 100% . Not only do these organic materials show hygroscopic behaviour, they
also swell and shrink with respectively increasing and decreasing moisture con-
tent [3]. When this swelling and shrinking does not occur uniformly in the entire
material, stresses will arise which can lead to the deformation of the object and the
formation of cracks. As the variations in relative humidity and moisture content in
objects are imposed by the surrounding (micro-)climate, the hygric response will
be stronger at the surface which results in a non-uniform change of the moisture
content. Adding to this, art objects are commonly composed of different mate-
rials which expand differently in response to a change in moisture content. This
means that even at small changes in relative humidity a considerable difference in
expansion potential can arise resulting in considerable stresses in the object. For
example in a wooden panel painting, the wood and the paint will expand differ-
ently under the influence of a change in moisture content. This can result in the
formation of small cracks in the paint Fig. 1.1(a). When the paint and the panel
both show no dimensional change with varying humidity (as for instance oil paint
and copper), but have a potential for dimensional changes with temperature (cop-
per), the state of preservation of the painting is often very good Fig. 1.1(b). This
example illustrates that the characteristic behaviour of organic materials makes
these objects very sensitive to moisture and explains the importance of reducing
relative humidity variations in museums and historical buildings.
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Figure 21, detail, showing cracks largely perpendicular to the grain of the wood support. Gentile 
da Fabriano, Marchigian, c. 1370-1427, Madonna and Child Enthroned, c 1420, Tempera on 
panel, 37 11/16 in. x 22 ¼ in. (95.7 x 56.5 cm), Samuel H. Kress Collection, 1939.1.255. 
(Courtesy of the National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 22, Fra Lippo Lippi and workshop, Florentine, c. 1406-1469, The Nativity, probably c 
1445, oil and tempera (?) on panel, 9 1/8 in. x 21 ¾ in. (23.2 x 55.3 cm), Samuel H. Kress 
Collection, 1939.1.279. (Courtesy of the National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.) 
 
(a) Detail of Madonna and child enthroned by Gentile da Fabriano. c 1420. Tempera on
wooden panel. (Courtesy of the National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.)
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Figure 32, Jan van Kessel, Study of Butterfly and Insects, c 1655, Oil on copper, 4 5/16 in. x 5 
13/16 in. 1983.19.3 (Photo courtesy of the National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.) 
 
 
Canvas Paintings 
 
Canvas paintings represent some of the most complex structures in the cultural world. This is 
because of the widely varied materials used and their complex response to the environment. This 
can only be illustrated by looking at each layer individually and then superimposing the layers 
together. A cross-section of a raditional canvas supported oil painting is shown in Fig. 33. This 
assembly includes the “support” canvas, a glue size layer, an oil ground and the oil design layers. 
As is shown in the figure the glue size layer in almost too thin to see. This particular section was 
from a 19th century Italian painting.  
 
(b) Study of butterfly and insects by Jan van Kessel. c 1655. Oil on copper. (Courtesy of
the National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.)
Figure 1.1: Example of cracks caused by moisture related dimensional change (a)
and the absence of damage for materials insensitive to moisture changes (b).
Adopted from [2]
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To assess the risk of moisture related damage two different methodologies can
be used [3]: the hygrothermal response method and the damage response method.
In the hygrothermal response method hygrothermal properties such as the mois-
ture content in the material are used as durability indicator. This approach requires
extensive experimental testing to link the hygrothermal response to the damage
process, but has the advantage that no damage model is required. In the dam-
age response method the hygrothermal response of the material is used as input to
model the damage process itself. A common assumption made when modelling
the damage caused by hygrothermal action is that the damage process does not
change the moisture transport properties (e.g. [6]). This means that the modelling
of damage can be done as post processing after the calculation of the hygrothermal
response. According to Carmeliet et al. [3] the damage based approach is supe-
rior to the hygrothermal response method because it takes the time dependence
and the stochastic character of the damage process into account and allows for a
better choice of damage criterion and a better coupling between hygrothermal re-
sponse and damage process. Yet due to a lack in adequate damage models, the
hygrothermal response method is still widely used.
Recently a new generation of damage response methods is being developed. In
the classical damage models not all coupling effects between the damage process
and the hygrothermal response are fully included. Changes in stiffness, strength
and swelling or shrinking with the moisture content are described by empirical
laws [3]. New models based on a poro-mechanical approach use the fluid-solid
interaction instead of empirical laws to model these changes (e.g. [7]). A second
category of new models are the so called ‘discrete models’. Opposed to all the
previously mentioned models, which are based on a continuum approach, the dis-
crete model is capable of accurately simulating the formation of cracks (e.g. [8]).
The added value of this model for the assessment of moisture related damage in
art objects is however small as the object is already considered to have failed when
small cracks are formed, thus before the small cracks start to propagate and form
larger cracks.
It can thus be concluded that for the assessment of moisture related damage in
individual objects like paintings, the classical hygrothermal response methods and
damage response methods can be used. The advantage of these methods is that
they can follow as a post processing step to the prediction of the heat and moisture
transfer to these objects. This work will focus on a better prediction of the heat and
moisture transfer to these objects to improve the quality of the input data for the
damage models and by consequence the quality of the damage assessment. The
damage models themselves will not be studied further.
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1.1.2 HVAC and indoor climate
As mentioned before it is the task of the HVAC installation to generate an indoor
climate which is favourable for the occupants of the building, for the valuable ob-
jects inside the building and for the building itself. This is a far from evident task.
Especially when retrofitting monumental historical buildings, the ill-considered
placement of for instance a heating system can have dramatic consequences for the
preservation of the valuable objects in the building. Due to the increased demands
on thermal comfort monumental buildings are nowadays equipped with a heating
system and intermittently heated. This results in important fluctuations of the in-
door climate compared to the previous quasi-stationary situation: not only does
the heating system induce temperature fluctuations in the indoor climate, these
temperature fluctuations result on their turn in fluctuations of the indoor relative
humidity. Due to the large volume of such monumental buildings these fluctua-
tions will not occur uniformly in the entire indoor volume. Thermal stratification
and air flow generated by the heating system will result in the presence of local
(micro-)climates where the fluctuation in the climate is much stronger than on
average. If such (micro-)climates occur in the direct neighbourhood of valuable,
moisture sensitive objects, severe damage can result.
As an example of the possible impact of a heating system on the preservation
of valuable objects in practise, the case of the Walloon church in Delft, studied in
the PhD thesis of Schellen [9] is put forward. In this case the church was heated
by a warm air heating system which, when active, caused a strong increase in
temperature near the organ of the church. As the heating system was activated
when the church was occupied, the temperature near the organ fluctuated on an
intermittent basis. Together with the intermittent temperature increase a drop in
the relative humidity occurred, which led to a periodical drying of the wooden
organ pipes. Due to this intermittent drying process, a sequence of shrinking and
re-expanding of the wood was induced. Analysis of the wooden organ pipes proved
that this led to the formation of cracks in the wooden parts.
This example illustrates why people dealing with the conservation of art have
the saying: “There is no better heating than no heating”. Yet when a model would
be available which can predict the hygrothermal response of delicate, valuable ob-
jects taking into account the local (micro-)climate induced by the heating system, it
would become easier to assess different design alternatives and their impact on the
art collection in the building. Such a model would be a valuable tool to reconcile
the wish for thermal comfort and the requirement to preserve valuable objects.
To respond to the need for quantification of the influence of indoor climate
fluctuations on the moisture content in valuable objects, a numerical study on the
hygrothermal interaction between air flows and porous materials will be carried
out in this work.
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1.2 State of the art
A first step in this study is to present an overview of the state of the art in numerical
modelling for heat and moisture transfer in air and porous materials in buildings.
Buildings are complex systems which can be studied at different scales (whole
building, building elements, . . . ). By consequence, different aspects of the building
can be studied at different levels of detail depending on the purpose of the study.
In the case of heat and moisture transfer, numerical models can be divided in four
main categories based on their application:
- transient building energy simulations
- airflow simulations
- ventilation and infiltration simulations
- simulation of heat, air and moisture transfer in construction parts
The first category of models is called (Building) Energy Simulation ( (B)ES )
and is used to simulate all kinds of processes related to the energy consumption
in buildings. Such processes include heat losses or gains through the building en-
velope, solar loads, interaction of the building and the HVAC installation, . . . An
extensive list of the many different BES tools can be found on the website of the
U.S. Department of Energy [10]. As these tools focus on energy related processes,
they are not well suited to simulate combined heat and moisture transport in the
building. Some of these models however do take the buffering of moisture in the
building envelope into account in order to better predict the indoor relative hu-
midity. This indoor relative humidity is linked with the energy consumption in
buildings if humidification or dehumidification of the air is applied or if evapora-
tive cooling is installed. As moisture simulation is not the main focus of the BES
tools, simplified models are used to predict the indoor relative humidity and mois-
ture buffering. The BES tools can also be used to monitor the indoor temperature
and, in some cases, relative humidity for Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) assessment. To
offer a good thermal comfort to the occupants the indoor temperature and relative
humidity should remain within a certain band. The temperature and relative hu-
midity have a strong impact on the perception of the air quality [11] and should
always be included in the assessment of IAQ.
In the second category of models, the so called air flow models, the heat and
moisture transfer associated with the air flow in and around buildings can be mod-
elled. Two different types of air flow models can be considered: the Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models and the zonal models. CFD models solve the com-
plete set of conservation equations (mass, energy and momentum) in the air to
model air flow, while zonal models solve a simplified set of equations in a limited
number of computational cells. CFD has the advantage that it is more accurate than
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zonal models, yet the zonal models require far less computational time. The appli-
cations of air flow models in building engineering can be found both at the exterior
as in the interior. The outdoor flow is simulated to predict wind comfort [12], driv-
ing rain loads on the building facade [13], contaminant spreading, temperatures in
an urban street canyon [14], . . . In the interior of the building air flow models are
very well suited to assess Indoor Air Quality as they not only provide information
on the average air temperature and relative humidity like BES does, but can also
predict distributions of these properties (e.g. [15]). Adding to this, air flow models
also provide information on air velocities (draft), contaminants and, in the case of
CFD, turbulence intensity [16]. This allows for a complete assessment of IAQ.
The second main application of the air flow models in the building interior is the
simulation of distributions generated by heating and ventilation systems (displace-
ment ventilation, natural ventilation, . . . ) for the study of their effectiveness under
different scenarios [16, 17].
While the second category of models focuses on the air flow inside a single
room, the ventilation and infiltration models of the third category are used to sim-
ulate the air flow and contaminant spreading between the different rooms/zones
in the building. Just like the air flow models, this category of models is used to
assess indoor air quality and ventilation systems. The difference between both
categories is that ventilation and infiltration models consider the flow paths in the
entire building instead of in a single zone. These models hence describe the prob-
lems at a larger scale. Two commonly used ventilation and infiltration models are
COMIS [18] and CONTAM [19].
The models belonging to the fourth and last category, are the so called HAM
models (Heat, Air and Moisture models). These models provide detailed analysis
of the hygrothermal response in construction parts of the building envelope. Typ-
ical applications are the assessment of heat loss through the construction element
when the effect of moisture on the heat transfer is significant [20] and the assess-
ment of moisture related damage processes such as mould growth [21]. Many, but
not all, of the HAM models take the effect of air transfer through the porous struc-
ture of the construction into account. Recent developments in HAM modelling
include the addition of pollutant and salt transport models (e.g. [22]) and mould
growth models [23]. An overview of different HAM models can be found in [24].
Although the four different categories of models focus on different things,
there is some overlap between them. For instance the temperature and relative
humidity of indoor air is monitored on a yearly basis but in a simplified manner
in BES models, while in air flow models it is investigated for a single moment in
time in a very detailed way. These two models hence allow for the assessment of
different aspects of indoor air quality. The areas of overlap are thus considered at
different levels of detail. By combining models from different categories it hence
becomes possible to add extra accuracy to the study of a certain problem. To find
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out which category of models or which combination of models out of different cat-
egories is most suitable for the applications aimed at in this work, it is necessary
to start with a detailed overview of the assumptions made by these models in the
different parts of the building.
1.2.1 Indoor air modelling
This section discusses the different modelling techniques used in the different cat-
egories of building simulation models to describe heat and moisture transport in
indoor air.
Nodal approach
In the nodal approach each zone, which is a room or a collection of rooms, is rep-
resented by a single calculation node (Fig. 1.2(a)). This means that inside the zone
uniform properties are assumed, i.e. the air in the zone is considered well mixed.
Transfer coefficients are used to model the heat and moisture transfer between the
air and the porous materials of the walls, furniture, . . . As an example of a transfer
coefficient the heat flux (q) between the surface s and the air is calculated using
the heat transfer coefficient (h) and the difference between the surface temperature
(Ts) and air node temperature (Tnode) in Eq. (1.1).
q = h · (Ts − Tnode) (1.1)
To add more accuracy to the prediction of the wall fluxes it is possible to use differ-
ent transfer coefficients depending on the orientation of the wall (vertical, ceiling,
floor), on the type of ventilation, . . . The values for the transfer coefficients are not
simulated directly but have to be determined based on experimental correlations,
analytical correlations or CFD simulations.
The nodal approach to represent indoor air is used in BES and HAM mod-
els. In the case of BES models a two way coupling between the air node and the
porous materials exists: the values in both the air as the porous material are up-
dated based on simulation. In the case of HAM models there is only one way data
exchange between the air and the porous material: the value of the air node is used
as a boundary condition for the calculation inside the porous material and is not
updated based on the HAM simulation.
Considering that the well mixed air assumption is inherent to the nodal ap-
proach, no indoor air distributions or local wall interaction can be predicted by
the sole use of this modelling technique. To include local wall interaction in the
nodal approach an external data source is needed (e.g. CFD) which can provide
information about the relation between the average properties in the air node, the
air properties next to the wall and the properties on the wall surface for a large
number of elements on the surface of interest (e.g. [25]).
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Multizone or Multi-nodal approach
Similar as in the nodal approach, the entire zone is represented by a single calcu-
lation node with uniform properties in the multizone approach. Yet unlike for the
nodal approach, the different air nodes in the different zones interact (Fig. 1.2(b)).
This allows for the simulation of air flow through cracks, ducts, windows, doors,
. . . This way contaminant spreading can be predicted. As water vapour can also be
considered a contaminant, this approach can describe the transport of water vapour
between the different zones in a building. The multizone approach is typically used
in ventilation and infiltration models and does not account for the interaction with
porous materials.
Zonal approach
Opposed to the well mixed assumption made in the nodal and multizone approach,
one zone is divided in a limited amount of calculation cells in the zonal approach.
This allows for the modelling of distributions in the air in a single space (Fig.
1.2(c)). The first generation of zonal models were experimentally based models:
the air flow direction had to be known in advance, from experiments, when using
the model (e.g. [26]). In the new generation of generalized zonal models, mass and
energy conservation laws are used together with a power law relation to calculate
the fluxes between the different calculation cells [27]. The advantage of this new
approach is that the flow direction no longer has to be known prior to the use of
the zonal model. However, this approach is not that accurate. Recent develop-
ments of the zonal models have improved the accuracy of the model by imposing
known, standard profiles in certain zones of the domain [27]. For instance the pro-
file associated with a boundary layer or circular jet have been implemented [28].
The drawback of imposing these known profiles is that the location where these
phenomena will occur have to be known in advance.
Like nodal models, zonal models use transfer coefficients to model the in-
teraction with the walls and need data from experimental correlations, analytical
correlations or CFD as input. The zonal models are mostly used to predict air flow
and temperature distributions, yet Wurtz [29] also added water vapour transport to
these models. The zonal models belong to the category of the air flow models.
CFD approach
Like the zonal models CFD models divide a single zone in multiple calculation
cells (Fig. 1.2(d)). The difference with zonal models is that CFD not only consid-
ers far more calculation cells, it also solves the complete set of mass, energy and
momentum equations for 2D or 3D problems. As a result no experimental data,
apart from the boundary conditions, is required to simulate the air flow. Unlike
all previously discussed indoor air models, CFD models do not require transfer
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(a) Nodal approach (b) Multizone approach
(c) Zonal approach (d) CFD approach
Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of different modelling techniques for indoor
air
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coefficients to simulate the interaction at the interface between solid and fluid, as
they offer the possibility to model the flow phenomena up to the interface.
CFD can hence provide great detail about distributions of temperature and hu-
midity in the air, but also require considerable computing time. CFD simulations
for building applications can easily require computing times ranging from hours to
days [16], while for instance BES simulations only take several minutes. Thanks
to the increasing, low cost computational power, CFD is nevertheless becoming an
increasingly important tool in building design. As example of its increased use in
the field of building engineering, the development of user-friendly CFD tools, such
as Airpak [30] and Designbuilder CFD [31] can be mentioned. These programs
can automatically import building geometries and boundary conditions and claim
they can be used ‘without the need for any specialist knowledge’.
Discussion
To model local hygrothermal interaction between the air and porous materials in
a zone three different approaches can be used: nodal, zonal and CFD modelling.
These three approaches however do not provide the same level of modelling:
- nodal models: require additional information to bridge the gap between the
average air properties, the local air properties next to the wall and the wall
surface
- zonal models: require additional information to bridge the gap between the
local air properties next to the wall and the wall surface
- CFD models: require no additional data
CFD simulation is thus the most accurate, detailed and complete way to determine
the indoor air distributions and local 3D effects. It is hence the logical choice when
modelling local hygrothermal interactions. The main drawback of CFD is the large
computational cost.
As an alternative for CFD simulation, nodal and zonal models can be used
if local relations for the transfer coefficients are available. In case these transfer
coefficients are unknown, they can be predicted with additional CFD simulations.
The use of additional CFD simulations is of course only meaningful if the transfer
coefficients remain constant during several time steps, otherwise the nodal and
zonal methods do not offer a reduction in computational cost. A second option to
reduce the cost of CFD calculations is to use coarse grids. This way the number
of computational cells can be reduced to the level of zonal models. A study by
Mora showed that at comparable computational cost, coarse grid CFD resulted in
a better accuracy than zonal methods [32].
As CFD simulation will play a prominent role in this thesis, a brief introduction
about the nature and background of CFD is given in the next section.
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1.2.2 CFD modelling
The motion of a Newtonian fluid, like air, is described by the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions, which result from considering the conservation of mass, momentum and
energy. Hence to simulate air flows in detail, the Navier-Stokes equations need
to be solved by a numerical model. Such a model is called a Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) model. In contrast with nodal models, which assume the air to be
perfectly mixed and zonal models, which describe the mass transport between the
different zones in the air volume in a simplified manner, CFD models can simulate
the full complexity of the flow. This is necessary to describe the flow phenomena
near the interface between air and porous material and, by consequence, the heat
and moisture exchange at this interface. Different CFD simulations will be dis-
cussed in the course of this work, all of them carried out in the commercial CFD
package Fluent 6.2.16. [33].
When solving the Navier-Stokes equations with CFD, different modelling as-
sumptions can be made. This section focuses on the physical models used for
the prediction of indoor air flows with CFD. For more general information on the
Navier-Stokes equations and CFD modelling the reader is referred to a CFD text-
book (e.g. [34]).
Compressibility
An important question when simulating fluid flow is whether the flow can be mod-
elled as incompressible or not. Air is off course a compressible medium, but it
is known that liquids and gases flowing at low speeds behave as incompressible
fluids. At these low speeds the Mach number (ratio of fluid velocity and speed of
sound in the fluid) is substantially smaller than one, which means that the pressure
variations are small enough to have no significant effect on the density. Sorensen
stated that air flow in buildings can always be assumed incompressible [35]. Al-
though pressure variations have no significant effect on the density, temperature
and concentration variations do affect the density. For this reason it is still needed
to solve the energy equation and take a varying density into account when simu-
lating air flow in buildings.
Two alternatives are available to model the flow as incompressible while taking
the effect of temperature variations on the density into account. The first alterna-
tive, called the Boussinesq approximation, is a popular method to account for the
effect of temperature due to its robustness. In this method density is treated as a
constant in all equations, except in the buoyancy term of the momentum equation
where a linear relation between temperature and density is used. As a result of
this simplification the Boussinesq approximation is only valid for cases with small
temperature differences and more importantly it is not compatible with the simula-
tion of species transport. Therefore the second alternative is used in this work: the
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incompressible ideal gas model. In this approach the influence of temperature and
concentration variations on the density is included in all transport equations, while
the effect of pressure variations is neglected. The density is calculated as follows:
ρ =
Pop
RT
∑
i
Yi
Mi
(1.2)
with Pop the average operating pressure, R the universal gas constant, Yi and Mi
the mass fraction and molar weight of the different species i.
Turbulence
As stated earlier a CFD code is able to simulate fluid flow by solving the Navier-
Stokes equations. For laminar flows these equations can be solved with limited use
of computational resources. In this case the flow can either be treated as steady,
or the unsteady behaviour can be captured using a moderate time resolution. Also
the required resolution of the calculation grid is limited. Yet flow inside buildings
is most of the time not laminar but turbulent. Turbulent flow is characterized by a
three dimensional chaotic, unsteady motion which drastically changes the flow be-
haviour. Capturing all these turbulent motions would require a three dimensional
unsteady simulation and imposes extreme requirements on the number of calcu-
lation cells and the number and size of the time steps. CFD simulation of all the
turbulent motions is called Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS). DNS calculations
require such a huge amount of computational resources that they are at present
only applicable for academic study of very simple problems using supercomput-
ers. For this reason turbulent simulations are done in practice by modelling the
effects of turbulence.
Instead of solving all the turbulent motions it is also possible to model their
effect on the flow with so called turbulence models. One popular class of turbu-
lence models are the Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) models. In the
RANS approach the time averaged Navier-Stokes equations are solved instead of
the instantaneous Navier-Stokes equations. The idea of solving the time averaged
equations is based on the fact that the interest of the study lies not in knowing the
high frequency fluctuations caused by turbulence but rather the value around which
the variables fluctuate. Due to the time averaging the high frequency contributions
cancel in the equations except for the second moment of the fluctuations (product
of two high frequency fluctuations). These second moments represent turbulent
fluxes and are modelled by the turbulence model. RANS turbulence models cause
just a modest extra computational cost and can be used in two dimensional and
steady state simulations. A second class of turbulence models are Large Eddie
Simulation (LES) models. Instead of time averaging these models use filtering for
the modelling of turbulence: the large scale turbulent motions (eddies) are inte-
grally solved while only the small scale eddies are modelled. This model is based
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on the fact that the large scale eddies are specific for the studied problem while the
small scaled eddies can be modelled with universal functions. The LES models
are more accurate compared to the RANS models but require significantly more
computational time as they are by definition three dimensional and feature high
frequency unsteady behaviour. The last class of turbulence models are the hybrid
RANS-LES models. These models use the LES approach in the free stream away
from the walls where the flow is dominated by the large eddies. Near the walls,
where viscous effects and small scale eddies are important, the RANS approach is
used. These hybrid models are relatively new and still under development. Their
computational cost is comparable with the LES models.
The most common way to model turbulent flow in buildings is the use of the
RANS approach. The use of LES and hybrid RANS-LES models in buildings is
still largely limited to academic and research purposes. An overview of the most
commonly used and new turbulence models applicable to flow in buildings can be
found in [36]. A comparison of the performance and computational cost of these
different turbulence models is given in [37]. Given the high computational cost
of LES and hybrid RANS-LES models the choice is made in this work to use a
RANS model in case turbulent flows have to be simulated.
There are many different RANS models which all have their own merits, yet
not all of these models are equally suited to predict flow near walls. The high
importance of viscous forces near the wall results in a substantially different be-
haviour compared to the turbulent core flow away from the wall. Many popular
RANS models (e.g. k − ε models) were originally developed for the use in turbu-
lent core flows and are called High Reynolds Number (HRN) models. A widely
used approach to adapt these HRN models for the prediction of wall bounded flows
is the use of wall functions. Wall functions impose a known velocity profile near
the wall and hence bridge the gap between the wall and the turbulent core. In case
of forced convection with flow attached to the wall this approach yields excellent
results as for these cases the velocity profile near the wall takes up a universally
valid shape. However inside buildings the flow is more complex due to the pres-
ence of buoyancy, detachment zones, etc. For these complex flows no universally
valid function for the near wall gradients can be found and the use of wall func-
tions is restricted to very specific cases. Since the interest of this work lies in
the accurate simulation of the interaction between air flows and porous materials
inside buildings, the use of wall functions is not an option. Instead of imposing
known wall functions it is thus necessary to solve the near wall region. This can
be done in two ways: either a two-layer model or a Low Reynolds Number (LRN)
model has to be used. In a two-layer model the domain is split up in a fully tur-
bulent region where a HRN model is used and a viscosity affected layer where an
adapted turbulence model is used. When using a LRN model the entire domain is
solved with the same turbulence model valid for viscosity affected flows. Both the
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two-layer model and the LRN model will be used in this work.
1.2.3 Material modelling
There are different ways to model heat and moisture transfer in building materials.
This section gives an overview of the most commonly used techniques.
Uncoupled approach
When the full coupling between heat and moisture transfer is not taken into ac-
count, the complexity of the heat and moisture transport equations significantly
reduces at the expense of accuracy. This technique is called ‘the uncoupled ap-
proach’ in this work and is used for models which feature no coupling at all as for
models which feature a simplified coupling mechanism. The uncoupled approach
is mostly used in BES and airflow models. As these two categories of models are
most of the time used for problems where there is either no interest in the hygric
behaviour (e.g. when only ventilation is studied) or where a simplified moisture
model provides sufficient accuracy (e.g. moisture buffering in walls and its effect
on indoor RH on a yearly basis) the use of the uncoupled approach is justified.
The uncoupled heat transfer in the material can be solved using response fac-
tors as in the BES model TRNSYS, using control volumes as in CFD, with finite
differences as in the zonal model by Inard [38], . . . In all these different solution
techniques the entire thickness of the construction element is considered.
The moisture transfer in the material is usually described in a very simplified
way in the uncoupled approach. In the airflow models it is even rarely taken into
account: standard CFD models can model air flow through porous materials but
are not capable of modelling moisture transfer in those materials as they do not
consider hygroscopic or capillary effects; also most zonal models do not consider
hygric effects, yet in a recent model by Wurtz [29] hygric buffering in walls was
added to the zonal model. In BES models like TRNSYS and EnergyPlus the Effec-
tive Moisture Penetration Depth (EMPD) model [39] is included to take the effects
of moisture buffering in the construction elements on the indoor relative humidity
into account. In the EMPD model only the moisture transfer to a thin material
layer near the interface with the air is considered. The thickness of this material
layer depends on the period of the relative humidity variation in the air and the
associated moisture penetration depth in the material. The model is based on the
observation that the response of the material to a RH fluctuation in the air is al-
ready reduced to 5% at a depth of three times the penetration depth. In EnergyPlus
a separate material layer is considered for each wall which buffers moisture and
the influence of the wall temperature on the relative humidity in the wall is taken
into account. In TRNSYS one virtual material layer is considered that represents
all the different walls and the influence of variations in the wall temperature on
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the relative humidity in the material is not taken into account. The EMPD model
has its use in predicting the effect of moisture buffering in the porous materials
on the relative humidity in the indoor air, but cannot be used when the interest of
the study lies in accurately predicting the effect of fluctuations in the air on the
hygrothermal behaviour of the material.
Coupled approach
Coupled models take the full interaction between the heat and moisture transfer
processes into account and solve the coupled heat and moisture transport equations
for the material of interest. This approach is used in the HAM models. Besides
the fact that not all HAM models consider air transport in the material (the ‘A’
in ‘HAM’), the main distinction that can be made between different HAM mod-
els concerns the way they model moisture transfer in the material. Some models
consider water vapour transport as the only moisture transport mechanism, while
others consider both water vapour transport and liquid transport.
A second criterion to distinguish the different HAM models is the way they
simulate multi-dimensional problems. Some HAM models like for instance HAM-
tools [40] are one dimensional, while other models are two dimensional (e.g. [22])
or even three dimensional [41].
Discussion
To accurately predict the hygrothermal response of individual objects in real build-
ings, the complete interaction between heat and moisture transfer in the object has
to be modelled. This is the consequence of the important temperature fluctuations
which can occur in the indoor climate of the building. Janssens showed that the
interaction between such temperature changes and the moisture balance have a
major impact on the humidity predictions and should be well described [42]. The
uncoupled approach is thus clearly not suited for the applications aimed at in this
thesis.
The driving force for the moisture transport in the objects is the fluctuation in
the indoor relative humidity. As this study focuses on individual objects, located
indoors and not being part of the building envelope, it can be safely assumed that
the objects are not in contact with sources of liquid moisture such as driving rain
and moisture rising from the soil. The relative humidity inside the objects will thus
be limited by the maximum relative humidity of the indoor air. This however does
not rule out the possibility that the object is exposed to liquid moisture by surface
condensation (e.g. a painting hung against a cold wall). In such a case it is obvious
that the object will be damaged and it is hence not necessary to model the moisture
transport inside the material. For this reason the case of surface condensation will
not be considered in this work.
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In building physics textbooks (e.g. [43]) the concept of critical moisture con-
tent is used as a criterion to distinguish between vapour dominated transport and
liquid dominated transport. As the critical moisture content is located at a higher
relative humidity than the hygroscopic moisture content, which lies at 98% RH ,
it is an acceptable assumption that moisture transport in objects located in the in-
terior is driven by water vapour transport. Hence, the HAM code used to model
the response of the object, does not have to include the effects of liquid moisture
transport.
The objects which are to be modelled can have an irregular shape. Sharp cor-
ners and complex surfaces can result in multi-dimensional effects in the hygrother-
mal response, which cannot always be modelled as one or two dimensional effects.
The simulation of the hygrothermal response of an individual object thus re-
quires the use of 3D coupled heat and moisture transport model, capable of mod-
elling water vapour transport.
1.2.4 Combined models
The previous overview of air and material models indicated that the best mod-
elling technique for the simulation of varying distributions in the indoor air and
the associated hygrothermal response of porous objects, is a combination of a 3D
CFD model (or a simplified model enriched with 3D CFD data) and a 3D HAM
model. This means that two different types of building simulation models have to
be combined: an airflow model and a HAM material model.
The coupling or integration of different classes of building simulation models
has recently gained a lot of attention due to the new possibilities offered by the
increased computational power of modern computers. The appealing idea behind
the coupling strategy is that the benefits of the different models can be combined to
achieve increased accuracy and detail of both models. In this section an overview is
presented of the history and recent developments of the attempts to couple building
simulation models and CFD.
CFD and BES
Most of the work done on the coupling of CFD models with building simulation
tools, focuses on energy simulation with BES codes. Important contributions of
Negrao [44], Beausoleil-Morrison [45] and Zhai [46] made it possible that nowa-
days coupled CFD-BES codes are gaining popularity. The goal of coupling CFD
and BES is twofold: for thermal comfort studies the BES model can provide re-
alistic boundary conditions to the CFD model, which results in an increased level
of detail; for energy related studies the CFD model can provide realistic transfer
coefficients to the BES code which results in an increased accuracy compared to
the standard use of empiric correlations in BES.
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In case standard BES codes are linked with CFD the applicability is limited to
thermal processes. Yet recently coupled CFD-BES codes have been extended to
include the hygrothermal interaction as well. Amissah [47] linked the BES code
ESP-r with a 3D CFD model and a 1D HAM model in order to improve IAQ
predictions. Van Schijndel [41] developed HAMLab, an integrated HAM-BES
model capable of performing CFD simulations in COMSOL. The drawback of
CFD in COMSOL is that at the moment only 2D calculations are feasible and only
one turbulence model is available (k- model) [41]. Note that both the model by
Amissah as the model by Van Schijndel cannot be considered as pure BES codes:
they both combine aspects of as well BES as HAM models.
CFD and HAM
The CFD-BES models discussed in the previous paragraphs look at the hygrother-
mal action at a whole building scale. This often forces them to simplify the studied
problems. Opposed to this, the idea behind the coupling of CFD and HAM models
is to look to the interaction between air and porous materials in a single zone of
the building in a very detailed way.
Coupled models which can simulate the hygrothermal interaction between air
flows and porous materials by combining CFD and HAM models are relatively
young and are still under further development. One of the first real CFD-HAM
models was developed by Erriguible [48] for drying applications of hygroscopic
materials. He coupled a 2D CFD model to a 2D HAM model for water vapour
and liquid transport, by linking their respective solver. Meanwhile new models are
being developed which couple CFD and 2D HAM models, and are more focussed
on building applications. Defraeye linked the CFD package Fluent to a 2D finite
elements HAM model (HAMFEM [20]) [49] and Steskens is developing the same
coupling between a custom CFD solver and the Delphin [22] HAM model [50].
The advantage of the work of Defraye and Steskens is that the HAM models they
use were originally developed for building applications and feature an easy input
of boundary conditions met in buildings, complete and validated description of
vapour and liquid transport in porous materials, . . . A different approach was fol-
lowed by Mortensen [51]. She adapted a 3D steady state CFD solver to include
the governing equations for heat and moisture transfer in porous materials. The
transport equations in the air and the porous material were separated and an algo-
rithm was developed that predicts the moisture flux at the air-material interface and
reconciles the water vapour content at both sides of this interface. The drawback
of this approach is that only steady-state problems can be studied.
Note that all coupled CFD-HAM models discussed in the previous paragraph
(except the model by Mortensen) couple two separate simulation codes and two
separate solvers.
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Discussion
As there is a trend towards whole building heat and moisture simulation [52], the
coupling and integration of different categories of building simulation models is
nowadays receiving increased attention. The coupling of CFD and BES fits into
this whole-building philosophy: the entire building with mechanical installations
and outdoor interaction is simulated during a long period (typically a year) with
the BES code while at certain simulation time steps the CFD code is used to ‘zoom
in’.
When studying the hygrothermal response of objects to local indoor relative
humidity variations, it is however not necessary to monitor an entire year. The
main cause of damage to these objects are fast changes in relative humidity due
to daily variations and daily events. It hence makes more sense to focus in a
very detailed way (including 3D distributions in the indoor air) on a short period
(typically a day) with increased risk of damage (e.g. a cold winter day in a church
when the air heating system is turned on shortly before a Sunday Mass). For such
simulations, a combined CFD - HAM model is perfectly suited. However, the
existing CFD - HAM models, and even the new models under development, are
not capable of simulating the full three dimensional effects in both the air and the
porous materials. The main argument for the absence of such full 3D effects is the
huge computational cost. A model which could include the full 3D effects in the
air and porous material, without demanding excessive computation time, would
thus be a significant improvement.
1.3 Problem definition and Aim
This work focuses on modelling the hygrothermal action in valuable objects (e.g.
artworks) in response to local fluctuations in the indoor air. Including the effect of
air distributions in the simulation of the drying and wetting of these objects, will
result in more realistic input data for damage assessment models and will allow
a damage risk based design of HVAC systems for churches, museums and other
monumental buildings.
The overview, given in the previous section, of the state of the art of building
simulation models showed that there are no models available which can take the
complete complexity of three dimensional heat and moisture transport in air and
porous materials into account. Although coupled CFD and HAM models have
been developed for two dimensional problems, the coupling of these models for
three dimensional problems is assumed to be too time consuming.
To solve the problem of the high computational cost of 3D CFD - HAM mod-
els, two different approaches are investigated in this thesis. In the first approach,
the possibility of reducing the number of CFD runs by using transfer coefficients
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and nodal models is studied. Although data for the required mass transfer coeffi-
cients is scarce, the heat and mass analogy could be used to relate the unknown
mass transfer coefficients to the numerous available correlations for heat transfer
coefficients. This requires a critical assessment of the applicability of the heat and
mass analogy in building applications. Despite of the large number of heat trans-
fer correlations in buildings, for some cases (for instance with complex geometry)
no valid correlation is available. In these cases CFD simulations could be used
to predict the transfer coefficients. In case these coefficients remain constant dur-
ing multiple time steps, this would still reduce the required number of CFD runs
compared to the direct coupling of CFD with the HAM model.
A second approach to reduce the cost of 3D CFD - HAM is cancelling the
time consuming data exchange between the two solvers. This could be done by
integrating the HAM model for the porous material into the CFD solver.
The aim of this work is thus twofold. The first part (Chapter 2) investigates the
use of transfer coefficients as a way to simplify the simulation of indoor air flows
while retaining the capability of taking local interaction with the porous materials
into account. The second part (Chapters 3, 4, 5) is devoted to the development of
an integrated 3D CFD - HAM model that can capture the complete interaction at
the fluid - porous interface.

2
The use of transfer coefficients
In this chapter the use of heat and mass transfer coefficients to predict local hy-
grothermal interaction between air and porous materials is investigated. The chap-
ter consists of three major parts. Before evaluating the practical use of the transfer
coefficients, the validity of the different definitions of the mass transfer coefficient
found in literature is investigated. In the second part of the study on transfer co-
efficients, the applicability of the heat and mass analogy for the indoor building
environment is checked. If the heat and mass analogy would be applicable for
indoor air flows the numerous heat transfer correlations could be transformed into
mass transfer data. In the third and last part of this chapter it is investigated if the
transfer coefficients for indoor air flows remain constant in a transient simulation.
If this is the case then they can be used to upgrade nodal, well-mixed air models
into local models.
2.1 The concept behind transfer coefficients
Transfer coefficients are widely used in different engineering disciplines for the
prediction of heat and mass fluxes between a surface and an adjacent fluid. The
concept of transfer coefficients was introduced for heat transfer by Newton when
he stated ‘Newton’s Law of Cooling’:
q = h∆T (2.1)
with q the heat flux from the surface to the fluid, ∆T the driving force, being the
temperature difference between the surface and the fluid and h the heat transfer
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coefficient. Knowing the heat transfer coefficient, the heat flux associated with
any given driving force can be calculated. It is however important to stress that
Eq. (2.1) is not a physical law, but should be considered a definition of the transfer
coefficient h [53].
In some cases the transfer coefficient can be linked to the physical concept of
boundary layers. For instance in the case of forced convective flow over a flat plate
with uniform inlet temperature, 1h represents the resistance to heat transfer over the
thermal boundary layer (the area between the surface and the free stream where the
temperature lies between the surface temperature and the free stream temperature)
as depicted in Fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Thermal boundary layer for forced convection flow over flat plate
Contrary to the uniform free stream temperature of the forced convection case,
strong temperature distributions can occur in the indoor air in buildings, which
make it impossible to define a unique free stream temperature. In that case the free
stream temperature is replaced by a freely chosen reference temperature. Yet this
means that 1h no longer represents the resistance over the boundary layer, instead it
represents the heat transfer resistance between the surface and an arbitrary chosen
point in the room (point where the reference temperature is evaluated).
The mass transfer coefficient can be defined in an analogous way as the heat
transfer coefficient, yet multiple options are available for the choice of the driving
force. The influence of this choice will be investigated in the first part of this chap-
ter. Because of the analogous definition of the heat and mass transfer coefficient
and because of the analogy between the equations describing heat and mass trans-
fer, a relation between the heat and mass transfer coefficient is expressed through
the heat and mass analogy theory. The heat and mass analogy is known to yield
accurate predictions for forced convection boundary layers, yet it is not clear how
well it performs in buildings.
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As the transfer coefficients in buildings are not linked to the physical concept of
boundary layers it is also not certain that the transfer coefficients remain constant
for a given velocity field and varying values of the driving force. Yet this should be
the case if transfer coefficients are to be used to simplify the air flow calculations.
2.2 Dimensionless numbers
In the study on the use of transfer coefficients different dimensionless numbers will
be put forward. These dimensionless numbers are used in fluid mechanics when
performing dimensional analysis: writing down physical quantities as dimension-
less numbers allows for the comparison of different cases and for a characteriza-
tion of the flow or heat/mass transfer regime. In this paragraph the most important
dimensionless numbers will be introduced.
To characterize the flow regime the following dimensionless numbers will be
used:
- Reynolds number Re: Ratio of inertial and viscous forces.
Re =
vLref
ν
(2.2)
- Grashof number Gr: Ratio of buoyancy and viscous forces.
Gr =
g∆ρLref 3ρ
µ2
(2.3)
- Richardson number Ri: Ratio of buoyancy and inertial forces.
Ri =
Gr
Re2
=
g∆ρρ Lref
ν2
(2.4)
In these equations v represents the velocity, Lref stands for an appropriately cho-
sen reference length, ν is the kinematic viscosity, g the acceleration due to Earth’s
gravity, ρ the fluid density and µ the dynamic viscosity.
When characterizing heat transfer, the thermal properties of the fluid can be
described by the Prandtl number Pr which is the ratio of the kinematic viscosity
and the thermal diffusivity α:
Pr =
ν
α
=
ν ρCp
λ
(2.5)
The Nusselt number Nu is used to relate convective and conductive heat transfer
at a wall and can be considered a dimensionless representation of the heat transfer
coefficient.
Nu =
hLref
λ
(2.6)
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For mass transfer analogous dimensionless numbers as for heat transfer can
be defined. Analogue to the Prandtl number, the Schmidt number Sc expresses a
relation between the kinematic viscosity and the mass diffusivity D:
Sc =
ν
D
(2.7)
The Sherwood number on the other hand relates the convective and diffusive mass
transfer at a wall, similar as the Nusselt number does for heat transfer. The Sher-
wood number can be considered a dimensionless representation of the mass trans-
fer coefficient hm.
Sh =
hρmLref
D
(2.8)
Using the introduced dimensionless numbers it is now possible to express heat
or mass transfer coefficients with a dimensionless correlation. This allows for a
straightforward and unambiguous comparison of different situations. Typically
such a correlation expresses the heat/mass transfer in function of fluid properties
and flow conditions. This results in the following relations for respectively heat
and mass transfer:
Nu = f(Re, Pr) or Nu = f(Gr, Pr) (2.9a)
Sh = f(Re, Sc) or Sh = f(Gr, Sc) (2.9b)
2.3 Evaluation of the different definitions of the mass
transfer coefficient
This section was accepted for publication in the International Journal of Heat and
Mass Transfer in adapted form [54].
2.3.1 Problem statement
When using transfer coefficients to describe the hygrothermal interaction between
air and porous materials both heat transfer coefficients (for the thermal response)
and mass transfer coefficients (for the hygric response) are needed. Depending
on the author and on the scientific discipline, different choices have been made to
define the mass transfer coefficient. Similar to the heat transfer coefficient (Eq.
(2.1)) the mass transfer coefficient has to be multiplied with a driving force, a
difference between two variables expressing mass concentration, to determine the
mass flux. The different definitions of the mass transfer coefficient differ in the
variables used to express this driving force.
If the research on evaporation and on moisture transfer to porous materials
is considered, already two different driving forces for convective mass transfer
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are commonly used: on the one hand the difference between the vapour density
at the interface and in the gas free stream is used [48, 55–57] and on the other
hand the difference in mass fractions is used as the driving force [58–61]. In
building engineering it is common practise to use the difference in vapour pressure
as a driving force for mass transfer, and also in other disciplines this choice is
sometimes made [62–66]. A last alternative to express the driving force is the use
of mole fractions (or ratio of vapour pressure to total pressure) [67].
Although much more work is done on heat transfer coefficients, there are stud-
ies which determine correlations for mass transfer coefficients (or for Sherwood
numbers) for different geometries, flow regimes and applications (e.g. [55,65,68–
70]). The practical use of such correlations could be strongly improved if they
could also be applied under different ambient conditions. The issue with vary-
ing ambient conditions such as temperature is that this can lead to a change in
buoyancy forces and hence a change in flow regime, which results in a change
of the governing correlation (e.g. [70]). The varying ambient conditions can also
affect the material properties necessary to describe the heat and mass transfer pro-
cess. Boukakdida studied the effect of a variation in free stream conditions on the
mass transfer coefficient for an evaporation case. He stated that the dependence
of the mass transfer coefficient on the investigated variables (both free stream and
surface) changes when another driving force is used to define the mass transfer
coefficient [68]. The question which is raised now is whether the dependency of
the mass transfer coefficient on the ambient (free stream and surface) conditions
is entirely due to changing flow regimes and material properties or whether it in
some cases is an artefact of the driving force used. In other words are all the dif-
ferent definitions of the mass transfer coefficient valid when describing convective
mass transfer under changing ambient conditions?
It is hence necessary to evaluate if all the above mentioned definitions for the
convective mass transfer coefficient are equally suited to accurately describe con-
vective mass transfer. If this is not the case the limitations of the different defini-
tions have to be investigated.
2.3.2 Theoretical considerations about the choice of the driving
force for mass transport
Governing equations for Mass transfer
When studying convective mass transfer coefficients related to different driving
forces it is very useful to write down the governing mass transport equations at the
interface between the gas and the liquid or solid. Under the condition that Fick’s
law of diffusion is valid and the interface is semi-permeable, the mass flux can be
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expressed by the following equations:
hρm(ρv,s − ρv,∞) = g = −
D
1− Ys
dρv
dx
∣∣∣∣
x=0
(2.10a)
hYm(Ys − Y∞) = g = −
ρD
1− Ys
dY
dx
∣∣∣∣
x=0
(2.10b)
hPm(Pv,s − Pv,∞) = g = −
1
<vT
D
1− Zs
dPv
dx
∣∣∣∣
x=0
(2.10c)
hZm(Zs − Z∞) = g = −
P
<vT
D
1− Zs
dZ
dx
∣∣∣∣
x=0
(2.10d)
In these equations the subcripts ‘s’ and ‘∞’ respectively represent surface and
free stream conditions, g represents the mass flux at the interface between the gas
and the liquid or solid and D is the mass diffusion coefficient in the gas. Eq.
(2.10) hence represents 4 alternatives to express the mass flux g at a surface by
using differences in vapour density ρv (species mass per volume) (Eq. (2.10a)),
mass fraction Y (species mass per mixture mass) (Eq. (2.10b)), vapour pressure
Pv (partial pressure of the species) (Eq. (2.10c)) and mole fraction Z (moles of
species per mole mixture) (Eq. (2.10d)) as driving force. The factor 11−Ys or
1
1−Zs in the right hand side of these equations represents the effect of the semi-
permeable surface: as only one species can penetrate the surface, the diffusion flux
of a species A (e.g. water vapour) is not accompanied by a diffusion of species
B (e.g. air) in the opposite direction, which results in a net fluid flow. Hence
diffusion over a semi-permeable surface is always accompanied by convection.
More information about this phenomenon and the derivation of the factor 11−Ys
can be found in [62, 71]. In case of water evaporation, the water surface can be
considered semi-permeable.
The right hand side of Eq. (2.10) shows that the mass flux at the surface is
induced by diffusion and the resulting convection flow. However, not all driv-
ing forces are equally suited to describe the diffusion process. According to heat
and mass transfer handbooks (eg. [53, 71]) Eq. (2.10a) is a simplification of Eq.
(2.10b) and is only valid under isothermal and isobaric conditions (thus under
constant density). Eq. (2.10c) is a simplification of Eq. (2.10d), valid for isobaric
conditions.
Performance of different parameters indicating mixture composition
To better understand the limitations of the different parameters indicating mixture
composition, the example of humid air passing through a heated channel (Fig.
2.2) is discussed. Inside the channel only heat is added, no moisture is added or
removed. Hence the composition of the mixture at the outlet of the channel is
the same as at the inlet. By consequence, a good definition of the driving force
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for mass transport should result in a driving force of zero between the inlet and
the outlet, otherwise a non-existing mass diffusion flux would result. Based on
the inlet conditions, the outlet conditions for this example are calculated using the
ideal gas law and using the conservation laws for mass, energy and momentum.
Table 2.1 gives the inlet conditions and the resulting outlet conditions. This exam-
ple shows that under non-isothermal conditions the difference in vapour density
is a poor driving force for mass transport. The water vapour pressure does not
remain constant either, although the change is small compared to the change in
water vapour density. The small change in water vapour pressure can be attributed
to the small deviation from an isobaric condition in the channel. This simple ex-
ample confirms that the actual driving force for mass transfer is the difference in
mass fraction Y or mole fraction Z, two parameters which are only influenced by
the composition of the mixture. If the two other parameters are used, the effect of
temperature should be compensated for.
Property In Out
Mass flow (kg/s) 1 1
Velocity (m/s) 1 1.08
Temperature (K) 300 323.8
Mass Fraction (kg/kg) 0.05 0.05
Vapour Density (kg/m3) 0.05 0.0463
Vapour Pressure (Pa) 6930 6927.8
Mole Fraction (mol/mol) 0.078 0.078
Static Pressure (Pa) 88753 88725
Total Density (kg/m3) 1 0.926
Heat Input (W ) 25000
Table 2.1: Inlet conditions, outlet conditions and added heat for the case of
heating humid air in a duct: indicators for mixture composition should have the
same value at the inlet and the outlet
The above analysis indicates that if the convective mass transfer coefficient is
defined using mass or mole fractions as driving force, a direct relation between
the convective mass flux and mass diffusion is expressed, even for non-isothermal,
non-isobaric systems. Opposed to this, the definition of the mass transfer coeffi-
cient using vapour densities or vapour pressures can result in a driving force for
convective mass transfer different from zero while there is no mass diffusion flux.
As both differences in mass and mole fractions represent a good driving force
for mass transfer it is interesting to know how mass transfer coefficients defined
by these two driving forces are related. Rewriting the convective flux from an
expression as function of mass fractions to a function of mole fractions results in
Eq. (2.11) for the case of water vapour transport in air. This equation shows that a
constant ratio of hYm and h
Z
m (and thus independence from the value of the driving
force) is only possible if the water vapour pressure is much smaller than the static
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Pv2, ρv2, y2, z2
Figure 2.2: Schematic overview of the heating of humid air in a duct: parameters
which indicate mixture composition should have the same value at the inlet and
the outlet
pressure (or if the molar weight of the different species would have been equal).
According to Ackermann diffusion in a mixture of species with different molar
weights results in mass transfer coefficients which have to be corrected for the
case of large differences in vapour pressure [62]. As the water vapour pressures
encountered in buildings are small compared to the total pressure, the analysis of
the mass transfer coefficient will be focussed on the case of mass transport at low
vapour pressures.
g = hYm(Ys − Y∞)
= hYm
<a
<v
(
1
1− (1− <a<v )
Pv,s
P
Pv,s
P
− 1
1− (1− <a<v )
Pv,∞
P
Pv,∞
P
)
= hYm0.622
(
1
1− 0.378Pv,sP
Zs − 1
1− 0.378Pv,∞P
Z∞
)
= hZm(Zs − Z∞) (2.11)
Adiabatic saturation process
The behaviour of convective mass transfer coefficients related to the different driv-
ing forces is now studied based on the theoretical case of an adiabatic saturation
process. Adiabatic saturation is a process in which water evaporates into air in a
duct in such a way that the air is saturated with water vapour at the outlet. The
latent heat necessary for the evaporation is extracted from the air stream only. This
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results in a temperature decrease of the humid air towards the outlet of the duct.
The temperature reached at the outlet, where the air is saturated, is called the adi-
abatic saturation temperature. To reach steady state conditions water has to be
supplied to the system. This is done at the adiabatic saturation temperature itself.
Figure 2.3 gives an overview of this process. Unlike the wet bulb temperature
which depends on geometry, air velocity, supply water temperature and other pa-
rameters, the adiabatic saturation temperature is a property of the inlet air - water
vapour mixture. However, for the normal pressure and temperature range of atmo-
spheric air the adiabatic saturation temperature is closely approximated by the wet
bulb temperature [72].
Q = 0
Pv1, ρv1, Y1, Z1
1 11 1, , ,a vP m m T
i i
Pvsat, ρvsat, ysat, zsat
1 21, , ,a v satP m m T
i i
2 1,v v satm m T−
i iLiquid water
Figure 2.3: Schematic overview of the adiabatic saturation process: water
evaporates until the air at the outlet is saturated with water
As the necessary latent heat of vaporization is extracted from the air, Chen
argued that a relation between the convective heat transfer coefficient h and the
convective mass transfer coefficient hm could be expressed as function of the latent
heat and the driving forces for heat and mass transfer [56]. He proposed:
h
hρm
=
(ρv,sat(Twet)− ρv,∞)L(Twet)
T∞ − Twet (2.12)
In this relation the subscript ‘sat’ represents saturation, wetmeans wet bulb and L
is the latent heat of vaporization. When comparing this relation with the Chilton-
Colburn analogy (Eq. (2.13)) for different inlet temperatures and humidities a
considerable difference was found [56].
h
hρm
= ρCLe2/3 (2.13)
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The relation proposed by Chen will be critically examined and in a second
step it will be used to study the effect of varying ambient conditions on the value
of the mass transfer coefficient defined by different driving forces. To investigate
the reason for the deviation between Eq. (2.13) and the Chilton-Colburn analogy,
the ratio of the heat and mass transfer coefficients is derived from the governing
equations for heat and mass transfer. As the temperature at the water surface can
be assumed constant in the adiabatic saturation process, the following equations
are found:
Q = hA
(Ts − Tout)− (Ts − Tin)
ln [(Ts − Tout)/(Ts − Tin)] (2.14)
G = hρmA
(ρv,s − ρv,out)− (ρv,s − ρv,in)
ln [(ρv,s − ρv,out)/(ρv,s − ρv,in)] (2.15)
Q = −LG (2.16)
where Q and G respectively stand for the total heat flow and total mass flow ex-
changed at the surface. By substituting Eq. (2.14) and Eq. (2.15) in Eq. (2.16) and
by taking into account that the outlet temperature and water vapour density of the
adiabatic saturation process are equal to the saturation conditions at the surface,
the following equation is obtained:
h
hρm
= −Lρv,s − ρv,in
Ts − Tin = −L
ρv,out − ρv,in
Tout − Tin (2.17)
If the above equation is equal to the Chilton-Colburn relation (Eq. (2.13)) then
Eq. (2.18) should be valid. If the Lewis number is one and the latter equation is
multiplied with the mass flow rate m˙, Eq. (2.19) is obtained which is an expression
of the energy balance in case of constant mass flow rate and density. Hence the
relation proposed by Chen equals the Chilton-Colburn relation for a case with
constant mass flow rate and density if the Lewis number is equal to one.
ρC Le2/3(Tout − Tin) = −L(ρv,out − ρv,in) (2.18)
m˙C(Tout − Tin) = −Lm˙
ρ
(ρv,out − ρv,in) (2.19)
If the Lewis number is significantly different from one in an adiabatic satura-
tion process then the air temperature will reach the adiabatic saturation tempera-
ture before or after the mass fraction reaches its final value depending on the Lewis
number being higher or lower than one. As a result the ratio of local convective
heat and mass fluxes is no longer equal to the negative of the latent heat value.
The ratio of the total convective fluxes can no longer be used to calculate the ratio
of average transfer coefficients because the area through which the flux passes is
different for mass and heat transfer. The effect of the Lewis number on the area
through which heat or mass is transported is shown in Fig. 2.4. The validity of Eq.
(2.12) is thus restricted to cases with Lewis number equal to one.
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Figure 2.4: Evolution of air temperature (red line) and mass fraction of water
vapour along the flow direction in the adiabatic saturation process. The mass
fraction is given for a diffusivity associated with Le = 1 (blue dotted line) and
with Le=0.2 (blue dashed line). Under Le 6= 1 the heat and mass exchanging
surfaces are of different sizes
Instead of using water vapour density in Eq. (2.12) it is also possible to use
the other driving forces for mass transfer mentioned previously. Under the con-
dition that the Lewis number is one, Eq. (2.19) changes into Eqs. (2.20-2.22)
for respectively mass fraction, mole fraction and water vapour pressure as driving
force. The new equations represent the energy balance of the adiabatic saturation
process under the conditions that respectively the mass flow rate (Eq. (2.20)), the
molar flow rate (Eq. (2.21)) and both the total pressure and the molar flow rate
((Eq. (2.22)) are constant. Under these conditions the ratio of the heat and mass
transfer coefficient can be expressed as a function of the heat of vaporization for
the different definitions of hm.
C(Tout − Tin) = −L(Yout − Yin)
⇔ m˙C(Tout − Tin) = −Lm˙(Yout − Yin) (2.20)
ρC(Tout − Tin) = −LcMv(Zout − Zin)
⇔ n˙(ZMv + (1− Z)Ma)C(Tout − Tin) = −LMvn˙(Zout − Zin) (2.21)
ρC(Tout − Tin) = − L<vT (Pv,out − Pv,in)
⇔ n˙(ZMv + (1− Z)Ma)C(Tout − Tin) = −LMv
P
n˙(Pv,out − Pv,in) (2.22)
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As expected, it appears that vapour density can only be used as a driving force
for convective mass transfer under the condition of constant density. The use of
vapour pressure as driving force seems restricted to isobaric cases. To investigate
this, the ratio of the heat and mass transfer coefficients is calculated for the dif-
ferent driving forces using the latent heat relation for an inlet relative humidity
varying between 2% and 40% at three different ambient conditions: 40°C and 1
atm., 40°C and 0.8 atm., 70°C and 1 atm. Under these conditions the driving force
for mass transfer and by consequence the evaporation rate are relatively small,
which means that the condition of constant mass flow rate or constant molar flow
rate in the air is a good approximation.
The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 2.5: the dependence of the ratio
h/hm on the ambient conditions is depicted for four different driving forces. Fig.
2.5 a) shows that, as expected, hρm strongly depends on the inlet temperature and
inlet pressure but also on the inlet relative humidity. The influence of the tem-
perature and pressure is clear as these two properties strongly affect the density.
Also the effect of the relative humidity can be explained by density variations:
the relative humidity determines the magnitude of the difference between the in-
let temperature and the adiabatic saturation temperature and by consequence the
density difference between the inlet and the surface. Hence a change in relative
humidity will change the density variation in the air. Fig. 2.5 b) shows that unlike
for hρm the dependence on inlet pressure, temperature and relative humidity of h
Y
m
is very small. This agrees with the fact that no assumptions were made with regard
to the density when defining hYm. Fig. 2.5 c) shows the dependence of h
P
m on the
total pressure. Not withstanding the fact that the adiabatic saturation process itself
is isobaric, the value of the total pressure influences the value of hPm. In Fig. 2.5
d) it can be seen that by using mole fractions instead of water vapour pressures the
dependence of the mass transfer coefficient on the total pressure is cancelled out.
By increasing the relative humidity at a temperature of 70°C hZm starts to deviate
from the constant value found for the other considered conditions. This behaviour
can be explained by considering Eq. (2.11): at 70°C an increasing relative humid-
ity will result in increasing values of the vapour pressure which can no longer be
considered negligibly small compared to the static pressure (e.g. at 40% RH the
ratio of vapour pressure to static pressure is 0.029 for 40°C while it is 0.123 for
70°C). Hence the relation between hZm and h
Y
m becomes a function of the vapour
pressure and by consequence of the relative humidity. In general it can be stated
that use of mass fractions or mole fractions instead of water vapour density or wa-
ter vapour pressures as a driving force for convective mass transfer leads to mass
transfer coefficients which are less dependent on the ambient conditions.
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Figure 2.5: Ratio of heat and mass transfer coefficient as function of inlet relative
humidity for inlet temperature and inlet pressure of 40°C and 1 atm. (red line),
40°C and 0.8 atm. (blue dashed line), 70°C and 1 atm. (green dotted line) in the
adiabatic saturation process. The mass transfer coefficient is defined with a
driving flux of vapour densities (a), mass fractions (b), vapour pressures (c) and
mole fractions (d)
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2.3.3 Practical application: a realistic evaporation experiment
Based on the theoretical considerations of the previous paragraphs, the limitations
of different definitions of the mass transfer coefficient have been demonstrated.
The practical consequences of this limited applicability will now be studied for a
well defined evaporation experiment for laminar and turbulent flow by Iskra [55].
In this experiment measured values for hρm were used to calculate the Sherwood
number (Sh). Sh can be considered as a dimensionless mass transfer coefficient
and is defined as Sh = hρmDH/D or Sh = h
Y
mDH/(ρD). Iskra found that h
ρ
m
and Sh varied with inlet temperature and relative humidity and attributed this to
the effect of buoyancy.
Using CFD this experiment is simulated for realistic non-isothermal conditions
similar to those measured in the experiment and for a case with isothermal condi-
tions. From the CFD results Sh numbers are calculated using hρm and h
Y
m. These
values are then compared with the experimental findings. The influence of tem-
perature on the different Sh numbers is examined and the heat and mass transfer
analogy is used to compare these Sh numbers with well established heat transfer
correlations [73, 74].
Description of the simulated test case
In the considered setup water is evaporated out of a tray into a rectangular duct
(Fig. 2.6). The water tray has a length of 600mm and a width of 280mm. The duct
is 20.5mm high and has a width of 298mm. Upstream of the water tray a devel-
oping section is present which results in a hydrodynamically developed airflow at
the test section (above the water tray).
890 mm 765 mm 500 mm 995 mm 1100 mm
195 mm
20.5 mm 100 mm 100 mm
air
porous material
600 mm
Figure 2.6: Experimental setup of the evaporation experiment. Adopted
from [75]. The red dashed line indicates the domain simulated with CFD
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In the experiments the inlet temperature was kept more or less constant at a
value of about 23°C and the inlet relative humidity was varied. In a first set of
CFD simulations (adiabatic cases) the inlet temperature is fixed at 23°C and three
different inlet relative humidities are studied: 20%, 40% and 80% RH . A dif-
ferent water surface temperature is associated with each different inlet relative
humidity . This temperature is assumed to be the adiabatic saturation tempera-
ture. An overview of the boundary conditions for these adiabatic cases is given
in Table 2.2. In a second set of CFD simulations (non adiabatic cases) the wa-
ter surface temperature is no longer equal to the adiabatic saturation temperature:
two non-isothermal cases for which the water temperature is lower than the adia-
batic saturation temperature and one (nearly) isothermal case are considered. The
boundary conditions for these cases are given in Table 2.3. The Rayleigh numbers
for mass transfer (Ram = GrSc) associated with the different simulated cases,
which characterize the relative importance of buoyancy and mass diffusivity, are
also given in Tables 2.2 and 2.3. Except for the isothermal case, these Rayleigh
numbers fall into the range of experimentally tested conditions [55].
Property 20%RH 40%RH 80%RH
Inlet Temperature (°C) 23 23 23
Inlet Relative Humidity (%) 20 40 80
Inlet Mass Fraction (kg/kg) 0.003459 0.006929 0.013936
Surface Temperature (°C) 11.2 14.7 20.5
Surface Relative Humidity (%) 100 100 100
Surface Mass Fraction (kg/kg) 0.008222 0.010315 0.014944
Ram (-) 46600 32100 9270
Table 2.2: Boundary conditions for the adiabatic CFD cases
Property Isothermal Non-Isothermal Non-Isothermal
(laminar) (turbulent)
Inlet Temperature (°C) 23.1 23 23
Inlet Relative Humidity (%) 55 40 40
Inlet Mass Fraction (kg/kg) 0.009601 0.006929 0.006929
Surface Temperature (°C) 23 12 10
Surface Relative Humidity (%) 50 100 100
Surface Mass Fraction (kg/kg) 0.008671 0.008655 0.007574
Ram (-) 1030 45100 50500
Table 2.3: Boundary conditions for the non-adiabatic CFD cases
In the test section the hydrodynamically developed air flow has developing
boundary layers for heat and mass transfer. To characterize such a developing
flow the inverse Graetz number can be used. This represents a dimensionless axial
distance (x∗) and is defined as Eq. (2.23a) for heat transfer and as Eq. (2.23b) for
mass transfer.
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x∗ =
1
Gz
=
x
DH RePr
(2.23a)
x∗ =
1
Gz
=
x
DH ReSc
(2.23b)
To vary the dimensionless length (x∗) Re was changed in a range between
1000 and 2100 for laminar flow and between 4000 and 9320 for turbulent flow.
These values are within the range in which the experiments were originally con-
ducted [55]. In the experiments by Iskra mass transfer data was expressed as mean
Sherwood numbers (Shm) in function of x∗. On the other hand the correlations
given in [73,74] express the heat transfer as local Nusselt numbers (Nux) in func-
tion of x∗. The use of the heat and mass analogy will thus result in a relation for
Shx as function of x∗. The definitions for Shx and Shm are given in Eqs. (2.24a)
and (2.24b).
Shx =
hm,xDH
D
=
gxDH
D(ρv,s − ρv,m) (2.24a)
Shm =
1
x
∫ x
0
Shxdx (2.24b)
In these equationsDH is the hydraulic diameter, ρv,s expresses the average vapour
density of the wet surface at position x and ρv,m stands for the bulk vapour density
in the channel at position x:
ρv,m =
1
Av
∫
A
vρvdA (2.25)
In case of a constant value of ρv,s for every position x Eq. (2.24b) can be written
as:
Shm =
1
x
∫ x
0
gxdxDH
D(∆ρv)log
(2.26)
with
(∆ρv)log =
(ρv,s − ρv,in)− (ρv,s − ρv,m(x))
ln [(ρv,s − ρv,in)/(ρv,s − ρv,m(x))] (2.27)
In the given definition of the Sherwood number ρv was used as driving force for
mass transfer, yet it is also possible to use the other driving forces. In this study
both the local as the mean Sherwood number will be evaluated using vapour den-
sities and vapour mass fractions as driving force.
CFD settings
A 3D simulation of the non-isothermal case showed that the flow can be consid-
ered two dimensional as the difference between the simulated evaporation rates
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for 2D and 3D simulations is less than 1%. Hence the choice was made to per-
form 2D simulations of the test cases in which only the air side is considered. A
constant temperature and mass fraction at the water surface are used as boundary
conditions. A structured rectangular grid of 15800 elements was used to discretize
the duct. A grid independency study based on Richardson extrapolation [76] was
performed which proved that the grid independent mass flux at the studied surface
was less than 0.63% different from the value simulated with the chosen grid.
As boundary condition for the inlet section a fully developed velocity profile
was imposed with an average value prescribed by the studied Reynolds number. In
case of laminar flow a parabolic profile, characteristic for fully developed laminar
flow, was used to model the velocity and in case of turbulent flow initial simula-
tions were performed to determine the fully developed turbulent velocity profile,
which was subsequently imposed as boundary condition. The inlet temperature
and mass fraction are given in Tables 2.2 and 2.3. For the turbulent simulation
0.16Re−1/8 and 0.07DH were used at the inlet as respectively turbulence inten-
sity and as turbulent length scale. These values are related to hydrodynamically
developed flow [33]. The values of the boundary conditions for temperature and
mass fraction at the water surface are given in Tables 2.2 and 2.3. As the wa-
ter surface is a semi-permeable interface a diffusion flux of water vapour into air
results in a mass increase in the airflow. To take this effect into account a mass
source was defined next to the water surface proportional to the evaporation rate
(standard CFD assumes the surface to be fully permeable, which means that the
mass is kept constant and diffusion of one species into the domain is accompanied
by diffusion of the other species out of the domain).
The incompressible ideal gas law was used to calculate the density. This way
both the effect of temperature and mass fraction on the buoyancy are included in
the simulation. Constant values for the dynamic viscosity, thermal conductivity
and mass diffusivity were used (evaluated at a temperature of 20°C). The k − ω
LRN turbulence model was used in the turbulent cases. The distance yp between
the wall surface and the first computational cell complies with the condition given
in Eq. (2.28) for well captured laminar boundary layers. In case of turbulent flow
the maximum value of y+ found in the simulations was 1.57, which means that
also the turbulent boundary layer is well captured. The SIMPLE scheme was used
for pressure - velocity coupling together with second order upwind differencing
schemes. A double precision representation of real numbers was used to reduce
round off errors.
yp
√
v∞
νx
≤ 1 (2.28)
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Comparison of CFD simulation and the evaporation experiment
As the measured Sherwood numbers are related to the rectangular duct, the hy-
draulic diameter of the duct was used in the definition of Sh and x∗. In Fig. 2.7
the comparison is made between the measured mean Sherwood numbers and the
simulated ones for laminar flow. The Sherwood numbers were defined using hρm.
Fig. 2.7 a) shows the effect of Ra on Sh as measured by Iskra [55] compared with
the adiabatic CFD simulations. Unlike the experiments, the adiabatic simulations
indicate that there is no effect of Ra on Sh. The same finding was made by Taluk-
dar who also performed a CFD simulation of the experiment by Iskra [77]. This
finding can be physically explained by the fact that the water surface temperature
(bottom surface) is lower than the air temperature (and the top surface) which re-
sults in a stable stratified flow without free convection. However Fig. 2.7 b) shows
that the non isothermal, non adiabatic CFD results agree very well with the exper-
iments for the same Ra range. Fig. 2.8 shows that the same findings can be made
when experiments and simulations are compared for turbulent flow.
When the Sherwood numbers for the CFD simulation are recalculated with hYm
instead of hρm the Sh − x∗ relations for the adiabatic and non-adiabatic cases are
converted into the same curve. This phenomenon is observed for both laminar as
turbulent flow (Fig. 2.9). This confirms that Ra exerts no influence on Sh for
this setup and indicates that the different Sherwood numbers found by Iskra for
the different inlet relative humidities are not caused by buoyancy forces but are an
artefact of the use of water vapour densities as driving force for convective mass
transfer. This might not be the only reason for the apparent dependence of Sh on
Ra found in the experiments, but it is clear that the use of mass transfer coefficients
defined with vapour density as driving force is a possible source of error.
The CFD simulations confirm the dependence of hρm on density as found in the
study of the adiabatic saturation process. Hence if values of hρm are used in non-
isothermal conditions they will only result in an accurate prediction of the mass
flux under exactly the same conditions as those they were originally measured for.
Under different conditions their use will result in under or over predictions of the
mass flux.
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(a) Measurements by Iskra [55] for 6300 < Ra < 7300 (pink dia-
mond), 16600 < Ra < 17400 (green square), 52200 < Ra < 55700
(blue triangle), 58500 < Ra < 62700 (red circle) and CFD simula-
tions for adiabatic evaporation with Ra = 46600 (∇), Ra = 32100
(/) and Ra = 9270 (.)
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(b) Measurements by Iskra [55] for 52200 < Ra < 55700 (blue
triangle) and CFD simulations for a non adiabatic isothermal (+) and
non-isothermal (×) case with Ra = 45100
Figure 2.7: Effect of density variations on Shm defined with vapour density as
driving force. Laminar flow results for Shm as function of dimensionless length.
Uncertainty of Shm measurements ±3%
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(a) Measurements by Iskra [55] (red circle) and CFD simulations for
adiabatic evaporation with Ra = 46600 (∇), Ra = 32100 (/) and
Ra = 9270 (.)
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(b) Measurements by Iskra [55] (red circle) and CFD simulations for a
non adiabatic isothermal (+) and non-isothermal (×) case with Ra =
50500
Figure 2.8: Effect of density variations on Shm defined with vapour density as
driving force. Turbulent flow results for Shm as function of dimensionless length.
Uncertainty of Shm measurements ±3%
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(b) Turbulent flow
Figure 2.9: Effect of density variations on Shm defined with vapour mass
fraction as driving force. CFD results of Shm as function of dimensionless length
for adiabatic evaporation with Ra = 46600 (∇), Ra = 32100 (/) and Ra = 9270
(.) and for a non adiabatic isothermal (+) and a non-isothermal case (×)
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Comparison of CFD simulation and convective transfer coefficient correla-
tions
Heat transfer correlations for a geometry similar to the simulated experiment can
be converted into mass transfer correlations using the heat and mass analogy as the
experiment represents a forced convection problem with uniform inlet conditions.
Doing so, it can be checked how well the different definitions of the convective
mass transfer coefficient agree with the converted correlations. More informa-
tion about the heat and mass analogy can be found in section 2.4. The analogous
heat transfer case which best represents the evaporation experiment and for which
sufficient data was found, is the case of hydrodynamically developed flow with
a developing thermal boundary layer between two parallel plates of which one is
adiabatic and the other is isothermal. Such a case is described by Shah & London
for laminar flow [73] and by Sakakibara for turbulent flow [74]. Unlike Figs. 2.7-
2.9 which give the mean Sherwood number over the entire mass exchanging sur-
face as function of the dimensionless total length of this surface, the correlations
proposed by Shah and London and by Sakakibara express the local Nusselt number
as function of a dimensionless position along this surface. The turbulent correla-
tion is applicable to a flow with Re 10000 (Re related to the hydraulic diameter
of the parallel plate). The CFD simulation of Re 1000 (Re 1073 related to the
parallel plate) and Re 9320 (Re 10000 related to the parallel plate) are compared
with respectively the laminar and turbulent correlation.
Fig. 2.10 a) shows that for the laminar isothermal case the agreement between
CFD and the correlation is excellent for local Nu and Sh (Sh based on hρm). For
the non adiabatic, non isothermal case the agreement remains excellent forNu, yet
for Sh a deviation between the correlation and CFD simulation occurs (Fig. 2.10
b)). However, when hYm is used to define Sh, the CFD results coincide with the
laminar correlation for both the isothermal as the non-isothermal case Fig. 2.10 c).
Also for the turbulent case a perfect agreement between CFD and the correlation
is found for Nu and for Sh based on hYm (Fig. 2.11).
A remarkable finding of the above analysis is the applicability of the heat trans-
fer correlations to mass transfer without having to correct for a Lewis number dif-
ferent from one (in this study Pr = 0.72 ; Sc = 0.58). It should although be
noted that Nu and Sh numbers are not directly exchangeable as they depend on a
dimensionless length x∗ which has a different definition for heat (Eq. (2.23a)) and
for mass transfer (Eq. (2.23b)). The influence of Le is thus indirectly present. A
second point of attention is the fact that in the considered cases the vapour pres-
sures are small and that in case of high vapour pressures extra difficulties can arise
when correlating Nu and Sh due to the increased effect of semi-permeable sur-
faces, different molar weights for the diffusing species etc. Nevertheless when
converting heat transfer correlations it is very important to use the obtained Sh
number to calculate mass transfer coefficients based on mass fractions and not on
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vapour densities, unless the considered case is isothermal. This confirms again the
superiority of hYm compared to h
ρ
m. The excellent agreement between CFD and
the considered correlations also proves the quality and the correct implementation
of the CFD study.
2.3.4 Conclusion
A theoretical and numerical study of the validity of the different definitions of
mass transfer coefficients was carried out. The theoretical analysis showed that
convective mass transfer coefficients related to vapour pressure as driving force are
only applicable to isobaric systems and should be corrected by the static pressure
when used under a different ambient pressure.
Both the theoretical analysis and the numerical study showed that the use of
convective mass transfer coefficients related to vapour density is only allowed un-
der condition of constant density. If this condition is not fulfilled the values of hρm
will show a dependence on ambient conditions such as temperature, relative hu-
midity and pressure. Hence if hρmis used in non isothermal conditions an accurate
prediction of the mass flux is only possible under exactly the same ambient condi-
tions as those for which the mass transfer coefficients were originally determined.
When using mass fractions as driving force, the mass transfer coefficients (hYm)
are quasi independent of the ambient temperature, relative humidity and total pres-
sure. An extra advantage of this definition of the mass transfer coefficient is that
it allows to directly convert heat transfer correlations for Nu into mass transfer
correlations for Sh for the case of dilute gas mixtures.
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(a) non adiabatic, isothermal case with Sh defined using hρm
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(b) non adiabatic, non-isothermal case with Sh defined using hρm
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(c) non adiabatic, non-isothermal case with Sh defined using hYm
Figure 2.10: Comparison of the CFD prediction of Nux (red line) and Shx (blue
dashed line) with the correlation of Shah & London (◦) [73] for laminar flow
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(a) non adiabatic, isothermal case with Sh defined using hρm
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(b) non adiabatic, non-isothermal case with Sh defined using hρm
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(c) non adiabatic, non-isothermal case with Sh defined using hYm
Figure 2.11: Comparison of the CFD prediction of Nux (red line) and Shx (blue
dashed line) with the correlation of Sakakibara & Endo (◦) [74] for turbulent flow
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2.4 The heat and mass analogy in indoor air flows
This section was published in the International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer
in adapted form [78].
2.4.1 Problem statement
In the previous section it was shown that, in case of forced convection, heat transfer
correlations can be easily converted into mass transfer relations with the heat and
mass analogy if mass transfer coefficients related to mass fractions as driving force
(hYm) are used. If this is also true for indoor air flows, then the numerous available
indoor heat transfer correlations can be used to determine the unknown indoor
mass transfer coefficients. This would be a very economical way to simulate the
hygrothermal interaction between the indoor air and the porous materials of objects
and construction parts.
The use of the heat and mass analogy for the calculation of average mass trans-
fer coefficients inside buildings is common practise and is prescribed in an Euro-
pean standard [79]. The question is can it also be used to determine local mass
transfer coefficients? Because, despite the frequent use of the heat and mass trans-
fer analogy, it is not clear how well the analogy actually performs inside buildings.
The heat and mass transfer analogy was originally developed for forced bound-
ary layer flow over flat plates or inside tubes [80] while in buildings a natural or
mixed convection flow occurs over a sometimes complex geometry. Secondly the
presence of heat and moisture sources and the different boundary conditions for
heat and moisture transport at the wall surfaces in practical cases make it quasi
impossible to fulfil the conditions under witch the analogy is valid. Hence the aim
of this section is twofold: first the validity of the analogy in indoor air flows has to
be checked and secondly it is investigated how strong the accuracy of the analogy
deteriorates for the different flow regimes encountered inside buildings in case not
all limiting conditions are fulfilled.
As the experimental validation of the analogy in buildings is extremely difficult
CFD is used to carry out the study on the heat and mass transfer analogy. The
advantage of using CFD for this study is that in the simulation of heat, air and
moisture transport in a room all boundary conditions can be controlled and all the
resulting temperatures, relative humidity values and heat and moisture fluxes can
be accessed.
In the course of time different formulations of the heat and mass transfer
analogy have been proposed. Before testing the accuracy in indoor air flows an
overview is given of the different analogies, their limiting conditions and applica-
bility.
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2.4.2 Theoretical considerations on the heat and mass analogy
Available analogies
Reynolds was the first to report on the analogous behaviour of heat and momen-
tum transfer. He presented results on frictional resistance to fluid flow in conduits
which made the quantitative analogy between the two transport phenomena possi-
ble. Out of these observations the Reynolds analogy was stated [53]. The Reynolds
analogy relates the heat transfer coefficient (h) to the skin friction coefficient (Cf )
using the free stream velocity (v∞) and the free stream density (ρ) and heat capac-
ity (C):
St =
h
ρv∞C
=
Cf
2
(2.29)
This relation can be deduced out of the boundary layer equations for laminar forced
flow over a solid surface under the conditions that the Prandtl number (Pr) is equal
to one and no form drag is present. The Reynolds analogy can also be applied to
mass transfer in case the Schmidt number (Sc) is equal to one:
Stm =
hρm
v∞
=
Cf
2
(2.30)
In case both Pr and Sc are equal to one, and hence the Lewis number (Le) is one,
Eq. (2.29) and Eq. (2.30) can be combined to a relation between the mass transfer
coefficient and the heat transfer coefficient:
St
Stm
=
h
ρChρm
= 1 (2.31)
The Reynolds analogy is limited in its application because of the strict con-
ditions under which it is valid. Yet this analogy inspired researchers to seek for
analogies which are more generally applicable. Prandtl developed an analogy for
heat and momentum transfer and for mass and momentum transfer considering the
turbulent core and the laminar sublayer in the boundary layer equations [53]. The
effect of Pr and Sc different from one is taken into account in this analogy. This
led to the following equations for the heat and mass transfer coefficients:
St =
h
ρv∞C
=
Cf/2
1 + 5
√
Cf/2(Pr − 1)
(2.32a)
Stm =
Cf/2
1 + 5
√
Cf/2(Sc− 1)
(2.32b)
Von Karman extended Prandtl’s work and took the effect of the transition layer
between the laminar sublayer and the turbulent core into account [53]. This led to
an extra correction term as function of respectively Pr and Sc in Eq. (2.32a) and
Eq. (2.32b). The application of the Prandtl and von Karman analogies is restricted
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to cases with negligible form drag. Both the Prandtl analogy as the von Karman
analogy reduce to the Reynolds analogy for Pr and Sc equal to one.
While Prandtl and von Karman adapted the Reynolds analogy by considering
the transfer equations in the boundary layer, Chilton and Colburn sought modifi-
cations to the Reynolds analogy using experimental data [80, 81]. They suggested
a simple modification for situations with Pr and Sc different from one. This was
done by defining the j factor for heat transfer and the j factor for mass transfer:
jH = StPr2/3 =
Cf
2
(2.33a)
jm = Stm Sc2/3 =
Cf
2
(2.33b)
Colburn applied the j factor for heat transfer to a wide range of data for flow on
different geometries and found Eq. (2.33a) to be quite accurate for conditions
where no form drag exists and for Pr between 0.5 and 50. The complete Chilton-
Colburn analogy is found when Eq. (2.33a) and Eq. (2.33b) are combined:
St
Stm
=
h
ρChρm
= Le2/3 (2.34)
When form drag is present neither jH nor jm equals Cf/2, yet it has been shown
that Eq. (2.34) remains valid [66]. It is clear that the Chilton-Colburn analogy also
reduces to the Reynolds analogy for Pr and Sc equal to unity. Unlike the Prandtl
or von Karman analogy the relation between the heat and mass transfer coefficients
is no longer function of the skin friction coefficient (Cf ).
The analogy between heat and mass transfer is expressed by the ratio of St
and Stm. This ratio is called the Lewis factor or Lewis relation and should not
be confused with the Lewis number. Depending on the use of either the Reynolds
analogy or the Chilton-Colburn analogy the Lewis relation is equal to either one
or Le2/3. These two Lewis factors are generally used when relating heat and mass
transfer.
The analogy between heat and momentum transfer and between mass and mo-
mentum transfer is based on the assumption that respectively the dimensionless
velocity and temperature profiles and the dimensionless velocity and species con-
centration profiles are similar. This is the case for forced convection flow over a
solid surface without form drag. All the analogies mentioned in this paragraph
were developed for this case.
Natural and mixed convection
Inside buildings temperature differences generate buoyancy forces which cause
air movement. The flow inside buildings is thus driven by natural convection or
by mixed convection. In case of natural and mixed convection the dimensionless
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velocity profile is no longer similar to the dimensionless temperature or species
concentration profile due to the presence of the buoyancy force which adds an extra
source term in the momentum equation. The analogy between momentum transfer
and heat or mass transfer is lost. The question which is raised now is whether
the analogy between heat and mass transfer is still valid for these situations and if
so, under which conditions? To answer these questions the transport equations for
heat and mass transfer in fluids are studied:
ρC
DT
Dt
= ρC
(∂T
∂t
+ ~v.∇T
)
= ∇(ραC∇T ) (2.35)
ρ
DY
Dt
= ρ
(∂Y
∂t
+ ~v.∇Y
)
= ∇(ρD∇Y ) (2.36)
α represents the thermal diffusivity, Y the mass fraction of the transported species
and D the diffusivity of the transported species. In case of water vapour transfer
in air the species mass fraction Y is also called specific humidity. Equation 2.35
and Eq. (2.36) are valid for isobaric compressible flow and for incompressible
flow, without heat or mass sources and with negligible viscous dissipation. Mass
transport is assumed to take place in a dilute gas. If this assumption is not fulfilled
the diffusion term in Eq. (2.36) becomes a function of all species gradients and the
analogy with heat transfer is lost. In case of simultaneous heat and mass transport
an extra term has to be added to the heat transfer equation representing the energy
transported with the mass diffusion. Bottemanne showed that if the partial pressure
of the transported species is much smaller than the total pressure (as in the case of
water vapour transport in air) the mutual influence of heat and mass transport can
be neglected [82]. Hence Eq. (2.35) and Eq. (2.36) also approximate simultaneous
heat and moisture transport in air. No assumptions are made in these equations on
the velocity or the thermal and mass diffusivity. These equations are valid for both
forced convection and natural convection.
As the humid air in buildings can be considered a dilute mixture of water
vapour and air and as the humid air behaves as an incompressible fluid due to
the low air velocity, Eq. (2.35) and Eq. (2.36) are valid for both forced convection
and for natural convection in buildings. The use of the analogy between heat and
mass transfer in buildings is thus only allowed if these equations are of similar
shape and if the density and velocity field are the same in both transport equations.
In case of forced convective heat and moisture transfer the velocity field is fully
determined by the momentum boundary conditions and the variations in density
are usually small enough to be neglected. Hence the condition that the velocity
field and the density field should be identical is easily fulfilled. A characteristic
feature of natural convection is the varying density which causes the buoyant force
and determines the velocity field. Hence the density cannot be assumed constant
and the velocity field is no longer independent of the heat and mass boundary
conditions. To assure an identical velocity and density field the heat and mass
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transport should occur simultaneously. According to Beddingfield the different
effect of temperature and humidity on density and viscosity is not that important
that the analogy is lost in humid air [83]. This means that in case of a similar
velocity field the analogy applies for separate heat and moisture transport in air.
If the analogous behaviour of Eq. (2.35) and Eq. (2.36) is used to derive the
Reynolds analogy, then the following relations are obtained:
h
C
=
q
C(Ts − Tref ) =
ραC dTdx |x=0
C(Ts − Tref ) =
ραdTdx |x=0
(Ts − Tref ) (2.37)
hYm =
g
(Ys − Yref ) =
ρD dYdx |x=0
(Ys − Yref ) (2.38)
Note that the mass transfer coefficient is written for species mass fractions as driv-
ing force. If the Lewis number is one, α equals D and identical right hand sides of
Eq. (2.37) and Eq. (2.38) are obtained when writing these equations in function of
dimensionless temperatures and species mass fractions. The following relation is
found:
h
C
= hYm (2.39)
Comparison of Eq. (2.31) and Eq. (2.39) shows that the latter equation reduces
to the first if the density is constant. In that case the difference in species concen-
tration equals the density multiplied with the difference in species mass fraction.
Hence Eq. (2.39) is a more general representation of the Reynolds analogy. This
is in agreement with the observations made in the section on the definition of the
mass transfer coefficient. As the Reynolds analogy is valid for natural convection
it is expected that the Chilton-Colburn analogy expressed as function of hYm will
also yield good results.
The choice of the reference condition (subscript ‘ref ’) in Eq. (2.37) and Eq.
(2.38) is less straightforward for natural convection in an enclosure than for forced
convection over a flat plate. In case of forced convection the free stream conditions
(∞) can be used as a reference, yet for natural convection no real free stream can
be defined. Different authors have made different choices for the reference condi-
tion in an enclosure. Two categories of references can be distinguished: a single
reference for all the walls of the enclosure and different references for different
points on the walls. Examples of single reference choices are the average condi-
tion in the air volume [84] and the condition at the centre of the air volume [85].
An example of the second category of references is the choice of the conditions
outside the boundary layer at 10cm from the wall surface [85].
Up to now the analogy between heat and mass transfer was assumed to be valid
if the transport equations are of similar form. It is evident that also the boundary
conditions have to be similar for the analogy to be directly applicable. This con-
clusion was also drawn by Masmoudi in a study about forced convection drying of
a capillary porous material [61].
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2.4.3 Methodology for assessing the heat and mass analogy
Using CFD the transport equations for momentum, heat and mass transfer in flu-
ids are numerically solved which results in simulated velocity, temperature and
species concentration fields and allows for the calculation of heat and mass fluxes.
The species of interest is water vapour and the studied flow problem is natural and
mixed convection in an enclosure. The choice is made to model the indoor air
in the enclosure using the temperature and specific humidity at the wall surfaces
as boundary conditions. The transport phenomena inside the porous walls are not
considered. In the search for the limits of the heat and mass transfer analogy sim-
ulations with extreme differences in temperature and humidity conditions at the
walls will be performed. These extreme boundary conditions represent worst case
scenarios for the use of the analogy in practical cases.
CFD can be used to calculate both heat and mass transfer coefficients. The
CFD generated heat transfer coefficients can be used as input for the heat and
mass analogy to predict the mass transfer coefficients. Taking the ratio of the
predicted and the directly calculated mass transfer coefficient makes it possible to
judge the performance of the analogy and to describe it with one single number.
This ratio is called here the mass transfer coefficient ratio (MTCR) and should
ideally be one. Deviations from one represent over or under predictions of the
mass flux to the walls. The MTCR can be calculated for both local mass transfer
coefficients and for average transfer coefficients. The equations for the local and
average MTCR are respectively given in Eq. (2.40) and Eq. (2.41) for the Chilton-
Colburn analogy. Mass averaged indoor conditions are used as reference condition.
localMTCR =
h
Le2/3C
hYm
(2.40)
averageMTCR =
∫
h(Ts − Tref )dA∫
TsdA− TrefA
1
Le2/3C
∫
YsdA− YrefA∫
hYm(Ys − Yref )dA
(2.41)
The flow inside a building can be considered as natural, forced or mixed con-
vection depending on the driving force. In the first case the flow is entirely driven
by buoyancy, in the second case the flow is driven by air movement caused by a
fan or by external pressure differences and in the last case a combination of both
driving forces is present. These different flow regimes can be characterized by a
single dimensionless number, i.e. the Richardson number (Eq. (2.4).
Simulations will be performed for Ri equal to infinity (natural convection), 10
(dominating natural convection), 1 (perfect mixed convection) and 0.1 (dominat-
ing forced convection), representing all the relevant flow regimes inside buildings.
The performance of the heat and mass transfer analogy will be tested for different
scenarios under these 4 flow regimes. To limit the computational cost only 2D,
steady-state cases are considered.
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Description of the studied cases
The different scenarios simulated to assess the analogy are based on the same case.
This base case is a 2D simultaneous heat and moisture transfer problem in a rect-
angular room with dimensions of 2.5m x 2.5m (Fig. 2.12). The floor and ceiling of
the room are adiabatic and impermeable to water vapour. At the two vertical walls
constant temperatures and specific humidity are imposed (20°C and 7.21 g/kg at
the left wall and 30°C and 13.1 g/kg at the right wall corresponding with a relative
humidity of 50% at each wall). The temperature is made dimensionless using the
following equation:
θ =
T − Ts,left
Ts,right − Ts,left (2.42)
If a similar equation is used for the specific humidity then the base case can be
characterized by a dimensionless temperature and specific humidity of zero at the
left wall and one at the right wall.
Adiabatic & impermeable
Adiabatic & impermeable
θ = 0 θ = 1
θ = -0.5
2
Figure 2.12: Geometry of the studied enclosure with dimensionless boundary
conditions for the base case
A constant velocity inlet with a height of 0.1m is situated at the top of the left
wall while an outlet with a height of 0.2m is situated at the bottom of the right wall.
The velocity profile at the inlet is fully developed with a maximum velocity set by
the associated Ri. The turbulence at the inlet is characterized by a turbulence
intensity of 10% and a turbulence length scale of 0.007m. The dimensionless
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temperature and specific humidity at the inlet are both -0.5 which corresponds
with 15°C and 4.25 g/kg and assures the analogy of the boundary conditions. The
Rayleigh number characterizing the base case is 1.75E10 forRi equal to one. This
indicates that the flow in the room is fully turbulent.
Table 2.4 describes the changes made to the base case which will be used as
alternative scenarios. Analysis of the transport equations showed that the heat and
mass transfer analogy could be used to relate individual heat and mass transfer
problems with equal Pr and Sc (thus Le = 1) in case of analogous boundary
conditions and identical velocity and density fields. Inside buildings the analogy is
however used to relate simultaneous heat and mass transport with different Pr and
Sc and non-analogous boundary conditions. Different scenarios are simulated to
investigate the effect of Lewis number (Base case, Lewis1), simultaneous or sepa-
rate transport (Base case, Separate, Equal Gr), moisture sources (Uniform Source,
Discrete Source) and non-analogous boundary conditions at the walls (DiffBC1-3).
For the natural convection cases no air is introduced in the enclosure and the inlet
and outlet sections of the computational domain are treated as walls. The bound-
ary conditions for these new walls are the same as for the adjacent vertical walls
(in case of linear profiles the profile is stretched to include the new wall).
Scenario Description
Base case Simultaneous heat and moisture transfer with Pr = 0.75 and
Sc = 0.58
Lewis 1 Simultaneous heat and moisture transfer with Sc = Pr =
0.75
Separate Separate heat and moisture transfer with Sc = Pr = 0.75
Equal Gr Separate heat and moisture transfer with Sc = Pr = 0.75.
Temperature difference reduced: GrH = Grm
Uniform source Base case + Uniform water vapour source in entire indoor vol-
ume: 0.02kg/m3h
Discrete source Base case + Water vapour source in one quarter of the indoor
volume located at the left bottom: 0.08kg/m3h
DiffBC1 Base case + Linear moisture concentration profile at the left
wall: 7.21g/kg at y = 0m and 13.1g/kg at y = 2.4m
DiffBC2 Base case + Linear moisture concentration profile at the right
wall: 7.21g/kg at y = 2.5m and 13.1g/kg at y = 0.2m
DiffBC3 Base case + Discrete moisture concentration profile at the
right wall: 26.5g/kg at y < 0.7m and 7.21g/kg at y >=
0.7m
Table 2.4: Description of the different scenarios used to evaluate the heat and
mass transfer analogy
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CFD settings
The incompressible ideal gas relation is used to model the varying density. Other
relations used to model fluid properties include the mass weighted mixing law
for the determination of the heat capacity and the ideal gas mixing law for the
calculation of the thermal conductivity and the dynamic viscosity.
A second order upwind scheme is used for the discretization of the convec-
tive terms in the transport equations in order to reduce numerical diffusion. The
PRESTO! scheme is used for the discretization of the pressure. The SIMPLE algo-
rithm is used for the pressure-velocity coupling. A double precision representation
of real numbers is used to reduce round-off errors.
As the interest of the study lies in the heat and mass fluxes to the walls it
is important that the near wall behaviour of the flow is correctly represented. A
sufficiently refined grid is used near the wall (y+ < 4) in combination with a
LRN k − ω turbulence model. This turbulence model is known to perform very
well close to walls. Unlike wall functions, which impose a known velocity profile
near the walls, the k − ω model can be used to actually simulate the flow close to
the walls and is applicable for both natural and forced convection.
Validation
To validate the used settings a 2D natural convection experiment for the validation
of CFD codes is simulated [86]. The validation experiment is very similar to the
natural convection cases simulated in this paper except that the height and the
width of the experimental chamber are only 0.75m and the temperature difference
between the hot and cold wall is 40 K instead of 10 K. The Rayleigh number for
the experiment is 1.58E9. Because of the similarities between the experiment and
the studied cases the experiment is considered a representative validation case.
First the grid sensitivity of the simulation is studied by refining the compu-
tational grid with a factor 2 and with a factor 4 in all dimensions and checking
the effect on the heat flow through the hot wall. The original grid is a structured
grid counting 12862 rectangular cells. The grid is dense near the walls and grad-
ually coarsens towards the centre of the room. The heat flow entering the room
through the hot wall is 54.56W for the original grid and changes to respectively
54.96W and 55.24W for the refined grids. Hence it can be concluded that the orig-
inal grid produces results which are accurate (deviation between subsequent grid
refinements smaller than 1%) but not grid independent. Given the large number of
cases to be simulated and the high computational cost to reach grid independent
solutions the original grid was retained.
Secondly the simulated and experimentally obtained temperature and velocity
profiles at y = 0.5 near the hot wall are compared in Fig. 2.13. This figure shows
that the agreement between experiment and simulation is good. In the last part of
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Figure 2.13: Comparison between a natural convection validation
experiment [86] and the CFD simulation for temperature and velocity profiles at
y = 0.5 with () the simulated temperature, () the measured temperature, (•)
the simulated velocity and (◦) the measured velocity. Uncertainty of temperature
measurements ±0.1K
the validation the local Nusselt number at the hot wall is considered. Fig. 2.14
shows that Nusselt number is accurately predicted for the largest part of the wall,
yet for the bottom part the experiment and simulation do not coincide. However,
comparison between this numerical study and a numerical study by Beghein [87]
shows a very good agreement even for the bottom part of the wall. This indicates
that the discrepancy between simulation and experiment is not caused by the cho-
sen settings and computational grid. As the simulation is largely in agreement
with the experiment and as the found deviations are in line with previous CFD
simulations, the chosen settings will be retained.
2.4.4 Results
The results of the CFD analysis for the different scenarios and flow regimes de-
scribed earlier are given in Table 2.5, Table 2.6, Fig. 2.15 and Fig. 2.16. In Fig.
2.15 and Fig. 2.16 the local MTCR is plotted while in Table 2.5 and Table 2.6
the average MTCR is given. The MTCR is calculated with the Chilton-Colburn
analogy using the mass averaged indoor conditions as a reference (Table 2.5, Fig.
2.15, Fig. 2.16) or using the inlet conditions as a reference (Table 2.6). For the
base case the average MTCR is also calculated using the Reynolds analogy and
the mass averaged indoor conditions as reference (Table 2.5).
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Figure 2.14: Comparison between the local Nusselt numbers at the hot surface of
the enclosure obtained from the validation experiment [86] (◦), an existing CFD
study [87] (blue dashed line) and the new CFD study (red line). Uncertainty of
Nu measurements ±0.2133%
Natural and mixed convection
When the average MTCR calculated with the Chilton-Colburn analogy and the
Reynolds analogy are compared for the ‘base case’, it can be noticed that the
Chilton-Colburn analogy gives superior results. The deviations found between the
average mass transfer coefficient predicted with the Chilton-Colburn analogy and
the directly simulated average mass transfer coefficient are smaller than 2% except
for the left wall in the Ri 10 case, where the deviation is unacceptable high (Table
2.5). Also the deviation from unity of the local MTCR is limited (smaller than
14%) except at the left wall in the Ri 10 case (Fig. 2.15). In the Ri 10 case the
surface conditions at the left wall (Y = 7.21g/kg and T = 20) are almost equal to
the average indoor conditions, used as reference (Y = 7.22g/kg and T = 19.5).
Hence small deviations in the analogy of heat and water vapour diffusion can lead
to large errors in predicted transfer coefficients. Table 2.6 shows that the use of the
inlet conditions as a reference in this case reduces the deviation of the predicted
average mass transfer coefficient to 10%.
In the ‘Lewis 1’ scenario the over or under prediction is limited to 3% for
the average and for the local mass transfer coefficients except at the left wall in
the Ri 10 case where the over prediction can be as high as 9%. As for the ‘base
case’ scenario the left wall surface conditions lie close to the reference conditions
(Y = 6.88g/kg and T = 19.5) in the Ri 10 case. Using the inlet conditions as
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Scenario Ri 0.1 Ri 1 Ri 10 Ri∞
Flow regime dominating forced mixed dominating natural natural
left right left right left right left right
Base Case (CC) 0.993 0.999 0.987 0.992 -0.058 0.984 0.995 1.008
Base Case (Re) 0.834 0.839 0.83 0.835 -0.049 0.834 0.854 0.864
Lewis1 (CC) 1.017 1.031 0.999 1.018 1.09 1.022 0.993 1.006
Separate (CC) 1.014 1.012 1.08 1.093 4.134 1.697 1.809 1.799
Equal Gr (CC) 0.994 0.996 0.98 0.984 0.968 0.985 0.997 0.998
Uniform source (CC) 0.956 0.973 0.957 0.948 -5.501 0.96 1.124 -0.294
Discrete source (CC) 0.993 0.976 1.027 0.929 -5.056 0.974 1.404 8.642
DiffBC1 (CC) 0.995 0.985 0.996 0.978 3.376 0.983 0.593 0.892
DiffBC2 (CC) 0.998 0.97 1.003 0.996 2.589 1.051 1.179 1.519
DiffBC3 (CC) 0.984 0.925 0.993 1.006 1.69 1.027 1.285 2.314
Table 2.5: Average MTCR for the left and right wall using the mass averaged
indoor conditions as a reference for the Chilton-Colburn analogy (CC) and the
Reynolds analogy (Re). Deviations larger than 10% in bold
Scenario Ri 0.1 Ri 1 Ri 10
Flow regime dominating forced mixed dominating natural
left right left right left right
Base Case (CC) 1.02 1.007 1.05 1.009 1.098 1.037
Base Case (Re) 0.857 0.846 0.883 0.849 0.931 0.879
Lewis1 (CC) 1.016 1.031 0.996 1.018 0.991 1.017
Separate (CC) 1.015 1.012 0.988 1.066 1.469 1.548
Equal Gr (CC) 0.995 0.996 0.98 0.985 0.978 0.987
Uniform source (CC) 1.119 1.019 1.459 1.047 1.404 1.255
Discrete source (CC) 1.134 1.014 1.679 1.039 1.337 1.245
DiffBC1 (CC) 0.99 1.021 0.94 1.037 0.86 1.158
DiffBC2 (CC) 0.998 0.988 0.97 1.027 0.927 1.141
DiffBC3 (CC) 0.977 0.931 0.964 1.017 0.976 1.091
Table 2.6: Average MTCR for the left and right wall using the inlet conditions as
a reference for the Chilton-Colburn analogy (CC) and the Reynolds analogy (Re).
Deviations larger than 10% in bold
a reference reduces the error of the predicted average mass transfer coefficients to
3% (Table 2.6).
The deviations between the predicted and simulated mass transfer are large in
the ‘separate’ scenario. Even if the left surface of the Ri 10 case is left out of the
analysis deviations up to 81% are found for the average mass transfer coefficients
(Table 2.5) and over predictions with a factor 2 to 3 can be noticed for local mass
transfer (Fig. 2.15). The poor performance of the analogy for this latter scenario
is due to the different flow regimes in the separate heat transfer case and in the
separate mass transfer case: temperature differences trigger much stronger buoy-
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Figure 2.15: Local MTCR (ratio of predicted and directly calculated mass
transfer coefficients) (x-axis) in function of height (y-axis) at the left wall (blue
dashed line) and at the right wall (red line) for a) Base case b) Lewis 1 c)
Separate d) Equal Gr
ancy forces than concentration differences and hence different flow patterns occur
in the ‘separate’ scenario (if Ri = 1, Gr = 2.13E10 for the heat transfer case
and Gr = 2.37E9 for the mass transfer case). This is confirmed by consider-
ing the ‘Equal Gr’ scenario where the temperature difference in the separate heat
transfer case is lowered in such a way that the Grashof numbers of the separate
heat and separate mass transport cases are equal. In this case the agreement be-
tween the predicted and simulated mass transfer is excellent. Even if the surface
and reference conditions are nearly equal, the error of the predicted mass transfer
is smaller than 4% for the average mass transfer coefficients and 5% for the local
mass transfer coefficients.
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Figure 2.16: Local MTCR (ratio of predicted and directly calculated mass
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Non-analogous boundary conditions
In many practical situations the boundary conditions for heat and moisture transfer
are not analogous. How this affects the accuracy of the heat and mass transfer
analogy can be seen in Fig. 2.16 and Table 2.5. In case of the presence of a
uniform moisture source as in the ‘Uniform source’ scenario, the over or under
prediction of the average mass transfer coefficients is smaller than 13% except for
the left surface of the Ri 10 case and the right surface of the natural convection
case. In the natural convection case the reference value for the moisture transport
(Y = 13.3g/kg) is almost equal to the value at the right surface. In the Ri 10 case
the inlet jet sticks at the left surface (Fig. 2.17) hence isolating it from the bulk
indoor conditions. Changes in the bulk indoor conditions will not automatically
affect that surface. Errors in the predicted local mass transfer coefficients for these
two cases can be as high as 5 to 50 times the simulated coefficients. For the other
‘Uniform source’ cases errors up to 15% (Ri 0.1 and Ri 1) and up to 50% (left
surface of the natural convection case) are found.
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Figure 2.17: In the ‘Ri 10, uniform source’ case the upper left wall is isolated
from the centre of the enclosure by the incoming air
In the ‘Discrete source’ scenario the effect on the heat and mass transfer anal-
ogy is comparable with the effect observed in the ‘Uniform source’ scenario, ex-
cept that in the immediate neighbourhood of the source (bottom left wall) the
maximum deviation between the predicted and simulated local mass transfer coef-
ficients increases to 20% for Ri 0.1 and 70% for Ri 1.
In the first scenario with dissimilar boundary conditions (‘DiffBC1) deviations
up to 11% are found between the predicted and simulated average mass transfer
coefficients except for the left surface in the Ri 10 case and in the natural con-
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vection case. In these two cases the specific humidity used as reference value for
mass transfer has a value of respectively 7.85g/kg and 11.4g/kg. These values lie
in the range of the linear boundary value profile at the left surface. The reference
values in the Ri 0.1 and Ri 1 cases lie beneath this range due to the higher venti-
lation rates. The local MTCR becomes zero at the position on the surface where
the specific humidity is equal to the reference condition while the mass flux is dif-
ferent from zero. On the other hand the local MTCR attains very high positive or
negative values when the local mass flux is zero while the driving force has a value
different from zero. When neither the driving force nor the local flux becomes
zero, as in the Ri 0.1 and Ri 1 cases, the effect on the local MTCR is limited to ca.
20%. In those cases a somewhat linear trend of the local MTCR in function of the
specific humidity at the surface is visible.
In the ‘DiffBC2’ scenario the same effects are observed as in the ‘DiffBC1’
scenario. For the Ri 0.1 and Ri 1 cases the high ventilation rates result in an
indoor specific humidity lower than the specific humidity at the wall surfaces and
by consequence in driving forces and local mass fluxes different from zero. In that
case the effect of the dissimilar boundary condition is limited to a more or less
linear deviation from unity of the local MTCR, smaller than 20%. For the Ri 10
case the simulated local mass flux becomes zero for the right wall at y = 2.4m
which leads to extreme values of the local MTCR at that position. In the natural
convection case the simulated flux is zero for the right wall at y = 1.5m and
the specific humidity used as reference is equal to the surface specific humidity
at y = 2m which leads to local MTCR reaching respectively extremely high and
near zero values.
Unlike in the two previous dissimilar scenarios the mass boundary profile in
the ‘DiffBC3’ scenario has a discontinuous course. The effect of this discontinuous
profile is a significant increase of the difference between the predicted and directly
simulated local mass transfer coefficient in the vicinity of the discontinuity.
2.4.5 Discussion
Limitations of the analogy in natural convection
The very good results in the ‘Lewis 1’ scenario prove the capability of the heat
and mass transfer analogy to accurately predict mass transfer coefficients for nat-
ural and mixed convection cases and for simultaneous heat and mass transfer. The
mutual influence of heat and mass transport appears to be small in humid air at
ambient condition, as assumed by Bottemanne [82], and does not affect the va-
lidity of the analogy. In case individual heat and mass transport problems are to
be correlated extra requirements concerning the boundary conditions need to be
fulfilled. Comparison of the results for the ‘separate’ and the ‘Equal Gr’ scenario
shows that the Grashof number should be equal in both the heat as the mass trans-
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fer problem. This condition is, unlike for simultaneous heat and mass transfer,
not automatically fulfilled and imposes a direct relation between the temperature
differences at the wall surfaces in the heat transfer problem and the species mass
fraction differences in the mass transfer problem.
Chilton-Colburn or Reynolds analogy?
In practical heat and moisture transfer problems the Lewis number will be different
from one. Although it is stated in literature [79] that a Lewis factor of one (sc. the
Reynolds analogy) can be used to model humid air, the simulations made in this
thesis show that this can result in an error of more than 10% on the average mass
transfer coefficients. This error can easily be avoided by using the Chilton-Colburn
analogy. Considering that the Lewis factor of the Chilton-Colburn analogy was
originally derived for forced flows it is noteworthy that this analogy yields very
good results for mixed and even natural convection flows.
Choice of reference condition
The major problem with the use of the heat and mass transfer analogy in indoor
air flows is the correct choice of the reference condition. Due to distributions
in the indoor air the conditions near the surface of interest can strongly deviate
from the average indoor conditions. In case the indoor temperature and mass frac-
tion distributions have exactly the same dimensionless profile this does not affect
the analogy. Yet in practise small differences in the temperature and mass frac-
tion distributions occur even for identical boundary conditions due to variations in
thermal and mass diffusivity and the mutual influence of heat and mass transfer.
If the value of the chosen reference lies close to the value at the wall surface the
small differences in indoor distribution can lead to extreme errors in the predicted
mass transfer coefficients (eg. Table 2.5: left wall for Ri 10 case in ‘base case’
scenario). In such cases the error of the predicted mass transfer coefficients can be
significantly reduced by choosing a different reference condition (e.g. Table 2.6:
left wall for Ri 10 case in ‘base case’ scenario).
Also when the boundary conditions are not similar, difficulties can arise due
to the choice of the reference value. Due to different boundary conditions zero
local mass fluxes can coincide with non-zero local heat fluxes. If in this case
the reference condition for mass transfer differs from the surface condition, the
mass transfer coefficient will become zero and the local MTCR will be extremely
high (e.g. Fig. 2.15 right wall Ri 10 case of ‘DiffBC2 scenario). The impact of
this effect on the predicted average mass transfer coefficient is limited due to the
integration over the entire surface (Eq. (2.41)). The fundamental problem with
dissimilar boundary conditions is that the analogy between the indoor temperature
and mass fraction distribution is no longer guaranteed as can be seen in Fig. 2.18.
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Hence in case the chosen reference is not directly linked to the wall fluxes, the
analogy between the heat transfer coefficient and the mass transfer coefficient is
lost. This can be seen in Fig. 2.15 and Table 2.5 for the Ri 10 case with uniform
source.
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Figure 2.18: Difference between the dimensionless temperature profile and
dimensionless specific humidity profile for the ‘Ri 10, uniform source’ case
It is thus extremely important that a direct link exists between the fluxes to the
surface and the chosen reference. In this study the mass averaged indoor condi-
tions were used as a reference and this choice led to good results for the prediction
of the average wall flux, except for the wall covered by the falling jet in the Ri 10
scenario. For that wall the inlet condition is a better reference due to the jet be-
haviour. Yet the use of the inlet condition as reference is limited as the effect of
heat or moisture sources on the transfer to the other walls is not correctly taken
into account.
Influence of dissimilar boundary conditions
For the studied cases with dissimilar boundary conditions where there is no prob-
lem with the chosen reference (no asymptotic behaviour in Fig. 2.15) the error on
the predicted average mass transfer coefficient stays limited to ca. 7% for mixed
convection and ca. 40% for natural convection (Table 2.5). The error on predicted
local mass transfer coefficients can be as high as 50% for mixed convection and
up to a factor 2 for the natural convection case. The reason for these deviations is
that indoor distributions, and by consequence the local transfer coefficients related
to a single reference condition, are influenced by the surface conditions. The lo-
cal heat transfer coefficient depends on the temperature distribution at the surface
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and can not be exactly related to a local mass transfer coefficient under different
surface conditions. The error induced by dissimilar boundary conditions is more
important for natural convection, because in natural convection the effect of the
surface conditions on the indoor distribution is far greater than in flows dominated
by forced convection.
Applicability of the heat and mass transfer analogy for indoor air flows
The accuracy of the heat and mass transfer analogy for the prediction of local
indoor mass transfer coefficients is only guaranteed in case of perfectly similar
boundary conditions and a reference sufficiently different from the surface condi-
tions. In indoor airflows these conditions are hardly ever met due to the presence
of heating systems, solar gains, heat and moisture sources, etc. It is hence recom-
mended not to use the heat and mass transfer analogy for the prediction of local
mass transfer inside buildings.
When the interest lies in predicting average mass flow rates to the walls, as
in models which predict (de)humidification loads or average indoor climate, the
heat and mass transfer analogy performs much better for cases with dissimilar
boundary conditions. Yet the error of the predicted average mass flow rate is still
very large in case the reference condition is almost equal to the surface condition
or in case the average flux is not directly linked to the reference condition. In case
of a transient problem it is expected that the reference and surface conditions are
only equal for short periods of time. Using a time averaged transfer coefficient
would then yield accurate results. In case of steady-state problems it is eminent
that the difference between reference and surface conditions is large enough.
It is not always possible to choose a reference which is linked to the fluxes to
all the walls but in most cases the average indoor conditions can be used to predict
average flow rates. The advantage of this choice is that the average indoor condi-
tion is the typical reference in the nodal and multizone simulation tools. In case
of absence of heat and moisture sources the inlet conditions are a better reference,
yet these cases are rather scarce.
2.4.6 Conclusion
The study of the Reynolds and Chilton-Colburn analogy with CFD for a 2D enclo-
sure shows that, if the limiting conditions (Lewis number one, analogous boundary
conditions, no sources) are fulfilled, the analogy yields very good results for the
case of simultaneous heat and mass transfer. In case of separate heat and mass
transport the analogy only performs well if the Grashof number is equal in both
problems. These results confirm the theoretical applicability of the heat and mass
transfer analogy for indoor air flows. When the Chilton-Colburn and the Reynolds
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analogy are compared for cases with Lewis number different from unity the per-
formance of the Chilton-Colburn analogy is superior.
The studied cases show that when using the heat and mass transfer analogy in
indoor air flows, problems can arise due to the choice of the reference condition.
In many applications one single reference is chosen to calculate the transfer co-
efficient at the different positions. It is however not always possible to relate all
the local fluxes to a single reference. As a result it can occur that the difference
between the reference condition and the surface condition is nearly zero while a
non-zero local flux exists. In that case a different reference has to be chosen for
the analogy to yield good results. For the studied cases the mass averaged indoor
condition proved to be a good reference for most situations.
In practical cases the requirement that all boundary conditions for heat and
mass transfer inside buildings should be analogous is rarely fulfilled. This study
shows that if the boundary conditions are not analogous, the accurate prediction
of local mass fluxes using the analogy is no longer guaranteed when one single
reference value is used. The prediction of average mass flow rates using one single
reference is less sensitive to dissimilarities in the boundary conditions.
It is hence not recommended to use the analogy for the prediction of local
mass transfer coefficients. The studied test cases indicate that the accuracy of the
predicted average transfer coefficient remains good under the condition that the
reference and surface conditions sufficiently differ. In that case the heat and mass
transfer analogy could be used for the prediction of average transfer coefficients
for problems which are not very sensitive to small variations of the transfer coeffi-
cients (e.g. prediction of (de)humidification loads or average indoor climate).
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2.5 Introducing local transfer coefficients in
well mixed models
This section was published in Building and Environment in adapted form [88].
2.5.1 Problem statement
In the previous section it was shown that for situations encountered in practise, the
heat and mass analogy cannot be used to determine local mass transfer coefficients
for well mixed air models (nodal models). To extend the applicability of these
models to local interaction with materials, the local mass transfer coefficients will
have to be determined directly, for instance with CFD. Adding local information
to well mixed air models is an approach which is commonly used to link BES and
CFD simulation (e.g. [46]).
In this section it is investigated if this approach can also be used to reduce
the computational cost of coupled CFD - HAM models: if the local transfer co-
efficients, simulated with CFD, remain constant during long periods of time, then
instead of performing a CFD calculation for each time step (as in a fully coupled
CFD - HAM model), the number of CFD runs can be reduced to one run per period
and computation time can be saved. In this approach the average indoor climate
is updated each time step by the well mixed (nodal) model, which requires very
little computation time while the relation between the average and local climate,
characterized by the transfer coefficients, might not have to be updated each time
step to accurately capture the local effects.
To investigate the behaviour of the transfer coefficients the interaction at the
interface between the indoor air and the porous materials of walls, objects, . . . has
to be simulated as the heat and mass exchange is strongly influenced by these
interface conditions. Simulating the hygrothermal interaction at an air-material
interface requires a coupled CFD - hygrothermal material model. Although the
ultimate goal of this work is to accurately predict the temperature and relative
humidity inside materials (which requires a CFD - HAM model), it is sufficient
for the study of the transfer coefficient to accurately predict the conditions at the
material interface. This means that by linking CFD to a simplified material model
like the EMPD model used in TRNSYS and EnergyPlus, the behaviour of the
transfer coefficients can be studied.
2.5.2 Methodology
Using a coupled CFD - EMPD model the behaviour of the local transfer coeffi-
cients can be studied. As it is the aim to check if it is feasible to integrate these
local transfer coefficients in nodal air models (which track the average indoor con-
ditions), average indoor conditions will also be used as a free stream reference
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when calculating the transfer coefficients. The drawback of using a simplified
model is that it has a limited validity and / or accuracy. To find out what these
limitations are the CFD - EMPD model is discussed here. Knowing the limitations
of the model, a suitable and representative test case can be found for the study of
the transfer coefficients.
CFD-EMPD model
Using standard CFD the heat and moisture transfer in the air is simulated up to the
interface with the porous materials. These interface conditions are used as bound-
ary conditions for the CFD simulation. For heat transfer it is possible to include
conduction in the porous material in the CFD simulation and hence simulate the
conditions at the interface instead of using them as input. Unfortunately, this is not
possible for the moisture transfer in the material (as mentioned before). To also
simulate the hygric conditions at the interface the following approach is used: the
amount of moisture exchanged at the air - material interface (simulated with CFD)
is used as input for the EMPD model, which then calculates the new interface
conditions.
Unlike the CFD model which discretizes the entire indoor air volume and the
entire porous zone in case heat conduction is included, the EMPD model only
considers a surface layer of the material. The thickness of this surface layer is
determined by the penetration depth. In the EMPD approach one control volume
element covers the entire thickness of this penetration depth layer. This does not
mean that the entire wall or object is modelled using a single control volume. It
rather means that the surface is split up in different control volume elements each
covering the entire thickness of the surface layer. This characteristic property of
the EMPD model makes it very well suited to keep track of the moisture trans-
ported into the material in a simple, straightforward manner.
The EMPD model is based on the fact that in case of a periodic fluctuation of
the indoor air climate the hygric response of the material is confined to a thin sur-
face layer. The thickness of this surface layer is related to the moisture penetration
depth, which is calculated as follows [39]:
dp =
√
δPsatτvar
dw
dRH pi
(2.43)
with δ the water vapour permeability, Psat the saturation vapour pressure, τvar
the period of the fluctuation and w the moisture content in the material. In the
EMPD method it is assumed that an unique and linear relation exists between
the moisture content and the relative humidity (no hysteresis) and that the water
vapour permeability is constant. For most building materials this assumption is a
simplification. Yet in the relative humidity range between 40 and 80 %RH this
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simplification yields good results. This will be taken into account when selecting
the test case.
In the EMPD model the vapour pressure Pv is used as a transported variable
when solving moisture transfer: the model only considers water vapour transport.
The moisture balance of the surface layer can then be written as:
g = dp
dw
dt
= dp
dw
dRH
dRH
dt
= dp
dw
dRH
d
dt
(
Pv,mat
Psat(T )
)
(2.44)
with g the moisture flux into the material, T the temperature and Pv,mat the av-
erage pressure over the thickness of the penetration depth. If the values of the
moisture flux and temperature are supplied by the CFD model, Eq. (2.44) can be
used to determine the new value of the vapour pressure in the surface layer. Yet as
a boundary condition for the CFD simulation at the next time step not the vapour
pressure inside the surface layer, but the vapour pressure at the material interface
is needed. As it is inherently assumed in the EMPD model that the vapour pres-
sure varies linearly inside the surface layer the following relation exists between
the average vapour pressure inside the surface layer and the vapour pressure at the
surface (Pv,s) itself:
g = −δ
(
Pv,mat − Pv,s
0.5dp
)
(2.45)
The moisture flux g simulated with CFD can however not be used in this relation
as it was calculated for the previous time step and we are looking for the surface
condition as boundary condition for the next CFD time step. Yet by using the CFD
simulated mass transfer coefficient hPm the moisture flux can be calculated:
g = hPm(Pv,avg − Pv,s) (2.46)
with Pv,avg the average indoor vapour pressure at the end of the current time step.
Although section 2.3 demonstrated the superiority of hYm, the use of h
P
m has the
advantage that vapour pressures can be used to calculate the convective flux and is
allowed here as the ambient pressure remains constant. By combining Eq. (2.45)
and Eq. (2.46) the new vapour pressure at the surface can be calculated. Hence
running the EMPD model after each CFD time step allows to the determine the
new value of Pv,s and to take the variation of the conditions at the air - material
interface into account in the CFD simulation.
Apart from the assumption of linear material properties and the reduction of
the porous volume to a surface layer, the main simplification of the EMPD model is
that latent heat effects are not considered. The coupling between heat and moisture
transfer is thus not fully accounted for. Yet a study by Janssens showed that in case
of constant temperatures the EMPD model and a fully coupled HAM model yield
similar results [42]. The test case will hence have to feature steady state heat
transfer.
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Test case
Now that the limitations of the CFD - EMPD model are known, they can be taken
into account when selecting a suitable test case for the study of the transfer co-
efficients. The geometry of the selected test case is based on an experimental
setup for the validation of CFD models for heat and moisture transfer in indoor
air flows [89]. The test case is non-isothermal 3D case in which a jet of cold air
enters a room. In the original validation cases hygric interaction with the walls
is not considered. Yet the test case considered here is adapted to include hygric
interaction with the walls.
Figure 2.19: Symmetric half of the geometry of the test case
The experimental setup consists of a rectangular room (3.1m × 3.1m × 2.5m)
with an air in- and outlet as depicted in Fig. 2.19. Only half of the room is shown
in this figure. The temperature at the outer surface of the wall at the air inlet, called
inlet wall, is controlled. The temperatures in the other spaces adjacent to the test
rooms are maintained at ca. 20°C. The test case is characterized by a cold jet en-
tering the test room, while the temperature at the outer surface of the inlet wall
is set to a higher temperature of 27°C. This leads to a non-uniform temperature
distribution in the test room. This test case is simulated for a ten hour period with
a uniformly distributed indoor moisture source of 0.5 kg/h active during the first 8
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hours. As the walls are all made of cellular concrete (with a thickness of 0.1 m)
hygric interaction between walls and indoor air will occur. The boundary condi-
tions for the test case are given in Table 2.7 and the material properties used for
the cellular concrete are given in Table 2.8. The penetration depth is calculated for
a period of 24 hours, since we are interested in the response for daily fluctuations.
Although the test case is non-isothermal, the constant temperature boundary
conditions and the absence of latent effects (neglected) result in a steady state
temperature field. The test case is thus characterized by a steady state temperature
field and by a transient hygric response of the air and the porous material to the
moisture source. The relative humidity range encountered in the test case does
not contain extremely low or high values. The use of the EMPD model is thus
justified.
Parameter Value
Inlet Volumetric Flow Rate (m3/h) 55.58
Inlet Temperature (°C) 11.0
Inlet Turbulence Intensity (%) 5.8
Inlet Turbulent Length Scale (m) 0.01753
Inlet Specific Humidity (g/kg) 4.34
Wall Outer Temperature, Outlet wall (°C) 21.8
Wall Outer Temperature, Lateral walls (°C) 22.2
Wall Outer Temperature, Inlet wall (°C) 26.9
Wall Outer Temperature, Floor (°C) 22.2
Wall Outer Temperature, Ceiling (°C) 22.2
Initial Wall Relative Humidity (%) 30
Table 2.7: Boundary conditions for the transfer coefficient test case. Adopted
from [89]
Parameter Value
Heat Capacity (J/kgK) 840
Thermal Conductivity (W/mK) 0.18
Water Vapour Permeability (kg/msPa) 3E − 11
Hygroscopic Moisture Capacity, dw
dRH
(kg/m3) 42.965
Penetration Depth (m) 0.0067
Table 2.8: Material properties of aerated concrete
CFD settings
The calculation domain for the CFD model is limited to half of the room based on
symmetry conditions (symmetry plane at y = 1.55m). At the inlet velocity, tem-
perature, water vapour mass fraction and turbulent quantities are imposed. The
turbulence at the inlet is defined by the turbulent intensity and turbulent length
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scale. Measurements of the turbulent intensity are available in [89]. Fully devel-
oped duct flow is assumed at the inlet, which allows to approximate the turbulent
length scale by 0.07 × the hydraulic diameter of the supply duct [33]. The outlet
is represented by a ‘pressure outlet’ boundary condition. At the walls a no slip
momentum boundary condition is imposed.
The density of the humid air is determined using the incompressible ideal gas
relation. The heat capacity of the mixture is determined using the mass weighted
mixing law. The thermal conductivity and dynamic viscosity of the mixture are
determined using the ideal gas mixing law based on kinetic theory. The mass
diffusivity of water vapour in air is assumed to be constant and has a value of
2.55E − 5m2/s.
A second order upwind scheme is used for the discretization of the convec-
tive terms in the transport equations in order to reduce numerical diffusion. The
STANDARD scheme is used for the discretization of the pressure. The SIMPLE
algorithm is used for the pressure-velocity coupling. A second order two layer
standard k- model is used to model turbulence.
The room is discretized using a structured hexahedral grid. The grid has to
fulfil the near wall guidelines for turbulence modelling. As the standard log law
wall functions cannot be used (due to the mixed convection), low-Reynolds cor-
rections have to be made to the turbulence model. Therefore, the first node next
to the wall has to lie in the viscous sub layer, i.e. the y+ value of the node of the
control volume element next to the wall should be smaller than 4 or 5. A second
requirement is that at least 10 control volume elements should lie in the viscosity
affected region. Mesh sensitivity is studied by simulating the test case for two dif-
ferent grids: a first grid of 683590 cells and a second refined grid, which is twice as
dense in all directions. The grid sensitivity is evaluated by comparing the velocity
profile of the jet, and the shear stresses and heat fluxes at the walls. The relative
difference between the results for the two grids lies around 1%, but there are some
small regions, where the relative differences are as high as 8%. Since these regions
represent only a small part of the total wall, it can be concluded that the coarse grid
leads to sufficiently accurate results. The results found for the velocity, tempera-
ture and relative humidity profiles are in line with the CFD results in [89] proving
the reliability of the chosen settings.
2.5.3 Results
Due to the presence of the jet in the test case large distributions occur in the in-
door air (Fig. 2.20). These distributions make the test case very well suited to
investigate the behaviour of the local transfer coefficients in case microclimates
are present in the indoor air volume.
By using the combined CFD - EMPD model, varying conditions at the air -
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Figure 2.20: Influence of the jet on the water vapour pressure and temperature in
the symmetry plane after 8 hours of moisture prodcution
material interface are captured. Fig. 2.21 shows how the indoor air distributions
affect these interface conditions. Initially the relative humidity in the air and at
all wall surfaces is 30%. Due to the presence of the moisture source the relative
humidity in the air and the walls will rise. Yet the relative humidity in the wall
opposed to the inlet will rise more than in the other walls. This is caused by the
cold jet hitting this wall (Fig. 2.20) which cools down the wall and hence increases
the relative humidity.
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Figure 2.21: Temperature and humidity distribution in the wall surface layer after
8 hours of moisture production
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The flow in the test case is mainly driven by the jet and partially by temperature
differences. As both the jet and the temperatures in the case are fixed, the air ve-
locities will not change during the simulation. These characteristics hence favour
constant transfer coefficients. Fig. 2.22 shows that in spite of these favourable
conditions important changes occur in the local mass transfer conditions during
the simulation period. Due to the choice of the reference condition (average indoor
vapour pressure) the mass transfer coefficients even become negative. As found
for the heat and mass analogy, it appears that the transfer coefficients are highly
dependent on the distributions in the indoor air and material surface. As these dis-
tributions vary in time, even when the flow pattern remains constant, it appears not
feasible to use a constant local transfer coefficient in accurate predictions of the
local moisture transfer to the porous materials.
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Figure 2.22: Mass transfer coefficient hPm at the outlet wall after (a) 1 hour, (b) 8
hours and (c) 9 hours
2.5.4 Conclusion
Upgrading well mixed nodal air models into local models using CFD generated
transfer coefficients, is not likely to reduce the computational cost of the CFD -
HAM simulations because the heat transfer coefficients strongly vary in time even
for steady state air velocities. This means that the CFD calculation would have to
be executed every couple of time steps and each time the CFD data (transfer coef-
ficients) would have to be exchanged with the nodal model. The time gained with
the reduction of the number of CFD runs might thus very well be compensated
by extra time required for the data exchange. The idea of generating local trans-
fer coefficients for nodal models proved not to be advantageous for the problems
considered in this work.

3
Heat and moisture transfer in air and
porous materials
In the previous chapter it was shown that it is not always possible to predict local
heat and moisture transfer between the indoor air and a porous object by using
constant transfer coefficients. As the knowledge of this local transfer is crucial
for the assessment of moisture related damage, there is a need for a model which
can simulate heat and moisture transfer in both porous materials and air for both
two dimensional and three dimensional problems. In this chapter the transport
equations and constitutive equations are given which are necessary to describe
these transfer processes and which have to be solved in the numerical model. As
the new model aims to provide local hygrothermal data for a better assessment of
the risk of moisture related damage to objects facing the indoor air, it is sufficient to
describe the moisture transfer in the porous material as equivalent vapour transfer.
After all, vapour transfer is dominant over liquid transfer at the range of relative
humidity encountered in the indoor environment and phenomena which drastically
increase the relative humidity in the material, such as rain loads and moisture rising
from the soil, are not present for the considered objects.
3.1 Heat and moisture transfer in the air
The simulation of heat and moisture transfer in the air requires the knowledge
of the air motion itself. This motion is driven by forces induced by phenomena
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such as pressure, buoyancy and inertia. As explained in Chapter 1 this motion can
be modelled in detail when solving the Navier-Stokes equations, i.e. when using
CFD. As neither nodal models nor zonal models provide the possibility to directly
simulate the near wall flow and the heat and mass transfer at the wall surfaces, the
CFD approach will be used in the new model.
3.1.1 CFD modelling assumptions
When modelling indoor air flows in combination with heat and moisture transfer in
porous media special care has to be taken in the selection of several CFD settings:
both the nature of the indoor flow as the presence of porous materials impose
special requirements to the CFD model.
Floating operating pressure
Up to now all the transient CFD simulations have been carried out for an open
computational domain (inlet and outlet areas were always present). This means
that the use of a constant operating pressure was allowed in the calculation of the
density with the incompressible ideal gas law (Eq. (1.2)). However, modelling
density variations with the incompressible ideal gas law can result in a numerical
loss of mass when simulating a fluid in an enclosed domain that heats up or in
which a species source is present. In such a case the operating pressure in the fluid
will gradually increase while the total amount of enclosed dry air (and thus the
average air density) is constant. In this case the use of Eq. (1.2) will predict a
constant operating pressure and decreasing air density with increasing air temper-
ature. To correct for this shortcoming a floating operating pressure has to be used
in enclosed domains. It can be calculated out of the knowledge of the initial dry
air density and the new values for the average temperature and water vapour mass
fraction:
Pop = ρair,initTavg(<air + Yavg1− Yavg<v) (3.1)
with <air the specific gas constant of air.
Turbulence
In section 1.2.2 it was discussed that the best choice to model turbulence in the
applications considered in this thesis, was the use of either a two-layer or a LRN
RANS model. Yet as the different turbulence models in Fluent do not recognize
the interface between a fluid and a porous zone as a wall, the use of a two-layer
model results in a wrong definition of the near wall and fully turbulent region and
a poor simulation of the turbulent flow. For this reason a LRN RANS model will
be used to model turbulence in the presence of a porous medium.
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The LRN model used is the k − ω model by Wilcox [90]. It solves two addi-
tional transport equations to model the effect of the turbulent fluxes: one for the
transport of turbulence kinetic energy (k) and one for the specific dissipation rate
(ω) which is the ratio of the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy ε to k. This
turbulence model only uses information about the distance to the nearest wall in
the boundary conditions for ω. By imposing the correct boundary condition for ω
at the interface between the fluid and porous zone the problem with the wall dis-
tances can thus be avoided. According to Menter [91] the value for ω at the wall
surface is given by:
ω =
6ν
β1y2p
(3.2)
with ν the kinematic viscosity, yp the distance between the interface and the center
of the first fluid cell and β1 = 0.075.
3.1.2 Moisture transfer in the air
To simulate moisture transfer in the air a species transport equation has to be solved
together with the Navier-Stokes equations. The species of interest is in this case
water vapour. Writing down the species transport equation in its divergence form
yields:
∂
∂t
(ρY ) +∇.(ρ~vY ) = −∇.~g = ∇. (ρDeff∇ (Y )) (3.3)
with ~g the vapour diffusion flux and Deff the sum of the molecular and the tur-
bulent vapour diffusion coefficient in air. Instead of rigorously deriving the latter
transport equation, its meaning is given in words as follows:
Increase
of water
vapour
mass per
unit of time
+

Net outflow
of water
vapour
mass due to
convection
 =

Net inflow
of water
vapour
mass due to
diffusion
 (3.4)
The species transport equation hence expresses the conservation of mass for one
specific species (in this case water vapour). This equation can be solved using
Eq. (1.2) to define ρ and the Navier-Stokes equations to obtain ~v. The following
equations are used to model Deff :
Deff = D +Dturb (3.5a)
D = 2.31 10−5
101325
Pop
(
T
273.16
)1.81 (3.5b)
Dturb =
νturb
Scturb
(3.5c)
The molecular diffusion coefficient (D) is a property of the air-water vapour mix-
ture only, while the turbulent diffusion coefficient (Dturb) is a property of the
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mixture and the flow. It is assumed that the turbulent diffusion coefficient can be
determined out of the turbulent viscosity (νturb) as calculated by the turbulence
model for the considered flow. This model is based on the assumption that the vis-
cosity, which can be considered as the diffusion coefficient for momentum transfer,
and the mass diffusion coefficient are proportional. The ratio of these two proper-
ties is the Schmidt number (Sc) mentioned in Chapter 2. The value used for the
turbulent Schmidt number (Scturb) is 0.7.
3.1.3 Heat transfer in the air
To model heat transfer an energy transport equation needs to be added to the set of
equations. In the air this equation can be written as:
∂
∂t
[
ρY (CvT + L) + ρ(1− Y )CairT
]
+∇.
[
~v
(
ρY (CvT + L) + ρ(1− Y )(CairT )
)]
= ∇.
[
λeff∇T
]
−∇.
[(
(CvT + L)− CairT
)
~g
]
(3.6)
with Cv the heat capacity of water vapour, L the latent heat of vaporization of
water, Cair the heat capacity of air and λeff the sum of the molecular and turbu-
lent heat conduction. The enthalpy of air is hence assumed to vary linearly with
temperature while the enthalpy of water vapour features a constant contribution
representing the heat of vaporization. Both expressions give the total enthalpy.
The meaning of the energy transport equation can be summarised as follows:

Increase
of latent
and sen-
sible heat
per unit
of time
+

Net out-
flow of
latent and
sensible
heat due
to con-
vection

=

Net
inflow of
sensible
heat due
to con-
duction
+

Net inflow
of sensible
and latent
heat due
to water
vapour
diffusion

(3.7)
This is the expression for the conservation of energy in a convection-diffusion
process where also species diffusion is present.
The energy transport equation (Eq. (3.6)) hence features an extra term com-
pared to the moisture transport equation (Eq. (3.3)) which represents the contribu-
tion of the water vapour diffusion to energy transfer. This extra term, the second of
the right hand side of Eq. (3.6), states that the water vapour diffusion flux adds the
sensible and latent heat of water vapour and removes the sensible heat of the air.
This is a consequence of the fact that the diffusion of species A in another species
B is always accompanied by diffusion of species B in the opposite direction. In the
Navier-Stokes equations it is assumed that the net total mass transport due to mass
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diffusion is zero (mass flux A = mass flux B). In practice it are not the mass fluxes
which are of equal size but the molar fluxes, which means that the Navier-Stokes
equations induce errors in the prediction of diffusion whenMA 6= MB [62]. How-
ever in a dilute gas mixture (e.g. humid air) the assumption of equal mass diffusion
fluxes yields good results and is hence retained in this work [33].
For the temperature range encountered in building applications the latent heat
can be considered constant for water vapour. This allows to bring the latent heat
before the divergence and derivative operators. Substitution of Eq. (3.3) in Eq.
(3.6) then cancels the contribution of latent heat and the energy equation can be
rewritten as:
∂
∂t
[
ρCT
]
+∇.
[
~v(ρCT )
]
= ∇.
[
λeff∇T − (Cv − Cair)~gT
]
(3.8)
with
C = Y Cv + (1− Y )Cair (3.9)
The physical assumption that explains the cancelling of the latent heat contribution
in the energy equation is the absence of condensation or evaporation in the air. This
assumption is valid for the applications considered in this thesis. The simplified
equation can be solved using information from the Navier-Stokes equations for ~v,
Eq. (3.3) for Y and ~g, Eq. (3.9) for C and Eq. (3.10) for λeff . The following
values have been used for the different material properties: Cv = 1875.2 J/kgK,
Cair = 1006.43 J/kgK, λ = 0.0257W/mK and Prturb = 0.85.
λeff = λ+ λturb (3.10a)
λturb = ρC
νturb
Prturb
(3.10b)
3.2 Heat and moisture transfer in the porous
material
As stated in Chapter 1 the simulation of heat and moisture transfer in porous ma-
terials for building applications is commonly called HAM (Heat, Air, Moisture)
simulation. In this section the classical transport equations used in HAM models
are reformulated to make the integration of the CFD and HAM model in one cou-
pled model more straightforward. The original HAM equations and their deriva-
tion can be found in numerous handbooks (e.g. [43,92]) and will not be repeated in
this work. The transport equations given in the next paragraphs are valid under the
following assumptions: the temperatures remain well below the boiling point; no
convection is present inside the porous medium (i.e. the bulk gas velocity is zero);
the dominant mechanism for moisture transport is vapour diffusion. For a bet-
ter understanding, the physical phenomena which have an important influence on
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the heat and moisture transfer in the porous material are described before writing
down the transport equations.
3.2.1 Material model
As this study focuses on hygroscopic materials (materials which store liquid mois-
ture at a relative humidity below 100%) three phases will be present in the porous
material at temperature and relative humidity values encountered in buildings:
- gas phase: air and water vapour
- liquid phase: liquid water
- solid phase: material matrix
In theory it is possible to model the different phases separately on the micro scale
and subsequently integrate over the total material volume to obtain the macro scale
heat and moisture transport [93]. This would however require such a detailed
knowledge of the pore structure of the material that this approach is not feasible
for materials encountered in practice. Therefore a phenomenological approach on
the macro scale [94] was used for the derivation of the transport equations. In the
transport equations the material is considered to be a continuum in which the 3
different phases overlap. By consequence macro heterogenic effects like cracks
can not be simulated while the effects of micro heterogeneities are averaged over
the calculation element.
Sorption Isotherm
In this paragraph the physical phenomena which relate moisture storage inside
the porous material to thermodynamic properties like temperature are described.
Moisture storage at relative humidity values lower than 100% (hygroscopic be-
haviour) is observed in the majority of building materials. This can be explained
by the hydrophilic behaviour of these materials: the adhesion forces between the
material and the liquid are stronger than the cohesion forces between the liquid
molecules. This results in the formation of water menisci in the pores (Fig. 3.1).
Due to the formation of these menisci the adhesion forces result in a net force
pointing from the liquid to the gas in case of a hydrophilic material (and vice versa
for a hydrophobic material). This net force causes a pressure difference between
the liquid and the gas phase which is called the capillary pressure (Pc = Pliq −
Pg). Note that the capillary pressure is negative for hydrophilic materials which
explains the phenomenon of capillary suction. Yet more important for this work
is the thermodynamic equilibrium, expressed by Kelvin’s law (Eq. (3.11)), which
relates the capillary pressure to the relative humidity. This equation expresses the
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θ θ
Figure 3.1: Water menisci in the pores
required magnitude of the capillary pressure for a species to persist in its liquid
phase at a given relative humidity.
RH = exp
(
Pc
ρliq<vT
)
(3.11)
Under the assumption that the pores can be represented by cylindrical capillaries it
is possible to calculate the value of the capillary pressure out of the surface tension
of the liquid (σ), the contact angle at the liquid/solid interface (θ) and the inverse
of the pore radius ( 1r ) with the Young-Laplace equation (Eq. (3.12)). Hence for
one specific material the relative humidity can be related to the radius of the pores
filled with liquid water. If the volume fraction distribution of the different pore
sizes is known for the considered material, the moisture content (w) associated
which each value of the relative humidity can then be calculated.
pc = −2σ
r
cos(θ) (3.12)
The pore volume distribution necessary to relate the moisture content to the
capillary pressure using Eq. (3.12) is an apparent distribution which can differ
from the real distribution due to the assumption that the pore system can be rep-
resented by a bundle of cylindrical tubes. An extra uncertainty on the relation
expressed in Eq. (3.12) is imposed by the presence of salts and dirt particles in the
material. Adding to this, the relation between relative humidity, capillary pressure
and pore size given by Kelvin’s law and the Young-Laplace equation is only valid
for capillary condensation while at a relative humidity below approximately 40%
moisture storage is caused by mono- and multi-molecular adsorption [95]. Hence
when characterizing the moisture storage in a porous material, different kind of
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experiments (e.g. Scanning Electron Microscopy, Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry,
. . . ) need to be combined in order to determine the correct moisture retention curve
(w(pc)) and the associated apparent pore volume distribution. In the hygroscopic
region (RH < 98%), in which we are interested in this work, the appropriate
technique is measuring the relation between moisture content and relative humid-
ity, i.e. the sorption isotherm. The sorption isotherm has a characteristic shape
which can be modelled with Eq. (3.13) [96].
w = wmax
(
1− ln(RH)
A
)− 1n
(3.13)
wmax, A and n are fitting parameters which have to be determined for the consid-
ered material. Eq. (3.13) will be employed to model the sorption isotherm for the
materials used in this study unless mentioned otherwise.
Vapour Permeability
The pore structure of the material and the phenomena taking place inside these
pores not only influence moisture storage, also the transport of water vapour is
affected. While in the ambient air water vapour diffusion is only determined by
the vapour diffusion coefficient and the gradient of the water vapour mass fraction,
inside the porous material the pore structure and moisture content also have an
effect on the vapour diffusion. This effect is expressed by an apparent diffusion
coefficient (Dmat) which differs from the diffusion coefficient in air. It is com-
mon practise to use the ratio of the diffusion coefficient in air and the diffusion
coefficient in the material to characterize the vapour permeability (µ = DDmat ).
This ratio is called the vapour resistance factor (µ). The material properties which
affect µ are the porosity and the tortuosity. The porosity can be considered as the
real volume that is free for vapour transfer compared to the total volume of the
material: as part of the material volume is solid, vapour diffusion is limited to the
pore area. The notion ‘tortuosity’ represents the ability of the porous material to
deflect the flow from following a straight line between two points. The effect of
tortuosity is visualized in Fig. 3.2. Note that the use of an apparent diffusion coef-
ficient is linked to the macro scale, phenomenological approach used in this work.
If vapour diffusion would be modelled on the micro scale the diffusion coefficient
used would be the same as the diffusion coefficient in the ambient air, but the effect
of porosity and tortuosity would be accounted for by modelling the obstruction to
the flow as caused by the solid matrix.
Besides from the effect of the material properties, the vapour resistance factor
is also affected by the moisture content in the material (Fig. 3.2). With increasing
moisture content, pores of increasing size are filled with liquid water. If a rigorous
distinction is made between liquid and vapour transport the presence of water filled
pores would increase the vapour resistance factor due to liquid blocking of the
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Figure 3.2: Effect of porosity, tortuosity and moisture content on vapour diffusion
in porous media
free pathways for vapour diffusion. However, as liquid moisture transport inside
the filled pores is much faster than vapour transport due to diffusion, the total
moisture transport due to the combined action of vapour diffusion and liquid flow
increases with increasing moisture content. In practise the individual effect of
liquid and vapour transport cannot be distinguished at relative humidity ranges
normally met inside buildings. As the phenomenological approach was chosen
to model the porous material, the separate effect of liquid and vapour transport
will not be differentiated in this work and their combined action will be simulated
as apparent vapour diffusion with a vapour resistance factor (µ) which decreases
with increasing moisture content. As the moisture content depends on the relative
humidity it is possible to relate µ to RH . The IEA recommends the following
equation to model this relation [96]:
µ =
1
a+ bRHn
(3.14)
a, b and n are fitting parameters which have to be determined for the considered
material. Eq. (3.14) will be employed to model the vapour resistance factor for the
materials used in this study unless mentioned otherwise.
The model assumption to consider all moisture transport as vapour transport
only yields good results when vapour diffusion is in fact dominant over liquid
transport. This is the case as long as the moisture content in the material is lower
than the critical moisture content. This critical moisture content is reached when
the water filled regions start to coalesce [97]. As the critical moisture content is
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higher than the hygroscopic moisture content which is reached at a relative humid-
ity of 98%, this assumption holds for the applications intended in this study.
3.2.2 Moisture transfer in the porous material
The previously discussed models for moisture storage and vapour transport will
now be used to formulate the moisture transport equation in porous materials.
When only vapour transport is considered it is common practise to use the vapour
pressure (Pv) as the transported variable in this transport equation, yet to ease the
coupling with the CFD model which uses mass fractions (Y ) in its species trans-
port equation, mass fractions will also be used in the porous medium instead of
vapour pressures. The moisture transport equation can then be written as follows:
dw
dt
= −∇.~g
⇔ ∂w
∂RH
∂RH
∂Y
∂Y
∂t
+
∂w
∂RH
∂RH
∂T
∂T
∂t
= ∇.
(
ρ
D
µ
∇Y
)
(3.15)
This transport equation expresses the mass conservation for moisture in liquid and
vapour phase and can be translated as:
Increase of mois-
ture content (liq-
uid and vapour)
per unit of time
due to absolute
humidity change
+

Increase of mois-
ture content (liq-
uid and vapour)
per unit of time
due to tempera-
ture change
 =
 Net inflow ofwater vapour
due to diffusion
 (3.16)
In HAM models the assumption is commonly made that the partial pressure of
the dry air is constant and that no air transport takes place inside the porous mate-
rial (e.g. [20]). Yet when Eq. (3.15) is used to model vapour transfer, air transport
is inherently present. Since it is assumed in the CFD solver that diffusion of vapour
is accompanied by an equally large diffusion flux of air in the opposite direction,
diffusion has no net impact on the total mass balance and is not accounted for in
the continuity equation. The change in the mass fraction of air (1− Y ) accompa-
nying the change in the mass fraction of water vapour (Y ) due to diffusion, hence
represents the effect of the opposite air diffusion. Inside the porous material this
approach can lead to mass conservation problems: because capillary condensation
takes place in the pores, the diffusion of water vapour to these water filled pores
is not accompanied by diffusion of air as liquid water is impermeable for air. This
effect of semi-permeable surfaces was also discussed in Chapter 2. By not taking
the effect of vapour diffusion through the semi-permeable surface into account in
the total mass balance of humid air (continuity equation), a non physical diffusion
term of air is generated. Considering that moisture storage in the material can
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be almost entirely attributed to liquid storage and considering that the sum of all
vapour fluxes (~g) to the material during a certain time step is equal to the change
in moisture content during that time step, the diffusion of air out of the porous ma-
terial can be assumed equal to the non physical air generation inside the material.
By adding a mass source at the interface of the porous medium and the air which
cancels the effect of the air diffusion, the porous material is made impermeable
for air transfer and the non-physical air generation is cancelled. In that case the
moisture transport equation can be solved without inducing an error to the total
mass balance.
To solve the moisture transport equation (Eq. (3.15)) information about the
sorption isotherm (e.g. Eq. (3.13)) and the vapour permeability (e.g. Eq. (3.14))
is necessary for the calculation of ∂w∂RH and µ(RH). This information can be
obtained from material catalogues (e.g. [96]) or from experiments. The functions
∂RH
∂Y and
∂RH
∂T are thermodynamic relations which can be calculated out of the
following equations:
RH =
Pv
Psat
(3.17)
Pv =
Y Pop<v
<air + <vY −<airY (3.18)
Psat = 611 exp
(
17.08(T − 273.15)
T − 38.97
)
(3.19)
Note that in contrast with moisture transfer in the ambient air, moisture transfer
in porous media is influenced by both humidity and temperature. While in the
ambient air the effect of temperature is limited to the material properties, in the
porous material temperature changes affect the equilibrium between the liquid and
vapour phase. This results in a coupling of the moisture transport equation with
the energy transport equation.
3.2.3 Heat transfer in the porous material
Energy transfer in the porous material is strongly affected by moisture transfer.
As it is assumed that there is no air transfer in the porous medium, there is also
no contribution of the sensible heat of air to the energy associated with vapour
diffusion. The energy transport equation can then be written as:
DE
Dt
= ∇.
[
λmat∇T − (CvT + L)~g
]
(3.20)
λmat differs from the molecular thermal conductivity of the air due to the presence
of a solid matrix and liquid water in the porous material. The presence of the
solid matrix and liquid water and the absence of convection result in a different
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definition of the total derivative DEDt compared to heat transfer in the air. The
complete energy transport equation in the porous material becomes:
ρmatC
∂T
∂t
+ CliqT
∂wliq
∂t
+ (CvT + L)
∂wv
∂t
= ∇.
[
λmat∇T − (CvT + L)~g
]
(3.21)
with
C = Cmat +
Cliqwliq
ρmat
+
Cvwv
ρmat
(3.22)
When Eq. (3.22) is analyzed one might think that the contribution of the air to
the storage of energy is neglected. This is not the fact: as the subscript ‘mat’ refers
to the porous material in its whole and not just the solid matrix, the contribution
of air is included. However, what is neglected is the effect of variations in the
mass fraction of air. This is a common assumption in HAM models. Due to the
different energy content of water in its liquid and vapour phase, a distinction was
made in Eq. (3.22) between liquid moisture content (wliq) and moisture content
related to water vapour (wv). As the moisture content inside porous materials
can almost be entirely attributed to liquid storage, most HAM models neglect the
contribution of water vapour to the energy storage. Yet for reasons of completeness
this contribution is retained in this work. To solve Eq. (3.21) wliq and wv have to
be written in function of the transported variables Y and T . This is achieved by
writing them in function of the total moisture content (w) and the porosity of the
material(φ). Taking into account that w = wliq + wv and φ =
wliq
ρliq
+ wvρv , the
following equations are obtained:
wliq =
φ− wρv
1
ρliq
− 1ρv
(3.23a)
wv =
w
ρliq
− φ
1
ρliq
− 1ρv
(3.23b)
Eq. (3.21) is an expression of the energy balance in the porous material relating
energy storage and energy transfer as follows:

Increase
of sensi-
ble heat
per unit
of time
+

Increase
of energy
associ-
ated with
increase
of wliq
per unit
of time

+

Increase
of energy
associ-
ated with
increase
of wv per
unit of
time

=

Net inflow
of sensible
heat due to
conduction
and sensible
and latent
heat due to
water vapour
diffusion

(3.24)
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Unlike the energy transport equation in air (Eq. (3.8)) the latent heat contribu-
tion does not cancel. As capillary condensation takes place in the porous material,
latent heat transported in the right hand side of Eq. (3.21) is released in the left
hand side of this equation as sensible heat and will affect the temperature. The
presence of capillary condensation does not result in a non physical source term in
the energy equation. Because the unphysical mass source introduced by capillary
condensation in the continuity equation is corrected for, as explained in section
3.2.2, there is no need for a correction term in the energy transport equation. Con-
sidering the large impact moisture transfer has on the energy equation, Eq. (3.15)
and Eq. (3.21) represent a set of two coupled equations in two unknowns (T and
Y ). How this set of equations should be solved and coupled to the energy and
moisture transport equations in ambient air is elaborated in the next chapter.
3.3 Hysteresis in the porous material
The equations for heat and moisture transfer in porous materials put forward in
the previous section, require the knowledge of the relation between the moisture
content and the relative humidity: the sorption isotherm. For some materials this
is a unique relation. However for many materials (e.g. wood) hysteresis occurs in
the sorption process, which means that the relation between moisture content and
relative humidity can no longer be expressed by a unique relationship: a model for
hysteresis has to be included when solving the transport equations. In this section
the physical background of hysteresis is explained and a popular hysteresis model
by Mualem [98] is looked into. It is this hysteresis model which will be used in
this work.
3.3.1 The physics behind hysteresis
Hysteresis of the sorption process is characterized by a main adsorption isotherm
(curve obtained during wetting starting from initially dry conditions) which lies
under the main desorption isotherm (curve obtained during drying starting from
initially saturated conditions). These two curves form the boundaries of all the
possible RH-w combinations that can occur in the material. For instance, in case
adsorption starts before a saturated material has completely dried out, a curve will
result that starts from a point on the main desorption isotherm and runs towards the
main adsorption isotherm. Such a curve is called a scanning curve. The moisture
content associated with a certain relative humidity is thus dependent on the history
of the sorption process. Figure 3.3 gives an example of what the main sorption
isotherms and scanning curves might look like.
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Figure 3.3: Hysteresis of moisture storage: main adsorption and desorption
isotherm (solid lines) and first order scanning curves (dashed lines)
The following phenomena can be held responsible for the hysteretic effect in
the moisture storage:
- contact angle hysteresis: different contact angles during adsorption and de-
sorption
- ink bottle effect: blocking of large pores by small pores through which they
are connected to the pore system
- pseudo equilibrium: very slow changes in moisture content
- physical/chemical interaction between pore wall and water: e.g. swelling /
shrinking
The different contact angles during adsorption and desorption are visualized in
Fig. 3.4. The contact angle during adsorption is significantly larger than during
desorption. This effect is caused by the advancing of the liquid in the capillary
during adsorption and the receding of the liquid during desorption. According to
the Young-Laplace equation (Eq. (3.12)), the smaller contact angle during desorp-
tion results in lower values of the capillary pressure and relative humidity required
to remove the liquid from the pore compared to the relative humidity needed to fill
the pore.
The ink bottle effect is the phenomenon in which a pore can be filled with
different amounts of liquid for the same value of the capillary pressure or relative
humidity. Figure 3.5 gives a schematic representation of this phenomenon. Due to
the specific shape of the ink bottle pore, it can either be filled up to the bottom neck
or up to the top neck for the capillary pressure associated with the neck’s radius. In
case of adsorption the advancing liquid will only fill the bottom neck (Fig. 3.5(a)),
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(a) adsorption (advancing liquid)
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(b) desorption (receding liquid)
Figure 3.4: Contact angle hysteresis
while in case of desorption the receding liquid will only empty the volume above
the top neck (Fig. 3.5(b)). In the latter case the small radius of the neck blocks the
liquid in the larger pore, which results in a higher moisture content for desorption
compared to adsorption.
Hysteresis in the sorption process not only affects the relation between mois-
ture content and relative humidity, also the relation between the vapour resistance
factor (µ) and relative humidity is altered. This can easily be understood when
one considers that the apparent vapour permeability depends on the amount of
water filled pores (these pores represent shortcuts for moisture transfer): for the
same relative humidity this amount is different in adsorption and desorption due to
hysteretic effects. By relating the vapour resistance factor to moisture content in-
stead of relative humidity a unique relation is established. The variations in vapour
permeability are then linked to hysteretic effects in the moisture storage and are
modelled in a physically more concise manner. A hysteresis model which predicts
the moisture content associated with a given relative humidity could hence provide
the correct input for the determination of the vapour resistance factor. For this rea-
son Eq. (3.14) is replaced by an equation which relates the vapour resistance factor
to the moisture content when hysteresis is taken into account.
3.3.2 The Mualem hysteresis model
In this work the simplification by Milly [99] of the model originally developed by
Mualem [98] is used to model the effects of hysteresis. The model is based on
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(a) adsorption (b) desorption
Figure 3.5: Ink bottle effect: different modes of filling the pore for the same
capillary pressure
the ink bottle effect and only requires the main adsorption and main desorption
isotherm as material input. The model was originally developed for soil science
where ink bottle effects are the main reason for hysteresis. However, in the hygro-
scopic region the other phenomena mentioned in the previous paragraph also play
a major role in the occurrence of hysteresis. Despite this fact the Mualem model
is used by other authors [100] to model hysteresis for wood in the hygroscopic
region. Although the model is not as accurate in this region as more advanced
models, it has the advantage that it has a physical basis and that it only requires a
limited set of input data.
Graphically the relation between relative humidity and moisture content can
be represented by this model in a two dimensional space: the Mualem space (Fig.
3.6). In this space the abscissa (f ) represents the sorption locations as function
of relative humidity, the ordinate (a) represents the accessibility of these locations
and the gray surface bounded by abscissa and ordinate represents the moisture
content. This graphical representation of the model gives a better insight when
deriving the model equations.
In Fig. 3.6 four situations are depicted that result from a different sorption
history: main adsorption, main desorption, primary adsorption and primary de-
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Figure 3.6: Visualization of hysteresis in a Mualem space. a) Main adsorption
b) Main desorption c) Primary adsorption d) Primary desorption
sorption. Main adsorption is the sorption process which starts from an initially
dry material. During adsorption all pores are accessible. This is visible in (Fig.
(3.6a)) as the accessibility a = 1. Hence if the main adsorption isotherm is known
(w = w(0 ψ)1= wa(ψ)), the f -function is also known. Main desorption is the
sorption process which starts from an initially saturated material. During desorp-
tion the inkbottle pores are not accessible as liquid has to pass the small neck of the
pore. The accessibility function a is thus different from 1. The moisture content
w = w(ψmax ψ)2 is then calculated as follows:
w = w(ψmax ψ) = wd(ψ) = wa(ψ) + (wmax − wa(ψ))A(ψ) (3.25)
In this equation the second term of the right hand side represents the moisture
blocked in large pores by smaller pores (necks of the ink bottle pores) containing
liquid at a relative humidity of ψ. Both terms of the second hand side are also
visible in Fig. (3.6b) as respectively 1 and 2. If the moisture content during main
desorption (wd) and during main adsorption (wa) is known the accessibility (A(ψ))
can be determined:
A(ψ) =
wd(ψ)− wa(ψ)
wmax − wa(ψ) (3.26)
1RH rises from 0 to ψ
2RH drops from ψmax to ψ
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When the accessibility is known the Mualem model can be used for the calculation
of primary adsorption and primary desorption. Instead of starting from initially
dry conditions the primary adsorption process starts from a value on the main
desorption curve at relative humidity ψ0. The moisture content is calculated as:
w
(
ψmax
ψ0
ψ
)
= wa(ψ) + (wmax − wa(ψ))A(ψ0) (3.27)
The second term on the right hand side of Eq. (3.27) now represents the part of
the moisture blocked at a relative humidity ψ0, which is not present at relative
humidity ψ during main adsorption (Fig. (3.6c)). Primary desorption, being the
desorption starting from a point on the main adsorption curve at relative humidity
ψ0, can be calculated as:
w
(
0
ψ0
ψ
)
= wa(ψ) + (wa(ψ0)− wa(ψ))A(ψ) (3.28)
where the second term on the right hand side represents the part of the moisture
content wa(ψ0) blocked at a relative humidity ψ (Fig. (3.6d)).
Primary adsorption and desorption are also referred to as first order scanning
curves. Using the Mualem model it is possible to obtain higher order scanning
curves (i.e. the switch point between adsorption and desorption does not lie on
one of the main sorption isotherms), yet this requires a different expression for the
different orders of scanning curves. To avoid the complexity of keeping track of
the sorption history Milly [99] suggested a simplification of the Mualem model
in which all scanning curves are considered as first order. To model the scanning
curves as first order a virtual switch point on the main adsorption or desorption
curve is necessary. This virtual switch point is chosen in such a way that the
real switch point lies on the new first order scanning curve. If w1 is the moisture
content at the real switch point ψ1 then the virtual switch point ψ′0 can be obtained
by filling in w = w1 and ψ = ψ1 in Eq. (3.27) and Eq. (3.28). This results in
respectively Eq. (3.29) and Eq. (3.30).
wa(ψ′0) = wa(ψ1) + (wmax − wa(ψ1))
w1 − wa(ψ1)
wd(ψ1)− wa(ψ1) (3.29)
wd(ψ′0)− wa(ψ′0)
wmax − wa(ψ′0)
=
w1 − wa(ψ1)
wmax − wa(ψ1) (3.30)
Substituation of Eq. (3.29) and Eq. (3.30) in respectively Eq. (3.27) and Eq. (3.28)
results in an adsorption and desorption model for the moisture content independent
of the order of the scanning curve and only requiring the real switch point (ψ1, w1)
and the current relative humidity (ψ) as input.
4
Numerical implementation and
validation
In the previous chapter the transport equations were given which need to be solved
to simulate heat and moisture transport in air and porous materials. In the first part
of this chapter the numerical implementation and coupling of these transport equa-
tions are described. This way a coupled CFD-HAM model is developed applicable
for 2D and 3D problems. The second part of the chapter consists of a verification
and validation study of the new coupled model.
4.1 Integration of HAM and CFD codes
Before looking into the numerical implementation of the different transport equa-
tions, the coupling strategy of the models for air (CFD) and porous media (HAM)
is elaborated.
4.1.1 Coupling method
For the coupling of CFD to Building Energy Simulation (BES) codes, which is
more established than the coupling with HAM models, two important coupling
strategies can be distinguished [46]: (1) static coupling: information exchange
at a few, irregular points in time; (2) dynamic coupling: information exchange
at every time step. The first coupling strategy can be performed manually, the
second requires automation. The dynamic coupling can be further divided into
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quasi-dynamic and full dynamic coupling. In the quasi-dynamic coupling strategy
information is only exchanged once each time step between both models. The full
dynamic coupling strategy implies that every time step iterations between both
models take place until convergence is reached. To couple a HAM model to a
CFD code, static coupling can only be used when the HAM model is also capa-
ble of simulating the air behaviour with at least one calculation node (e.g. [101]).
Because the coupling between both models does not occur on a regular base the
transient behaviour of the air is not modelled by the CFD code, CFD only pro-
vides additional data to the HAM or BES model (e.g. surface transfer coefficients)
which makes a more accurate simulation possible. This coupling strategy only
yields good results when both models are only loosely coupled and is hence not
applicable to simulate the interaction between air and porous materials in detail.
The use of the quasi-dynamic coupling strategy to link the CFD and HAM model
is possible in theory, yet in practise this method results in a solution which depends
on the size of the time step. By consequence the full dynamic coupling method is
the appropriate way of coupling the CFD and HAM code when a detailed simula-
tion of the interaction between air and porous material is needed. Yet this coupling
strategy is computationally very expensive.
To reduce the computational load caused by the coupling mechanism, the
HAM transport equations are integrated into the CFD solver (Fluent 6.2.16). This
results in a directly coupled model which does not require a time and memory con-
suming data exchange between two separate models. By integrating both models
in one solver the full dynamic coupling scheme is automatically activated with-
out the need for data exchange outside the solver. The integration of the HAM
transport equations into the CFD solver results in one moisture transport equation
and one energy transport equation for the entire domain, which have a different
shape in the fluid and porous zones, but are solved simultaneously in both media.
In this case the full dynamic coupling does not mean that the scheme iterates be-
tween both codes but rather that the complete set of transport equations is solved
iteratively.
To integrate the HAM equations in the CFD solver the standard transport equa-
tions for heat and moisture need to be adapted in the porous zone. In Fluent, the
CFD solver used in this work, such a substantial change of the available species
and energy transport equations is not allowed. However Fluent does provide full
access to User Defined Scalar (UDS) transport equations. These equations can be
freely adapted and can represent any physical property as long as it is a scalar. For
these reasons the choice is made not to use the species and energy transport equa-
tions available in Fluent, but to model the transfer of moisture and heat in both the
air as the porous material with UDS transport equations.
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4.1.2 Time scales in the coupled model
The transient hygrothermal behaviour of a system consisting of air in contact with
a porous material is dominated by the response of the porous material. As the char-
acteristic time scale of heat and moisture transfer in the air is in the order of sec-
onds while the time scale characterizing the hygrothermal response of the porous
material is in the order of minutes or hours, the air response can be described as
quasi steady state [46]. In other words, the transient hygrothermal behaviour of the
air is caused by the varying boundary conditions at the interface with the porous
material and at each time step the air can be considered in equilibrium with the
new boundary conditions. This does not imply that the air flow cannot feature
unsteady phenomena (such as vortex shedding), yet these phenomena appear at a
time scale much smaller than the time scale of the heat and moisture transfer we
are interested in and do not need to be captured.
The time step for the coupled CFD-HAM simulation can thus be chosen based
on the characteristic time scale for heat and moisture transfer in the porous mate-
rial. As the transport equations in both the air as the porous material are solved in
the same solver, this time step is used for both media. The airflow is hence also
modelled as unsteady. However, because the time step is that large compared to
the characteristic time scale in the air, the unsteady term in Eq. (3.3) and Eq. (3.8)
becomes negligible compared to the convective term and the equations reduces to
a quasi-steady form. Note that when using two separate solvers the unsteady term
could just be left out of the transport equations in the air (steady-state formulation).
The varying boundary conditions at the interface provided by the coupling scheme
would then assure the transient modelling of the air.
4.1.3 Solver settings
Choice of the solver
To solve the coupled set of transport equations in the air and the porous material
Fluent’s double precision pressure based segregated solver is used. The solver is
called pressure based because a pressure correction equation is solved in the fluid
to assure mass conservation. The pressure-velocity coupling algorithm, associated
with the pressure correction equation, used in this work is the PISO scheme in
case of transient problems and the SIMPLE scheme in case of steady-state prob-
lems. For more information about these schemes the reader is referred to the Fluent
manual [33]. In the segregated solver the individual transport equations (momen-
tum, energy, species, . . . ) are solved subsequently, hence this solution algorithm
can be considered decoupled. Since the transport equations are coupled and non-
linear, iterative solution of the set of transport equations is required. The expres-
sion ‘double precision’ signifies that numbers are stored with a double amount of
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digits compared to single precision. This high amount of digits is chosen to reduce
round off errors.
Discretization
The transport equations for heat and moisture transfer, given in the previous chap-
ter, are continuous functions: they are valid at every point in space and time. To
solve these equations numerically the physical space will be divided in a finite
number of calculation cells and the time dimension will be considered as a se-
quence of finite time steps. The numerical solution will hence be available for
discrete points in space and time. The transport equations, which are to be solved
to obtain this solution, need to be written in functions of the discrete points: they
need to be discretized. As an example the discretized version of the moisture
transport equation in air (Eq. (3.3)) is given:
(ρY )t+∆t − (ρY )t
∆t
V +
∑
f
(ρf~vfYf )t+∆t. ~Af =
∑
f
(ρfDf∇Y )t+∆t. ~Af
(4.1)
where V stands for the volume of the computational cell and the subscript ‘f ’ for
the individual boundary faces of this cell. Af is then the surface area of such a
boundary face. The second term of the left hand side of this equation gives the
net outflow of moisture due to convection over the boundary faces of the com-
putational cell (see Eq. (3.4)) while the right hand side gives the net inflow over
these boundary faces due to diffusion. This means that in the convection and the
diffusion term the value of the transported variable at the face f has to be known.
As the values of this variable are only known at the discrete points in the centre
of the computational cells, the face values need to be interpolated. The interpola-
tion schemes used have to be valid for both structured andnj,h unstructured grids.
In Fluent several interpolation schemes are available for the convective term. In
this work a 2nd order upwind interpolation is used. This interpolation scheme
calculates the face value of an arbitrary variable x as follows:
xf = x+∇x.~r (4.2)
with x the value in the cell upstream, ∇x the gradient in the cell upstream and
~r the distance vector between the upstream cell centre and the centre of the face
f . The reason why upstream values are chosen is that for convective transport
of moisture the value at the face between two cells is dominated by the upstream
cell. For the interpolation of the diffusive term, the Fluent solver always employs
a 2nd order central discretization scheme. A general diffusion coefficient (Γ) and
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its equivalent ρD for water vapour diffusion are calculated as:
Γf =
2Γ1Γ2
Γ1 + Γ2
⇒ ρfDf = 2ρ1D1ρ2D2
ρ1D1 + ρ2D2
(4.3)
In Eq. (4.3) 1 and 2 refer to the cells adjacent to the face f . At the interface
between the fluid and the porous material diffusion is the primal means of transport
for heat and moisture. The knowledge of the assumptions made in modelling this
diffusion process is crucial for an accurate simulation of the heat and moisture
transfer at the interface.
g12
12
f
g2 g1
∆n2 ∆n1
Figure 4.1: Diffusion flux (g) at interface between fluid (1)
and porous material (2)
To better understand the effect of the discretization scheme on the transport at
the interface Eq. (4.3) will be derived out of the governing equations for diffusion.
In Fig. 4.1 the interface between the porous medium and the air is depicted. The
computational grid is placed in such a way that the vector connecting the centre of
the cells adjacent to the interface is perpendicular to the interface. As moisture (or
any other scalar) can only be stored in the cell centres of the computational grid
the diffusion flux g1 has to be equal to g2 and to g12:
g1 = ρ1D1
Y1 − Yf
∆n1
= g12 = g2 = ρ2D2
Yf − Y2
∆n2
(4.4)
∆n1 and ∆n2 represent the distance from the cell centre to the face centre. In case
∆n1 = ∆n2 this equation results in the following expression for the face value
Yf :
Yf =
ρ1D1Y1 + ρ2D2Y2
ρ1D1 + ρ2D2
(4.5)
When Eq. (4.5) is substituted in Eq. (4.4), Eq. (4.3) is found:
g1 = g2 =
2ρ1D1ρ2D2
ρ1D1 + ρ2D2
Y1 − Y2
2∆n
= g12 (4.6)
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The definition of the diffusion coefficient Df used in Fluent hence requires either
an equidistant grid or constant values of D. As in a fluid the value of D will only
vary very slightly from cell to cell, this definition yields good results for CFD
applications with varying cell sizes. Yet at the interface between the air and the
porous material the value of the diffusion coefficient varies with a factor µ (vapour
resistance factor), which can significantly differ from 1. As a result the distance
from the interface to the first cell in the air and in the porous material should be
equal when using the coupled CFD HAM model. Inside the porous material the
variation of µ between two calculation nodes is again limited and the requirement
of an equidistant material grid cancels.
The temporal discretization used in this work is the first order implicit scheme.
This means that the discretization is first order accurate and that the spatial dis-
cretization is evaluated at the new time step t+ ∆t (see Eq. (4.1)). The advantage
of the implicit scheme is that it is unconditionally stable.
4.1.4 UDS transport equation
As stated before Fluent’s UDS transport equations will be used to model the heat
and moisture transport in the air and porous material. For an arbitrary transported
variable x the UDS equation can be written as:
∂ρx
∂t
+∇.(ρ~vx) = ∇.(Γ∇x) + S (4.7)
with Γ the diffusion coefficient and S a source term (e.g. in case of a species
transport equation: volumetric species source). The UDS transport equation hence
features an unsteady term, a convective term, a diffusive term and a source term.
Discretizing Eq. (4.7) yields:
(ρxk)t+∆t − (ρxk)t
∆t
V +
∑
fk
(ρfk~vfkxfk)
t+∆t. ~Afk
=
∑
fk
(Γfk∇x)t+∆t. ~Afk + Sk (4.8)
xk stands for the value of the transported variable in the computational cell with
index k, xfk represents the value of the transported variable at the boundary faces
of cell k as defined by the interpolation scheme (here 2nd order upwind) and ∇x
is the gradient of the transported variable at face fk as calculated by the 2nd or-
der central discretization scheme. Writing down this discretized equation for all n
computational cells in the domain results in a set of n equations with n unknowns.
If X is the vector containing the n values of x, this set of equations can be repre-
sented as:
(UX)t+∆t − (UX)t + (CX)t+∆t = (DX)t+∆t + S (4.9)
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with U the unsteady matrix, C the convective matrix, D the diffusive matrix and
S the source term matrix. The coloured terms in Eq. (4.8) show the parts of
these matrices which can be freely adapted by using Fluent’s user-defined func-
tions (UDF) [102]. A UDF is a function, written in the C programming language,
which can be dynamically loaded in the Fluent solver. To access Fluent solver data
and perform specific tasks Fluent provided different DEFINE macros. The macros
which are supplied to alter Eq. (4.9) are:
- DEFINE UDS UNSTEADY: changes the unsteady term
- DEFINE UDS FLUX: changes the convective term
- DEFINE DIFFUSIVITY: changes the diffusion coefficient
- DEFINE SOURCE: adds a source term
These macros offer the possibility of using different expressions depending on
the nature of each computational cell. For this work especially the capability of
checking whether the cell is located in a fluid or porous zone is of interest as this
feature allows for the implementation of the different expressions for transfer in a
porous medium and a fluid in the same transport equation.
4.2 Implementation of the heat and moisture
transport equations
In this section the transport equations given in Chapter 3 are discretized and re-
formulated for the implementation as UDS. The numerical techniques applied in
the discretization are discussed. As the heat and moisture transport equations are
non-linear and have to be solved iteratively, the discretized equations are written in
function of the iteration step m. To solve the discretized transport equations data
on material properties, boundary conditions, . . . is necessary. The different UDFs
generating this data are also discussed here.
4.2.1 Heat and moisture transfer in the air
Moisture transfer in the air
The discretized version of the transport equation for moisture transfer in air was
already given in Eq. (4.1). Writing this equation as function of the iteration stepm
and indicating the UDFs used to adapt the UDS transport equation with the colours
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defined previously, yields:
ρt+∆t,mY t+∆t,m+1 − ρtY t
∆t
V +
∑
f
(ρf~vf )t+∆t,mY
t+∆t,m+1
f .
~Af
=
∑
f
(ρfDf )t+∆t,m∇Y t+∆t,m+1. ~Af (4.10)
During every time step the solver iterates until convergence is reached. The new
iteration m + 1 of the transported variable Y is obtained by solving the equation
with material properties and other variables evaluated at the current iteration m.
When convergence is reached the difference between the final iteration m+ 1 and
iteration m is very small and the properties evaluated at iteration m are also valid
at iteration m+ 1.
Heat transfer in the air
The transport equation for heat transfer in the air (Eq. (3.8)) features, besides the
usual unsteady, convective and diffusive terms, a term representing the contribu-
tion of energy transfer associated with the diffusion of water vapour. Not with-
standing the physical meaning of this term, mathematically it can be considered as
a convective term: it takes the shape of the divergence of a vector multiplied with
a transported variable. In the discretized transport equation (Eq. (4.11)) this term
will hence be considered as a convective contribution.
(ρC)t+∆t,mT t+∆t,m+1 − (ρC)tT t
∆t
V
+
∑
f
(ρf~vfCf + (Cv − Cair)~gf )t+∆t,mT t+∆t,m+1f . ~Af
=
∑
f
λt+∆t,meff ∇T t+∆t,m+1. ~Af (4.11)
C represents the heat capacity of the humid air and ~g the water vapour diffusion
flux. The definition of C and ~g was given in Chapter 3 in respectively Eq. (3.9)
and Eq. (3.3).
4.2.2 Heat and moisture transfer in the porous material
Conservative modelling
In the case of heat and moisture transfer in the air the conserved properties -
properties for which a conservation law exists - are energy (E) and vapour density
(ρv) while the transported variables used in the transport equations are tempera-
ture (T ) and mass fraction (Y ). The relation between conserved properties and
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transported variables can be modelled as: ρv = ρY and E = h = ρCT . To see
how the use of these transported variables affects the conservation of the vapour
density and the energy, the unsteady term of the moisture transport equation (Eq.
(3.3)) will be examined as an example. This term can be written as:
∂
∂t
(ρv) = ρ
∂
∂t
(Y ) + Y
∂
∂t
(ρ)→ ρtY
t+∆t,m+1 − Y t
∆t
+ Y t
ρt+∆t,m+1 − ρt
∆t
(4.12)
As in the numerical model only the value for the transported variable is calculated
at the new iteration step, the value for ρt+∆t,m+1 is not available in the current it-
eration. But even if this value would be available the conservation of water vapour
would not be guaranteed if the unsteady term was to be discretized as in Eq. (4.12):
due to the use of a finite time step the values of ρt and Y t used as a multiplicator
for the first order derivatives are not valid during the entire time step. However
as a linear relation exists between the conserved property (ρv) and the transported
variable (Y ) the unsteady term can be written as:
∂
∂t
(ρv) =
∂
∂t
(ρY )→ ρ
t+∆t,mY t+∆t,m+1 − ρtY t
∆t
(4.13)
Hence for conserved properties depending linearly on the transported variables,
conservative modelling is possible by substituting the linear relation into the un-
steady term.
w
RH
RHt+∆tRHt
wt
wt+∆t
∆w
error
wexact
error
∂w/∂RH
RHexact
Figure 4.2: Error induced by variation of ∂w∂RH during time step ∆t in response to
a step in moisture content ∆w
In case of heat and moisture transfer in porous materials the conserved prop-
erties are energy (E) and moisture content (w) while the transported variables are
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again temperature (T ) and mass fraction (Y ). Unlike for the air, the conserved
properties are non-linear functions of the transported variables. The moisture con-
tent is a non-linear function of the relative humidity, which is in its turn function
of T and Y (w = f(RH) = f(Y, T )). The internal energy in the material is a
function of the moisture content and the temperature (E = f(w, T ) = f(Y, T )).
The effect of these non-linear relations on the conservation of mass and energy is
studied by examining the unsteady term of the moisture transport equation (Eq.
(3.15)) in case of isothermal transport.
dw
dt
→
(
∂w
∂RH
∂RH
∂Y
)t
Y t+∆t,m+1 − Y t
∆t
(4.14)
Discretizing the unsteady term as in Eq. (4.14) can result in serious errors in the
mass balance as ∂w∂RH is not constant during the time step ∆t. Because of the
non-linear relation between w and RH this derivative can strongly vary for small
changes in relative humidity. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. Due to this
non-linear relation it is also not possible to just substitute the equation for w in the
unsteady term. Note that evaluating ∂w∂RH
∂RH
∂Y at iteration m of time t+ ∆t would
not improve the conservation of w. It could even result in convergence problems
as this derivative can strongly vary between subsequent iterations.
w
RH
RHt
wt
wt+∆t
∆w
wt+∆t = wexact
RHt+∆t = RHexact
m
m+1
m+2
m+3
wmax
1
Figure 4.3: Visualization of the conservative iteration scheme during time step ∆t
in response to a step in moisture content ∆w
Janssen [20, 63] solved this problem by proposing a conservative formulation
of the unsteady term based on the work of Celia [103]. In this approach the values
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of w are updated after each iteration of the transport equations and ∂w∂RH is used to
step from one iteration to the next instead of from one time step to the next. This
results in the following discretization of the isothermal unsteady term:
dw
dt
→
(
∂w
∂RH
∂RH
∂Y
)t+∆t,m
Y t+∆t,m+1 − Y t+∆t,m
∆t
+
wt+∆t,m − wt
∆t
(4.15)
When convergence is reached the difference between two subsequent iteration
steps approaches zero and the first term of Eq. (4.15) cancels. The remaining
term gives: dwdt → w
t+∆t−wt
∆t . Hence mass conservation is assured. In Fig. 4.3
the iteration procedure leading to the conservative solution of the transport equa-
tions is visualized. The value of RH at the new iteration step (m + 2) is given
by the intersection of wm+1 +
(
∂w
∂RH
)m+1
RH and wt + ∆w. This value of RH
is then used to update the value of w at iteration m + 2. This means that ∂w∂RH
only has to bridge the gap between two iteration steps instead of two time steps.
Note that in the situation depicted in Fig. 4.3 wm +
(
∂w
∂RH
)m
RH would cross
wt + ∆w at a relative humidity above 100%. As this is not physical the iteration
scheme is reformulated as follows: the new value of RH is given by the intersec-
tion of wm +
(
∂w
∂RH
)m
RH and the lines connecting the following points: (0,0);
(0,wt + ∆w); (1,wt + ∆w); (1,0). This conservative iteration scheme will be used
in this work to model heat and moisture transfer in the porous material.
Moisture transfer in the porous material
The transport equation for moisture (vapour) transfer in porous materials, given
in Eq. (3.15), features a contribution of two transport variables: both the change
in mass fraction (Y ) and the change in temperature (T ) contribute to the unsteady
term. Solving this equation with a segregated solver means that the equation will
be used to calculate the new value of only one transport variable. The new value of
the other transport variable has to be calculated with a second transport equation
(in this case heat transport equation) and the mutual influence is taken into account
by iterating between both equations. The logical choice is to solve the moisture
transport equation for Y . This results in the following discretization of Eq. (3.15):
(
∂w
∂RH
∂RH
∂Y
)t+∆t,m
Y t+∆t,m+1 − Y t+∆t,m
∆t
V +
wt+∆t,m − wt
∆t
V
=
∑
f
(
(ρ
D
µ
)t+∆t,mf ∇Y t+∆t,m+1. ~Af
)
(4.16)
By using the conservative formulation of the unsteady term and leaving out the pre-
dictive term ∂w∂RH
∂RH
∂T
T t+∆t,m+1−T t+∆t,m
∆t V , dw can be written in function of dY
with the effect of changing temperature included in wt+∆t,m. Hence Eq. (4.16)
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takes both the effect of changing Y and T into account, but only predicts new
values of Y .
Heat transfer in the porous material
The principle of the conservative implementation applied to the moisture transport
equation will also be used in the discretization of the heat transport equation for
porous media (Eq. (3.21)). The energy (E) stored in a porous material can be
calculated as:
E = ρmatCmatT + wliqCliqT + wv(CvT + L) (4.17)
Discretizing the time derivative of E then yields:
(ρmatC)t+∆t,m
T t+∆t,m+1 − T t+∆t,m
∆t
V
+ (CliqT )t+∆t,m
wt+∆t,m+0.5liq − wt+∆t,mliq
∆t
V
+ (CvT )t+∆t,m
wt+∆t,m+0.5v − wt+∆t,mv
∆t
V
+
Et+∆t,m − Et
∆t
V (4.18)
with C as defined in Eq. (3.22). During a solver iteration the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions are solved first, next the moisture transport equation is solved and then the
heat transport equation. The new value Y t+∆t,m+1 is thus already known when
the heat transport equation has to be solved and can be used to calculate the new
values wt+∆t,m+0.5liq and w
t+∆t,m+0.5
v . The reason for the notation ‘m + 0.5’ is
that the value of the temperature at the current iteration m has to be used in the
calculation of wliq and wv . The effect of the new iteration of the moisture trans-
port equation and the new value of Y on the heat transfer is thus expressed by the
second and third term of Eq. (4.18). These two terms are only added to speed up
the convergence. The heat transfer equation itself is solved for T .
Compared to the heat transport equation in air (Eq. (3.8)) the contribution of
the latent heat (L) does not cancel for heat transfer in porous media (Eq. (3.21)).
The latent heat transfer associated with vapour diffusion (−∇.(L~g)) hence needs
to be included in the discretized heat transport equation. Unlike the sensible heat
associated with vapour diffusion, the contribution of latent heat cannot be mod-
elled as a convective term: it has the shape of the divergence of a vector multiplied
with a scalar, yet this scalar is not the transported variable (T ). Direct calculation
of −∇.(L~g) requires the calculation of ∑f L~gAf for all faces f surrounding the
computational cell. As there is no UDF available which can include the calculation
of this sum directly in the matrix solved by the solver, like ‘DEFINE UDS FLUX’
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does for the convective term, it would be necessary to loop over all faces of the
computational grid, calculate this sum for each cell and add it as a volumetric
source term in the solver. Although this is feasible in theory, in practice it would
significantly increase the computational load and slow down the calculation.
To avoid the extra computational load the moisture transport equation is used
to write the latent heat contribution of vapour diffusion in a mathematical more
favourable shape. As, according to Eq. (3.15), dwdt = −∇~g and as the latent heat
of water vapour (L) can be considered constant in the temperature range met in
buildings, −∇.(L~g) can be replaced by Ldwdt . This means that instead of requiring
an extra loop over all faces of the computational cells, the effect of latent heat
transfer by vapour diffusion can be directly included in the solver by substitution
the newly calculated increase in moisture content in the heat transport equation.
The contribution of latent heat with vapour diffusion can then be discretized as:
−∇. (L~g)→
L
((
∂w
∂RH
∂RH
∂Y
)t+∆t,m
Y t+∆t,m+1 − Y t+∆t,m
∆t
V +
wt+∆t,m − wt
∆t
V
)
(4.19)
As Y t+∆t,m+1 follows from the moisture transport equation, which is solved be-
fore the heat transport equation in the iteration sequence, all variables in Eq. (4.19)
are known prior to the solution of the heat transport equation.
The discretized heat transport equation in porous media is then obtained by
combining Eq. (4.18) and Eq. (4.19) and is given by the following gigantesque
equation:
(ρmatC)t+∆t,m
T t+∆t,m+1 − T t+∆t,m
∆t
V +
Et+∆t,m − Et
∆t
V
+
∑
f
(Cv~gf )t+∆t,mT
t+∆t,m+1
f .
~Af
=
∑
f
λt+∆t,mmat ∇T t+∆t,m+1. ~Af
+ L
((
∂w
∂RH
∂RH
∂Y
)t+∆t,m
Y t+∆t,m+1 − Y t+∆t,m
∆t
V +
wt+∆t,m − wt
∆t
V
)
− (CliqT )t+∆t,m
wt+∆t,m+0.5liq − wt+∆t,mliq
∆t
V
− (CvT )t+∆t,mw
t+∆t,m+0.5
v − wt+∆t,mv
∆t
V
(4.20)
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with E as given in Eq. (4.17), C as given in Eq. (3.22) and the colours as defined
on p. 101.
4.2.3 Additional UDFs
In the previous sections of this chapter the implementation of the heat and moisture
transport equations was discussed. In this section the auxiliary functions necessary
to generate the input data for the transport equations and to process the outcome
of these equations, are described. To provide additional insight in the calculation
procedure followed in the coupled CFD HAM model, the functions are described
in order of appearance during the calculations.
Preparation. Before the calculation starts the material properties and thermo-
dynamic relations have to be available and accessible as C-functions. Since these
functions do not have to access Fluent solver data (they will be accessed them-
selves) it is not necessary to use a specific ‘DEFINE’ macro supplied by Fluent
when modelling the different functions.
Initialization. When the calculation starts the variables in the computational
domain have to be given an initial value. This initial value is not random as the
model is designed for transient simulations and the outcome of such simulations
depends on the start values. Especially for the porous material a correct initial
value is crucial, as these materials dominate the transient behaviour of the entire
domain. Based on the input of an initial temperature and relative humidity and on
the known material properties, initial values for Y , T , w, RH , Pv and E are cal-
culated. Using the ‘DEFINE INIT’ macro these values are supplied to the solver.
Before each iteration. Before each solver iteration the following variables have
to be updated: w, E, RH , Pv and the value of Y at the previous iteration. The
updated values of w and E are necessary as input for the conservative formulation
of the unsteady term in the transport equations. The value of Y at the previous
iteration is necessary for the calculation of Eq. (4.18): as the heat transport equa-
tion is solved after the moisture transport equation, Y m is overwritten with Y m+1
and would be lost if it was not also stored under another name. A second set of
variables which have to be calculated before a solver iteration are the heat and
moisture fluxes at the interface. These values are required as input for the source
term which cancels the effects of air diffusion at the interface. This is discussed
in more detail later in this chapter. The values of Y and T are also calculated at
this interface (Eq. (4.5)). These values are necessary for the calculation of surface
transfer coefficients and are thus output of the simulation. If required the operat-
ing pressure is updated using Eq. (3.1). All these calculations are executed before
each iteration by the use of the ‘DEFINE ADJUST’ macro.
In an iteration. During a solver iteration all the transport equations are solved
sequentially. As Fluent’s standard energy and species transport equations are not
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used, a function has to be defined that calculates the value of the humid air density
based on Eq. (1.2). The value of this density is required in the calculation of the
transport equations and is supplied to the solver using the ‘DEFINE PROPERTY’
macro. In section 3.2.2 it was shown that a source term has to be supplied to the
continuity equation to cancel the effect of air diffusion at the interface between
fluid and porous media. This source term is supplied to the solver using the ‘DE-
FINE SOURCE’ macro. In case the simulated air flow is turbulent, the k − ω
turbulence model will be added to the set of equations considered in the solver. As
explained in section 3.1.1, this requires the value of ω in the air next to the porous
interface to be calculated with Eq. (3.2). Using the ‘DEFINE PROFILE’ macro
this value of ω is provided to the solver.
After each time step. When the calculations reach convergence the solver quits
the iteration loop and advances to the next time step. Before doing so the error on
the mass and energy balance is calculated using the ‘DEFINE EXECUTE AT END’
macro.
The functions and calculation procedure explained here are valid for cases
without hysteresis in the porous material. In case hysteresis is included in the
model, changes have to be made to the solution algorithm. This adapted algorithm
is discussed in detail in the following section.
4.3 Implementation of the hysteresis model
As explained in section 3.3.2 hysteresis in the sorption process can be taken into
account with the Mualem model. Yet the implementation of this model into the
solver requires changes to the algorithm described in the previous section. To
calculate the relation between moisture content (w) and relative humidity (RH)
the model needs information about the current sorption direction and the values of
the moisture content and relative humidity at the last switch between sorption and
desorption (wS , RHS). To keep track of these parameters extra functions have to
be added to the solution algorithm.
Fig. 4.4 presents an overview of the structure of the adapted solution algo-
rithm and will be used as a frame for the discussion of the specific statements in
this algorithm. In the Preparation and Initialization phase (I) extra information
is needed compared to the model without hysteresis. The material property func-
tions have to define both an adsorption isotherm as a desorption isotherm and the
initialization needs to give the initial sorption direction and the last known switch
point between sorption/desorption. Once the simulation is initialized the solver
runs through a loop of time steps (II) until the entire period of interest is simu-
lated. In every time step an iteration loop (A) is passed through to calculate the
new converged situation.
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Before each iteration of the transport equations (5), several commands are ex-
ecuted to generate the necessary input data for these equations. First the values of
w, RH , Pv and Yprevious are updated (1). The value of w is calculated with the
Mualem model using the sorption direction and switch point of the previous iter-
ation as input. After these values are updated, the sorption direction for the new
iteration is determined by comparing the updated w and w at the previous time
step (2). The next step is to check if the switch point between sorption / desorption
needs to be adapted. As the transport equations are solved iteratively and as this
check is made each time the transport equations are solved, it is possible that the
sorption direction changes a couple of times during the iteration process. For these
reasons the following conditions have to be fulfilled before a new switch point is
supplied to the solver (3a):
- the sorption direction has to be different from the switch direction
- the variable ‘direction not changed’ has to be ‘TRUE’
- the difference with the relative humidity at the previous switch has to be
larger than 0.1%
The second and third condition are employed to prevent the creation of a new
switch point at every new iteration and at small fluctuations of the moisture con-
tent. If these three conditions are fulfilled then the statements (4a) are executed:
the previous and new values of wS and RHS are stored, the number of switches
is added with one and the variable ‘direction not changed’ = ‘FALSE’. A second
question about the switch points is whether a switch point made during a previous
iteration should not be cancelled due to the new iteration. This is true if the fol-
lowing two conditions are fulfilled (3b): the sorption direction is the same as the
switch direction and the variable ‘direction not changed’ = ‘FALSE’. In that case
the statements (4b) are executed: wS and RHS are replaced by the old values, the
number of switches is reduced by one and the variable ‘direction not changed’ =
‘TRUE’. Together the conditions (3a) and (3b) make sure that the switching be-
tween sorption and desorption is tracked and the correct switch point is supplied
to the Mualem equations.
After each time step. When the iterations discussed in the previous paragraph
have reached convergence and the variables for the new time level t are calcu-
lated, the following statements are executed (B): the value of w at the new time
step replaces the value of w at the previous time step; if there was a valid switch
between adsorption and desorption (‘direction not changed’ = ‘FALSE’) then the
new switch direction is stored.
These modifications of the original solution algorithm make it possible to in-
clude the Mualem hysteresis model.
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4.4 Verification study
In the verification study it is checked if the coupled CFD-HAM model, discussed
earlier in this chapter, is correctly implemented. This study focuses on three major
aspects: conservation of mass and energy; heat and moisture transfer in air; heat
and moisture transfer in porous materials.
4.4.1 Mass and energy conservation
The basic condition which has to be fulfilled when modelling transfer processes is
the conservation of mass and energy. As the focus of this work lies on the interac-
tion between air and porous materials, the conservation of these properties is tested
for a case where a porous material exchanges heat and moisture with a forced air
flow. In this 2D test case air is forced through a channel of which the bottom sur-
face is replaced with a 3.75 cm thick, 49.8cm long porous material. At the bottom
of the porous material a vapour flux of 2E − 7 kg/m2s is imposed together with
an adiabatic boundary condition. All other boundary faces are impermeable and
adiabatic. The initial temperature and the temperature at the air inlet are 20 °C. In
the test cases the entire system of porous material and air is simulated.
Steady-state
First the steady-state solution is simulated. A steady-state simulation implies that
the unsteady term in the transport equations is left out. This means that the mois-
ture content in the material no longer varies and that there is no more latent heat
release or uptake. The mass balance can then be checked by comparing the differ-
ence between the net amount of mass brought into the system by the air flow and
the mass introduced in the system by the vapour flux at the bottom of the material.
The energy equation should result in a constant temperature of 20 °C in the entire
domain, since the air and the vapour entering the system both have a temperature
of 20 °C and since there are no effects of latent heat.
In case a structured grid was used in the simulation of the verification case,
it was found that the mass removed by the air equals the mass introduced by the
vapour flux at the bottom of the material. The mass is hence 100% conserved. A
constant temperature of 20 °C is found in the entire field. A second simulation
was performed in which an unstructured grid was used to simulate the problem. In
this case 100% of the water vapour is conserved, while in the total mass balance
(air + water) 99.999% is conserved. In the simulation with the unstructured grid
the temperature is also found to be constant at 20 °C. The steady-state verification
case hence shows that the right hand side of the transport equations is correctly
implemented.
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Grid type Time step (s) M (%) C (%) H (%)
structured 1000 100.0 99.9997 100.0
10000 100.0 99.998 100.0
100000 100.0 99.95 100.0
unstructured 1000 100.0 99.857 99.994
10000 100.0 99.7 99.994
100000 99.996 98.66 99.96
Table 4.1: Ratio of stored and net introduced amount of moisture (M), total mass
(C) and heat (H) after 500000s for different time step sizes and grid types
Transient
Secondly the conservative character of the time dependent term (unsteady term)
in the transport equations is checked. To this end the transient behaviour of the
verification case is simulated for a period of 500000s. This simulation is repeated
for three different time steps and for two different grid types. The mass, energy
and moisture balances are checked by calculating the difference between the net
amount of a certain property introduced in the system during the simulated period
and the net increase of the storage of this property in the system. By comparing
these two numbers the conservative character can be expressed as a percentage.
In Table 4.1 the resulting percentages of the moisture (M ), mass (air and mois-
ture) (C) and energy (H) conservation for the transient simulations are given. This
table shows that the conservative implementation of the unsteady terms discussed
in section 4.2.2, yields excellent results, even for very large time steps. It can hence
be concluded that the conservation of mass and energy is assured in the coupled
CFD-HAM model.
4.4.2 Heat and moisture transfer in the air
Now that it is demonstrated that the conservation of energy and mass is respected in
the model, it still has to be proved that the results of the coupled CFD-HAM model
are in line with well established models which are based on the same transport
equations. As heat and moisture transfer in the air is modelled using UDS transport
equations instead of the standard equations for energy and species transfer, this
also has to be checked for the heat and moisture transfer in air.
The study of the heat and mass transfer coefficients for flow between parallel
plates, performed in section 2.3.3, can be used as a verification of the heat and
moisture transfer in the air. In fact the study discussed in section 2.3.3 was per-
formed using the CFD-HAM model. Fig. 2.10 and Fig. 2.11 compare the results
of this study with well established analytical solutions for as well laminar as turbu-
lent flow. The excellent agreement between the simulated values and the analytical
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solution prove that the transport equations for heat and moisture transfer in the air
are correctly implemented in the model.
4.4.3 Heat and moisture transfer in the porous material
In the verification study discussed in the previous section, the air was considered
up to its interface with the porous material. In this section the other side of the in-
terface is considered: the porous zone. To check the correct implementation of the
transport equations in the porous medium a test case on combined heat and water
vapour transfer in porous media is simulated using the numerical model. This test
case is designed in such a way that the analytical solution can be calculated. Com-
parison of the numerical results and the analytical solutions makes the verification
of the model possible.
The considered test case was designed by Milly [104] and represents the one
dimensional, coupled diffusion of heat and water vapour in a 10 cm high porous
material. Initially the temperature in the material is 20°C and the relative humidity
is 23.45%. A step change is imposed at the top of the material: the relative humid-
ity changes to 27.11% while the temperature at the top is maintained at 20°C. This
causes water vapour to diffuse into the porous material and leads to a varying tem-
perature inside the material (due to latent heat release). The bottom of the material
is considered to be vapour tight and adiabatic.
To obtain an analytical solution for this test case the following assumptions
have to be made: (1) the transfer of sensible heat by vapour diffusion and the
storage of sensible heat in the liquid water and the water vapour are negligible,
(2) the perturbations in temperature and vapour density are so small that the re-
lation between the moisture content (w) and the relative humidity (RH) can be
considered linear around the initial state with all other material properties consid-
ered constant. If these assumptions are valid the analytical solution developed by
Cranck [105] can be used to describe the coupled heat and water vapour diffusion.
The following material properties are used: w = 4.615RH + 74.261 (kg/m3);
D/µ = 4.37E−6 (m2/s); Cρmat = 2E6 (J/m3K) ; λmat = 1.5 (W/mK).
Note that a high heat capacity is chosen to guarantee small changes in temperature
and hence assure the linear nature of the transport equations.
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Figure 4.5: Verification of the transport equations in the porous material
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Fig. 4.5(a) and Fig. 4.5(b) respectively give the increase of the vapour density
and the temperature inside the porous material, as predicted by the analytical and
numerical model. Fig. 4.5(a) shows that the increased water vapour density at the
top of the material (x = 0.1m) results in a diffusion flux into the material until the
water vapour density reaches the new level fixed at the top. Fig. 4.5(b) shows how
the water vapour diffusion into the material triggers a temperature increase which
levels out in time under influence of the heat conduction to the surface. The excel-
lent agreement between the analytical solution and the numerical results shows that
the transport equations for porous media have been correctly implemented and that
the interaction between heat and water vapour transport is accurately represented.
4.5 Validation study
In the verification study it was checked that the physical models (transport equa-
tions, thermodynamic properties, . . . ) are correctly implemented. The purpose of
the validation study is to investigate how good the implemented physical models
can describe ‘real situations’. To do so, experimental data is required. This exper-
imental data has to provide information on the hygrothermal response of a porous
material to a change in the conditions of the surrounding air. To make an accurate
simulation of the experimental test case possible the boundary conditions in the
experiment have to be well known and accurately controlled.
An experimental setup which complies with these demands is the setup used
in the experiments carried out by Talukdar et al. [75]. This setup was also used in
the IEA Annex 41 to generate experimental data for the benchmarking of HAM
models [106]. It is this benchmark data that will be used here to validate the
coupled CFD-HAM model.
4.5.1 Description of the validation cases
Experimental Setup
The experimental setup used in the benchmark experiments is elaborately de-
scribed in [75, 107]. Hence only the most important characteristics of the setup
and the experiment will be repeated here. During the experiment conditioned air
is supplied through a duct which passes over a porous specimen (Fig. 4.6). This
test specimen is placed in an impermeable container with adiabatic walls. A step
change in the humidity of the conditioned air is imposed and the resulting temper-
ature and relative humidity change inside the porous specimen are measured. The
cross section of the duct has a height of 20.5mm and a width of 298mm. The
porous specimen has a height of 37.5mm and a length of 498mm. Temperature
and relative humidity sensors are placed inside the porous specimen at a depth
of 12.5mm and 25mm. To capture a possible effect of the developing boundary
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layer the sensors are placed every 100mm along the flow direction at the depth
of 12.5mm and every 200mm at the depth of 25mm. The uncertainty on the
measurement of local temperature and relative humidity is respectively 0.1°C and
2%RH .
890 mm 765 mm 500 mm 995 mm 1100 mm
195 mm
20.5 mm
100 mm 100 mm
air
porous material
498 mm
Figure 4.6: Experimental setup used in the benchmark experiments. Adopted
from [75]. The red dashed line indicates the domain simulated with the
CFD-HAM model
Three different materials were tested in the benchmark experiments: uncoated
gypsum board, gypsum board coated with acryl paint and gypsum board coated
with latex paint. The different material properties were measured in a round-robin
measuring campaign performed within the frame of the IEA Annex 41 [106]. The
resulting material properties are given in Table 4.2.
Some of the properties mentioned in Table 4.2 require more explanation. The
given thickness of the gypsum board, is the thickness of an individual board. Yet
in the test setup, three boards are held together with nylon screws to form the
test specimen. In case acryl or latex coated boards are used, only the top board
is coated. The sorption isotherm is expressed as specific moisture content (u)
in function of relative humidity (RH). The specific moisture content (u) can be
related to the volumetric moisture content (w) used in the model as: w = ρmat u.
The resistance of the material to water vapour diffusion is expressed using an sd
value. This value gives the thickness of stagnant air that would results in an equal
resistance to water vapour diffusion as the porous material with given thickness
(d). The vapour resistance factor can be related to this value as: µ = sdd .
Test conditions
In the previous paragraphs the setup used in the benchmark experiments was
briefly described. This paragraph discusses the test cases which were carried out
in those experiments. 5 different test cases were presented as benchmarks [106].
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uncoated acryl coating latex coating
gypsum (alone) (alone)
Basic properties
ρmat (kg/m3) 690 2285 1950
Thickness (m) 0.0125 0.0001 0.0001
Thermal conductivity (W/mK) 0.198 0.5 0.5
Heat capacity (J/kgK) 840 1470 1470
Sorption isotherm u (kg/kg)
RH(-) 0.05 0.001316 0.010872 0.013879
0.1 0.001552 0.011627 0.013879
0.15 0.001753 0.01216 0.016594
0.2 0.001944 0.012607 0.017559
0.25 0.002135 0.013019 0.018414
0.3 0.002333 0.013422 0.019197
0.35 0.002542 0.013837 0.019933
0.4 0.002769 0.014281 0.020636
0.45 0.003019 0.014776 0.021321
0.5 0.003299 0.015345 0.022001
0.55 0.003620 0.016023 0.022689
0.6 0.003996 0.016860 0.023401
0.65 0.004447 0.017932 0.024159
0.7 0.005007 0.019368 0.024994
0.75 0.005729 0.021394 0.025958
0.8 0.006719 0.024444 0.027141
0.85 0.008195 0.029431 0.028724
0.9 0.010746 0.038372 0.031157
0.95 0.016800 0.054171 0.036063
Water vapour diffusion equivalent air layer thickness sd (m)
RH(-) 0.05 0.136 0.304 3.639
0.1 0.135 0.299 3.609
0.15 0.133 0.293 3.564
0.2 0.132 0.285 3.498
0.25 0.130 0.276 3.403
0.3 0.128 0.265 3.269
0.35 0.125 0.251 3.085
0.4 0.122 0.235 2.844
0.45 0.119 0.217 2.544
0.5 0.115 0.198 2.194
0.55 0.111 0.176 1.816
0.6 0.106 0.155 1.441
0.65 0.101 0.133 1.099
0.7 0.095 0.113 0.809
0.75 0.089 0.094 0.578
0.8 0.083 0.077 0.404
0.85 0.076 0.062 0.278
0.9 0.069 0.049 0.189
0.95 0.063 0.039 0.127
Table 4.2: Basic, sorption and water vapour diffusion properties of materials used
in the validation case. Adopted from [106]
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Desorption isotherm
RH(-) 0.33 0.53 0.795 0.94
u (kg/kg) 0.0048 0.0068 0.0099 0.0150
Table 4.3: Desorption isotherm for gypsum used in the validation case. Adopted
from [106]
These test cases all have in common that the porous specimen at a well known
initial equilibrium, is exposed during a certain period to an increased relative hu-
midity in the air. After this first period the relative humidity in the air is reduced
to the level of the initial equilibrium and kept at this level during a second period.
The differences between the test cases can be summarized as follows: in test 1
uncoated gypsum board is exposed to laminar flow; test 2 is similar to test 1, yet
the duration of the loading and unloading period is reduced; test3 is also similar
to test 1 only now the flow is turbulent, what results in higher surface transfer
coefficients; in test 4 acryl coated gypsum board is exposed to laminar flow; and in
test 5 latex coated gypsum board is exposed to laminar flow. By simulating these
5 test cases the effects of loading time, surface transfer coefficients and surface
coatings on the hygrothermal behaviour of the porous material can be investigated.
The validation cases hence provide additional insight in the relative importance of
different variables on the response of a material. More detailed information about
the test conditions used in these cases can be found in Table 4.4.
Test Material Re Initial conditions Air flow conditions at inlet
Ti (°C) RHi (-) T∞ °C) RH∞ (-) T ime (h)
Test 1 3 gypsum sheets 2000 23.3 0.300 23.8 0.720 24
uncoated 22.4 0.296 24
Test 2 3 gypsum sheets 2000 23.7 0.321 23.5 0.717 8
uncoated 23.5 0.319 8
Test 3 3 gypsum sheets 5000 22.7 0.316 23.1 0.718 24
uncoated 23.1 0.308 24
Test 4 Acrylic coated 2000 24.0 0.346 23.2 0.726 24
top sheet 23.2 0.307 24
Test 5 Latex coated 2000 24.1 0.314 23.5 0.712 24
top sheet 23.5 0.312 24
Table 4.4: Overview of test conditions in the validation cases. Adopted
from [106]
4.5.2 Model input and settings
Before the validation cases can be simulated the material properties given in Table
4.2 and Table 4.3 need to be approximated with mathematical functions. To model
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these properties as accurately as possible different functions are used for the sorp-
tion isotherms and vapour permeability curves of the gypsum board, acrylic paint
and latex paint. The properties of the gypsum board are modelled as follows:
wa =
RH
−0.81655RH2 + 0.85157RH + 0.011176 (4.21a)
wd = 13.91382
(
1− ln(RH)
0.079139
)− 11.944272
(4.21b)
µ = −0.0088w3 + 0.244w2 − 2.3558w + 13.213 (4.22)
For the acryl and latex paint 5th order polynomial functions are used to model the
moisture content and vapour resistance factor:
w = a1RH5 + b1RH4 + c1RH3 + d1RH2 + e1RH + f1 (4.23)
µ = a2RH5 + b2RH4 + c2RH3 + d2RH2 + e2RH + f2 (4.24)
The coefficients for these polynomial functions are given in Table 4.5. Note that
a unique relation is used to model the moisture content in function of the relative
humidity (Eq. (4.23)). Hysteresis will hence only be considered for the gypsum
board. The porosity of the gypsum board is known to be 0.419. The porosity of
the acrylic and latex paint is unknown and is estimated to have the same value as
the gypsum board. As the results of the CFD-HAM model are not very sensitive to
the value of the porosity, it is expected that this estimation will yield good results.
The thermal conductivity and heat capacity of the porous materials are assumed to
be constant at the value given in Table 4.2.
Acryl paint Latex paint
w µ w µ
a 2325.6 -10122. 671.8 -522699.
b -4778.1 29974. -1481.9 1407017.
c 3644.3 -26971. 1241.4 -1241740.
d -1231.3 5947.4 -492.92 371286.
e 194.16 -1628.5 121.8 -51661.
f 17.074 3112.9 21.899 38379.
Table 4.5: Coefficients for the 5th order polynomial functions w and µ for acryl
and latex paint
To model the air flow in the turbulent case (Test 3) the k−ω turbulence model
is used. As boundary condition for the inlet velocity a fully developed velocity
profile was imposed with an average value prescribed by the studied Re number.
The assumption of fully developed flow agrees with the measurements by Iskra on
the experimental setup [55]. In case of laminar flow a parabolic profile, charac-
teristic for fully developed laminar flow, was used to model the inlet velocity and
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in case of turbulent flow initial simulations were performed to determine the fully
developed turbulent velocity profile. For the turbulent simulation 0.16Re−1/8
and 0.07DH were used as input for respectively the turbulence intensity and the
turbulent length scale at the inlet. These values are related to hydrodynamically
developed flow [33].
The computational grid used is a 2D structured grid counting 33800 rectangu-
lar cells. The grid is dense near the air-material interface and gradually coarsens
towards the bottom of the porous material and the centre of the duct. The bound-
ary layer is accurately captured as, for laminar flow, the condition expressed by
Eq. (2.28) is fulfilled for the interface between the porous material and air. For
the case with turbulent flow the y+ value is everywhere smaller than 1, hence the
LRN k − ω turbulence model is correctly applied. For the two test cases where
the porous material is coated with a paint layer three cells are located inside the
thickness of the paint. The grid dependency of the simulations is investigated by
performing Richardson extrapolation [76]: the original grid is refined with a fac-
tor 2 and a factor 4 in both the X as the Y direction and the mass flow through
the interface is calculated for each grid. Using the Richardson extrapolation an
estimation of the exact mass flow (error is one order smaller than for the CFD sim-
ulations) can be calculated out of the different mass flows for the different grids.
As the difference between the estimated exact value and the value for the original
grid was smaller than 1% it can be concluded that the simulations are quasi grid
independent.
The time step used in the transient simulation of the validation cases is 60
seconds. The effect of the time step size is evaluated by performing a simulation
with a time step of 30 seconds. No appreciable effect was found.
4.5.3 Results
The results of the validation study will be discussed for each test separately. The
comparison between simulation and experiment will be made based on the local
values of temperature and relative humidity measured and simulated at the same
position. Note that this data is different from the measurement data given in the
report of Annex 41 Subtask 2: the data in the report is the result of averaging the
local values at the same depth in the material [106].
Test 1
This test can be considered as the base case and the other tests as variations on
this case. All test cases are designed to be one dimensional (benchmark tests for
1D HAM models). Yet the simulation of the interaction between the air flow and
the material shows that a developing boundary layer exists at the interface with the
material (Fig. 4.7). To test the one dimensional character of the test cases and the
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influence of this boundary layer, the simulated relative humidity and temperatures
along the length of the material are plotted in Fig. 4.8 for test case 1. This figure
shows that the variation of relative humidity and temperature in the material is
very limited in the flow direction and that the test case can be considered one
dimensional with good approximation. The effect of the developing boundary
layer is clearly not dominant in these cases. Therefore the material response of
the test specimen will from now on be discussed based on the behaviour of two
locations: (x = 0.4m, y = −0.0125m) and (x = 0.4m, y = −0.025m). With x
the horizontal direction of the flow and y the vertical direction as depicted in Fig.
4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Developing boundary layer of relative humidity (-) and its effect on
the material for test 1
In Fig. 4.9 the simulated relative humidity response in the material is com-
pared with the measurements. The test case is simulated with and without hys-
teresis model. For the simulation with inclusion of hysteresis two situations are
considered: (1) the initial moisture content of the material is determined by the
main adsorption isotherm. (2) the initial moisture content of the material is deter-
mined by the main desorption isotherm. Condition (1) was used in the benchmark
study of Annex 41 as input [106] and condition (2) is added here to investigate the
effect of the uncertainty in the initial condition due to hysteresis.
The simulation and experiment show the same trends: during the first 24 hours
the relative humidity in the material increases in response to the increased relative
humidity in the air, while in the second 24 hour period the relative humidity in the
material drops due to the decrease in air relative humidity. Yet during the simu-
lated 48 hours the results without hysteresis frequently fall out of the uncertainty
range of the experiment. The maximum observed deviation between simulation
and experiment is 3.5%RH during adsorption and 7%RH during desorption. As
in the adsorption phase the agreement is better than in the desorption phase, it
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Figure 4.8: Limited effect of the developing boundary layer on the relative
humidity (a) and temperature (b) at a depth of 12.5mm and at x = 0.5m (−),
x = 0.4m (−−), x = 0.3m (. . . ) and x = 0.2m (.−) for test 1
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is likely that the material behaviour is affected by hysteresis. Simulating the test
case with hysteresis taken into account indeed results in a better agreement in the
desorption phase. The agreement between measurement and simulation is in line
with the 1D HAM models tested in Annex 41 [106].
In the instructions provided for the benchmark tests the initial moisture con-
tent was assumed to lie on the adsorption isotherm. Due to the conditioning of
the test material (conditioned from 70% RH to 30% RH before each new test)
this assumption might not hold. To investigate the effect of this assumption, the
simulation with hysteresis model was re-executed with the initial condition given
by the desorption isotherm. Fig. 4.9 shows that this significantly improves the
adsorption results, yet the agreement in the desorption phase drops to the level of
the simulation without hysteresis. The uncertainty of the sorption behaviour can
thus partly explain the small discrepancy between measurement and simulation.
As the real initial moisture content is uncertain, but known to lie between the ad-
sorption and desorption value, the choice was made to retain the assumption of
initial adsorption moisture content in the remaining test cases.
The hygric response of the material is accompanied by a thermal response.
Fig. 4.10 shows that in the beginning of the adsorption phase the temperature rises
due to latent heat release in the adsorption process. After this initial increase the
temperature slowly returns to the value of the air temperature due to the effect of
thermal conduction. In the desorption phase the inverse phenomenon takes place:
the desorption of moisture in the material causes an initial drop in the temperature
after which the temperature is slowly restored to the air temperature. Like the
relative humidity results, the deviations found between simulation and experiment
are larger than the measurement uncertainty: deviations up to 0.9°C are found. Yet
one has to keep in mind that in the benchmark test a constant inlet air temperature
was assumed, while in practise small fluctuations occurred at the inlet [106].
Test 2
In the second test case the loading period was reduced from 24 hours to 8 hours.
Fig. 4.11 shows that the agreement between measured and simulated relative hu-
midity is slightly better than in test 1. This is probably because the assumption
of initial moisture content defined by the adsorption isotherm is more accurate for
this case. When the evolution of the relative humidity is compared for this test and
test 1, it is clear that the RH values for the first 8 hours almost coincide.
The agreement between simulated and measured temperatures (Fig. 4.12) is
also slightly better in test 2. As the measured temperature profile in test 2 is
smoother than in test 1, this might be the result of smaller and less fluctuations
in the temperature of the inlet air. Test 2 hence indicates that, besides from the
uncertainty on the initial situation, also the uncertainty on the inlet conditions is
responsible for the remaining discrepancy between simulations and measurements.
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Figure 4.9: Measured relative humidity
(

)
and relative humidity simulated
without hysteresis model (−) and with hysteresis model with inital adsorption
data (−−) and initial desorption data (. . . ) at x = 0.4m and a depth of
12.5mm (a) and 25mm (b) in the uncoated gypsum board of test 1
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Figure 4.10: Measured temperature
(

)
and temperature simulated without
hysteresis model (−) and with hysteresis model with inital adsorption data (−−)
and initial desorption data (. . . ) at x = 0.4m and a depth of 12.5mm (a) and
25mm (b) in the uncoated gypsum board of test 1
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Figure 4.11: Measured relative humidity for test 2
(

)
and test 1
(
+
)
and relative
humidity simulated with (−−) and without (−) hysteresis model at x = 0.4m
and a depth of 12.5mm (a) and 25mm (b) in the uncoated gypsum board of test 2
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Figure 4.12: Measured temperature
(

)
and temperature simulated with (−−)
and without (−) hysteresis model at x = 0.4m and a depth of 12.5mm (a) and
25mm (b) in the uncoated gypsum board of test 2
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Test 3
The higher Re number and air velocity of test 3 result in turbulent flow and in-
creased surface transfer coefficients. Fig. 4.13 gives the simulated mass transfer
coefficients for test 1 and test 3. This figure clearly shows the strong rise in the
transfer coefficient due to turbulence. Yet, when analyzing Fig. 4.14, it becomes
clear that this high mass transfer coefficient does not lead to a significant change
in the response of the relative humidity inside the material. Water vapour transfer
between the material and the air is thus obviously dominated by the value of the
vapour diffusion resistance in the material and not by the value of the mass transfer
coefficient. This is correctly predicted by the model.
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Figure 4.13: Local mass transfer coefficient for the laminar test 1 (−) and
turbulent test 3 (. . . )
It is hard to compare the temperature response of test 1 and test 3, as the air
inlet temperature in test 1 has a different value during the adsorption and desorp-
tion phase while in test 3 the inlet temperature is constant. Fig. 4.15 shows strong
fluctuations in the measured temperatures inside the material. As these fluctua-
tions are likely caused by uncontrolled fluctuations in the air inlet temperature, no
conclusions can be drawn from the temperature simulation of test 3.
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Figure 4.14: Measured relative humidity for test 3
(

)
and test 1
(
+
)
and relative
humidity simulated with (−−) and without (−) hysteresis model at x = 0.4m
and a depth of 12.5mm (a) and 25mm (b) in the uncoated gypsum board of test 3
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Figure 4.15: Measured temperature
(

)
and temperature simulated with (−−)
and without (−) hysteresis model at x = 0.4m and a depth of 12.5mm (a) and
25mm (b) in the uncoated gypsum board of test 3
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Test 4
The dominant effect of the vapour diffusion resistance is illustrated in test 4. In
this test an acrylic coating on the top gypsum board poses an extra resistance for
vapour diffusion in the test specimen. Fig. 4.16 shows that this extra resistance
has a strong effect on the relative humidity response in the material. Comparison
of this figure with Fig. 4.14 shows that the effect of the surface coating is much
more pronounced than the effect of the mass transfer coefficient. The effect of this
extra resistance on the moisture transport was well predicted by the model as the
difference between the simulation with hysteresis and the measurements lie within
the uncertainty range of the measurements.
Also the temperature evolution is quite well predicted (Fig. 4.17) for this test
case, especially because the measured temperature fluctuations are caused by un-
controlled variations in the inlet air temperature.
Test 5
In the last test case the gypsum board was coated with a very vapour tight latex
paint. The presence of the latex coating drastically decreased the magnitude of the
relative humidity (Fig. 4.18) and temperature (Fig. 4.19) response in the material.
This reduced response was accurately predicted by the model.
4.5.4 Uncertainty and sensitivity of the results
Three possible sources of uncertainty in the simulation results are discussed in this
paragraph: numerical errors, uncertainty in the input data and uncertainty due to
modelling assumptions.
The uncertainty in the simulation results induced by numerical errors is very
small. Round off errors were reduced by using double precision calculations and a
grid sensitivity analysis showed that discretization errors did not lead to an appre-
ciable effect on the simulation results.
When the uncertainty in input data is investigated, two types of input can be
distinguished: material data (e.g. sorption isotherm, vapour permeability, . . . ) and
boundary conditions. In Subtask 2 of IEA Annex 42 [106], a sensitivity analysis
was conducted on the effect of the sorption isotherm and vapour resistance fac-
tor: these material properties were varied between the minimum and maximum
measured values of the Round-Robin tests and their effect on the outcome of the
simulation was evaluated. Also the effect of adding a hysteresis model was in-
cluded in the analysis. It was shown that the uncertainty in the sorption isotherm,
vapour permeability and sorption hysteresis have an important impact on the simu-
lations results. By varying the material data within their uncertainty and by adding
hysteresis, the experimental results could be closely approximated.
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Assumptions made in the CFD-HAM model induce uncertainty in the simula-
tion results. These assumptions include the use of equivalent vapour transport to
describe moisture transfer; sorption isotherms and vapour resistance factors which
only depend on relative humidity; and the use of analytical functions to approxi-
mate sorption isotherms and vapour resistance factors. Yet, as it was shown in the
previous paragraph that it is possible to reproduce the measurements within the
experimental uncertainty by varying the input data within their uncertainty, it can
be concluded that uncertainty of the modelling assumptions is smaller or at least
equal to the experimental uncertainty.
4.5.5 Conclusion
The validation study proved that the vapour diffusion resistance in the material
dominates the relative humidity response (and thus the increase in moisture con-
tent) of the material to a given step in the surrounding air relative humidity. Adding
a vapour tight coating to the material drastically reduced the increase in mois-
ture content. The effect of an increased mass transfer coefficient on the moisture
transfer to the material was however not noticeable. Considering the uncertainty
induced by the measurement technique, the material properties and the boundary
conditions for the air flow, these effects were well predicted by the model within
the uncertainty in the experimental results. It can thus be concluded that the vali-
dation of the model with the benchmark experiments was a success.
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Figure 4.16: Measured relative humidity for test 4
(

)
and test 1
(
+
)
and
relative humidity simulated with (−−) and without (−) hysteresis model at
x = 0.4m and a depth of 12.5mm (a) and 25mm (b) in the acrylic coated
gypsum board of test 4
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Figure 4.17: Measured temperature
(

)
and temperature simulated with (−−)
and without (−) hysteresis model at x = 0.4m and a depth of 12.5mm (a) and
25mm (b) in the acrylic coated gypsum board of test 4
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Figure 4.18: Measured relative humidity for test 5
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and test 1
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)
and relative
humidity simulated with (−−) and without (−) hysteresis model at x = 0.4m and
a depth of 12.5mm (a) and 25mm (b) in the latex coated gypsum board of test 5
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Figure 4.19: Measured temperature
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and temperature simulated with (−−)
and without (−) hysteresis model at x = 0.4m and a depth of 12.5mm (a) and
25mm (b) in the latex coated gypsum board of test 5

5
Case Study
In this chapter a case study is presented which demonstrates the possibilities of
the coupled CFD - HAM model, developed in this work. A microclimate vitrine
for the protection of paintings is simulated. This is a challenging test case for the
model as there is a very strong interaction between the velocity, temperature and
relative humidity of the air inside the vitrine and the hygrothermal response of the
painting. Moreover, this particular case is one where the assessment of damage is
of vital importance. This makes it a good example of a case where a detailed and
accurate assessment of the risk of moisture related damage cannot be carried out
without either the use of a coupled air - material model or without experiments.
This chapter was submitted for publication to Building and Environment in
adapted form [108].
5.1 Background
Microclimate vitrines are frequently used in museums to protect valuable paint-
ings. Such vitrines consist of a protective glass in front of the painting for the
protection against UV radiation and contact with visitors and form a vapour tight
enclosure around the painting for protection against moisture induced damage. As
a result exterior absolute humidity fluctuations will no longer affect the moisture
balance of the artwork. Yet, heat transfer into the vitrine, due to outside tempera-
ture fluctuations or incident radiation, could still result in relative humidity fluctu-
ations inside the vitrine. However, if the enclosed air volume is small enough and
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free of leakage, a release or uptake of a small amount of moisture by the hygro-
scopic materials inside the vitrine (eg. wooden panel painting) would be sufficient
to maintain the relative humidity at its original value. This design would hence
protect the painting against large fluctuations in relative humidity and the associ-
ated shrinking and swelling.
The operating principle of the vitrine is based on the assumption that due to
the moisture buffering capacity of the hygroscopic material in the vitrine and the
small enclosed air volume, the relative humidity in the material can be kept sta-
ble irrespective of the temperature fluctuations. Yet, it can be expected that due to
temperature distributions the relative humidity of the air will vary locally inside the
vitrine. Classical HAM models can only predict the average behaviour of the air
and porous material in the vitrine providing that the heat and mass transfer coeffi-
cients are known. Using the new model, local 3D effects can be simulated without
prior knowledge of the transfer coefficients. In this case study the vitrine’s capa-
bility of maintaining the original relative humidity and avoiding local fluctuations
around the artwork will be simulated with the new CFD - HAM model.
5.2 Simulation setup
5.2.1 Studied Case
The studied type of microclimate vitrine is the design proposed by Sozzani [109].
Typical for this design is that the painting’s frame is used as the vitrine body,
which reduces the manufacturing cost. The use of this type of microclimate vitrine
is recommended by the Netherlands Institute for Cultural Heritage (ICN) when
exhibiting valuable paintings in an uncontrolled environment [110]. Fig. 5.1 gives
a detail of the cross section of the vitrine. Note that there are only supports at the
four corners of the painting.
In the studied test case a wooden panel painting of 530 mm × 770 mm × 20
mm is protected by a microclimate vitrine. The 4 mm thick glass of the vitrine
is located at a distance of 5 mm from the painting surface and the 10 mm thick
plastic back plate is located at 20 mm from the back of the painting. The painting
frame has a thickness of 10 mm and is mounted in such a way that an 8 mm gap
exists between painting and frame. At the front side of the vitrine the painting
frame covers a strip of 20 mm at the edges of the glass. The type of wood used
for both the painting and the frame is pine. In all the different scenarios that
will be simulated, the initial temperature and relative humidity in the vitrine are
respectively 20°C and 50%RH . The exterior surface of the vitrine is assumed
to be impermeable for moisture transport. A convective transfer coefficient of
3W/m2K is used as heat transfer boundary condition at the exterior surface. The
hygrothermal response of the painting to a convective or radiative heat load will
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Figure 5.1: Detail of the microclimate vitrine: horizontal cross section (supports
only cover the four corners of the painting
be studied using the CFD - HAM model. The simulations will then be used to
evaluate the stabilizing effect of this type of vitrine.
5.2.2 Radiation Model
Radiation plays a major role in the heat balance of the microclimate vitrine. In-
cident shortwave radiation on the vitrine (emitted by exterior high temperature
sources such as the sun or light bulbs) imposes a heat load on the painting. Long-
wave radiation emitted by the vitrine’s interior surfaces contributes to the redistri-
bution of the interior temperature in the vitrine. Although longwave thermal radi-
ation has a smaller energy content than shortwave radiation, its impact on the local
temperatures in the vitrine cannot be neglected due to the low air velocities and
the associated limited convective heat flux. Besides the difference in energy con-
tent, longwave and shortwave radiation also interact differently with the materials
through which they pass. For instance glass is transparent for shortwave radiation,
but not for longwave radiation. This feature causes the well known greenhouse
effect and is thus extremely important for the heat balance of the vitrine.
Because of these differences a different model was used for longwave and
shortwave radiation. As the shortwave radiation only depends on the exterior ra-
diation source and the material properties of the vitrine (and is thus not influenced
by the temperatures in the vitrine), its effects can be simulated by imposing a pre-
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defined heat flux at the surfaces directly hit by the radiation. The magnitude of
this heat flux can be calculated out of the properties of the radiation source and the
material properties (reflectivity, transmittance) of the vitrine components.
For longwave radiation the radiative heat flux is influenced by the temperature
distribution in the vitrine and should be simulated with a radiation model. As the
absorption of radiation in air -at normal conditions and for short distances- can be
neglected and as the material surfaces are not transparent for longwave radiation, a
surface-to-surface radiation model is well suited for this problem. In this radiation
model radiative heat is only exchanged between the surfaces surrounding an air
volume. The radiative heat flux (J) leaving a surface (k) is composed of two parts:
emitted radiation and reflected radiation. It can be calculated as:
Jk = kσT 4k + ρf,k
N∑
j=1
FkjJj (5.1)
where  is the emissivity, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, ρf is the reflectivity
and Fkj is the view factor between surfaces k and j. The view factor between
two surfaces determines which fraction of the energy leaving one surface radiates
directly on the other and depends on the geometry of both surfaces. To apply
the surface-to-surface model, the view factors between the different surfaces in
the vitrine hence have to be known. As the surfaces in the vitrine are covered by
a computational grid, this method would require the calculation of a view factor
between each combination of different surface cells on the vitrine walls. Due to
the large number of cells this is very computationally demanding. For this reason
clustering is used: different cells on the vitrine are grouped, the average radiation
temperature of this group is calculated with Eq. (5.2) and this average temperature
is used to calculate the average radiative heat flux for the group of cells.
Ts,avg =
(∑
sAsT
4
s∑
sAs
)1/4
(5.2)
A surface-to-surface radiation model is available in Fluent, yet this model is
not capable of calculating the radiation to interior surfaces such as the interface
between the fluid and the porous material [33]. For this reason a custom version
of the surface-to-surface radiation model was added to the CFD - HAM model.
This custom model solves the same equations as the standard surface-to-surface
model but is capable of recognizing the fluid-porous interface as a wall. To avoid
the calculation of the different view factors, all the surface cells on one wall are
grouped into one cluster. This way view factor relations available in literature for
entire surfaces can be used. As the vitrine inner geometry can be simplified into
two separate enclosures, the well-known view factors for rectangular enclosures
were used. For more information about radiation models and view factors the
reader is referred to Siegel and Howell [111].
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5.2.3 Model Settings
To model the material properties of pine, data from the material catalogue provided
with the IEA Annex 24 report is used [96]. Using this data the equations for
moisture content (Eq. (3.13)) and vapour resistance factor (Eq. (3.14)) respectively
become:
w = 100
(
1− ln(RH)
0.642
)− 10.64
(5.3)
and
µ =
1
0.01679 + 0.2217RH8.65
(5.4)
other material properties used are: for pine ρmat = 400 kg/m3, Cmat = 1880
J/kgK, λmat = 0.11 W/mK, φ = 0.6 and the absorptance α = 0.9 for short-
wave radiation and α = 0.85 for long wave radiation; for plastic ρmat = 1200
kg/m3, Cmat = 1214.2 J/kgK, λmat = 0.2 W/mK and the longwave absorp-
tance α = 0.88; for glass ρmat = 2600 kg/m3, Cmat = 840 J/kgK, λmat =
0.917 W/mK, the shortwave transmittance τ = 0.83, reflectance ζ = 0.08 and
absorptance α = 0.09, the longwave absorptance is α = 0.92. In case of longwave
radition the transmittance for all considered materials is zero and the emissivity is
equal to the absorptance. Hence the sum of emissivity and reflectance is equal to
one. Note that no desorption data is given for the sorption isotherm. Due to the
specific nature of the studied case the relative humidity variations inside the pine
are small and the effect of hysteresis is assumed to be very limited.
The natural convection airflow pattern inside the vitrine is influenced by the
aspect ratios, height / depth (H/L) and width / depth (W/L) of the vitrine. The
vitrine itself can be considered as two connected rectangular cavities, one in front
of the painting and one behind the painting. Vertical cavities with H/L ≥ 5 and
W/L ≥ 5, such as the vitrine cavities, experience flow for any finite Rayleigh
number. At small Ra the flow is essentially parallel to the vertical walls and con-
tributes little to the heat transfer (conduction regime), which means that for practi-
cal purposesNu = 1, [112]. Above a critical Ra (Rac) the flow leaves the conduc-
tion regime. For these vertical rectangular cavities Rac has a value of 4870 for air,
calculated using the depth L as a reference length [112, 113]. In case H/L > 40,
as for the front cavity where H/L = 157.2, the flow enters a turbulent transition
regime above Rac [112]. As simulations showed that Rac is not reached in the
front cavity, the flow can be modelled laminar. In case H/L < 40, as for the back
cavity where H/L = 39.3, the flow enters a laminar boundary layer regime above
Rac before becoming unstable and entering the turbulent transition regime [112].
As in the back cavity Ra ≈ Rac, laminar boundary layer flow will occur. Hence
both in front of the painting and behind the painting the flow will be laminar and
no turbulence model is needed in the simulation.
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To capture the evolution of the temperature and humidity in the air and paint-
ing, transient simulations are performed with a time step of 60s. The effect of the
time step is investigated by comparing the simulation results with a control sim-
ulation with a time step of 30s. The magnitude of the time step proved to have a
negligible effect. The grid used in the simulations is a 3D structured grid counting
125664 elements for the vitrine with frame (68000 without frame). The grid is fine
at the interfaces between the fluid and the porous materials and gradually coarsens
towards the centre of the different volumes. The grid dependence was checked by
refining the original grid with a factor 2. Most of the temperature differences be-
tween the two grids are smaller than 0.1°C and the maximum difference is limited
to 0.3°C, hence the original grid proved to give sufficiently accurate results. For
the solver settings used in the simulation, the reader is referred to section 4.1.3.
5.3 Results & Discussion
5.3.1 Effect of convective and radiative heat loads
The main issue investigated in this case study is how well the microclimate vitrine
fulfils its function to stabilize fluctuations in relative humidity. To this end the
response of the Sozzani microclimate vitrine is simulated for two different heat
loads: in the first case a step change from 20°C to 30°C is imposed to the ambient
(outside) temperature (convective heat load) and in the second case the ambient
temperature is kept constant at 20°C while the vitrine is subjected to 40W /m2
of incident short wave radiation on the glass (radiative heat load). Part of this
radiation reflects on the glass, part is absorbed in the glass and the remainder is
transmitted to the painting.
Fig. 5.2 gives the relative humidity distribution at the front and back surface
of the painting after a heat load of 8 hours for both the case where the ambient
temperature is raised and for the case with incident radiation. For the case with
raised ambient temperature, the deviations from the initial relative humidity of
50% are smaller than 1% RH . For the case with incident radiation relative hu-
midity values between 43.8% and 58% are found. Considering that during these
8 hours the temperature increased from 20°C to 30°C for the case with increased
ambient temperature and to a maximum value of 28.5°C at the front surface for
the case with incident radiation, the stabilizing effect is excellent: in case there
would be no moisture buffering effect (thus constant vapour pressure in vitrine) a
temperature increase from 20°C, 50% RH to 30°C would cause a drop in relative
humidity to 27.5% RH . However, it is obvious that in case of incident radiation
on the vitrine, the painting experiences less favourable conditions than in case of
varying ambient temperature. To explain this effect, the next paragraph focuses on
the differences between the situation with convective and radiative heat loads.
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Figure 5.2: Relative humidity(%) at the painting surface after a heat load of 8
hours: (a) front surface and (b) back surface in case of changing ambient
temperature; (c) front surface and (d) back surface in case of incident radiation
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Figure 5.3: Evolution of the average relative humidity in the enclosed air of the
vitrine in case of uniformly changing ambient temperature (red line) and in case
of incident radiation (blue dashed line)
When the average relative humidity in the air is plotted (Fig. 5.3) for the two
studied cases, it is found that they act differently. In case of an increase in ambient
temperature the relative humidity in the vitrine initially drops and is subsequently
restored to its initial value due to the hygroscopic action of the porous materials.
However, when the temperature rise in the vitrine is caused by incident radiation
the relative humidity in the air increases with increasing temperature. These find-
ings seem to contradict but can be explained when analyzing the temperature and
humidity distributions in the vitrine. In case of a rise in ambient temperature at all
sides of the vitrine, the air in the vitrine will first heat up at the outer walls causing
a drop in average relative humidity in the air. Next the entire air volume and paint-
ing heat up causing a moisture release from the painting and painting frame, which
tries to counteract the drop in relative humidity. Since the temperature increase is
limited to the ambient temperature, the temperature differences in the vitrine will
eventually vanish and the painting will achieve equilibrium with the entire air vol-
ume. If the boundary conditions at the vitrine exterior are uniform during this
process, the interior temperature and relative humidity will be quite uniform. In
case of incident radiation on the vitrine a completely different situation arises. The
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radiation will directly heat up the painting, which will release moisture to the air
near the painted surface. As this air is at elevated temperature compared to the
air near the vitrine surfaces, it will cool down when mixed with the rest of the air.
This results in an increase of the average relative humidity in the air. Unlike the
case with increased ambient temperature, important temperature differences will
continue to exist in the vitrine as long as there is incident radiation. This explains
why the initial relative humidity is not restored for this case and why important
distributions of the relative humidity occur.
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Figure 5.4: Evolution of the average relative humidity in the enclosed air of the
vitrine in case of uniformly changing ambient temperature (red line), in case of
incident radiation (blue dashed line) and in case of a non-uniform change in
ambient temperature (green dotted line)
Measurements performed by Baan et al. confirm these findings: they moni-
tored a microclimate vitrine directly hit by radiation and also found the relative
humidity in the air to increase with increasing temperature [114]. Sozzani how-
ever reports increasing relative humidity with increasing ambient temperature in a
microclimate vitrine containing hygroscopic materials [109]. This seems to contra-
dict with our findings. Yet in our simulations it was assumed that uniform bound-
ary conditions were present at all the outer surfaces of the vitrine while in the
experiment the paintings were hung at a wall. This can lead to different boundary
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conditions at the front and back side of the painting. To test this hypothesis a new
simulation is performed in which the ambient temperature is raised to 30°C except
at the backside of the vitrine where the new ambient temperature is 25°C. Fig. 5.4
shows that due to different temperature boundary conditions the relative humid-
ity in the vitrine will rise with increasing temperature. Similar to the case with
incident radiation, this relative humidity increase is caused by the cooling down
of warm, humid air transported from the vicinity of the painting to the cold back
wall. Hence an explanation is provided for the observations made by Sozzani.
In the studied case featuring a step change in ambient conditions, the vitrine
heated up almost uniformly, which resulted in very small distributions of temper-
ature and humidity and only a weak air circulation. The risk of moisture related
damage is obviously very low for this case. Yet in the case with direct radiation
larger gradients are found, so this case will be studied more in detail. Thanks to
the new CFD - HAM model it is possible to look into local, three dimensional
effects inside the vitrine. Fig. 5.5 for instance shows the velocity, temperature and
relative humidity distribution in a vertical cross section in the centre of the vitrine,
perpendicular to the painting. Warm, humid air rises in front of the painting and
subsequently falls at the backside of the painting near the colder back plate. As
the rising air reaches the top of the front cavity, it cools down, which results in
increased values of the relative humidity in the back cavity of the vitrine and at the
back surface of the painting (Fig. 5.2(d)). Where the painting is directly hit by the
cool, humid air, the highest values for surface humidity are found. For instance at
the bottom of the back of the painting values up to 58%RH are reached.
The CFD- HAM simulations indicated that uniform heating of the vitrine does
not lead to time dependent variations in the relative humidity. However, when
non-uniform temperature distributions are generated inside the vitrine, spatial and
temporal relative humidity variations can occur. Such non-uniform temperature
distributions are inherently present when the vitrine is heated by radiation. As
these relative humidity variations are responsible for the degradation of the paint-
ing, large temperature gradients around the vitrine and direct exposure to radiation
should be avoided.
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Figure 5.5: Situation after 8 hours of incident radiation at the central, vertical
plane in the vitrine: a) velocity field, b) Temperature field (°C) and c) relative
humidity field (%)
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5.3.2 Effect of adding silica gel to the vitrine
Silica gel is a material with a high moisture buffering capacity which is used to
increase the buffering capacity of display cases and vitrines. As the Sozzani mi-
croclimate vitrine inherently possesses moisture buffering capabilities, the use of
silica gel in the Sozzani design is only needed in case the vitrine is not airtight:
due to air leakage, long term outside humidity variations can affect the moisture
balance of the vitrine and extra buffering is required to counter these long term
effects. Yet the use of silica gel in microclimate vitrines is controversial. Sozzani
stated that the use of silica gel can have an added negative effect on the moisture
content fluctuation of the art objects [109]. He argued that an increase in relative
humidity of the air in the vitrine, associated with a release of moisture by the ob-
ject, can result in an uptake of moisture by the silica and can trigger an additional
moisture loss by the art object.
To find an answer to the question whether the use of silica gel can have a nega-
tive effect on the painting, the cases previously discussed will be simulated again in
the presence of silica gel. The geometry of the studied vitrine remains unchanged,
except for the fact that the height of the vitrine is increased with 1cm to allow the
placement of a 1cm high silica tray at the bottom of the vitrine. This height agrees
with 6 kg of silica for each cubic meter of the vitrine volume. This value lies ex-
actly in the middle of the recommended amounts of silica for short term (4kg/m3)
and long term (8kg/m3) variations [115]. The following material properties were
used to model the silica gel: ρmat = 500kg/m3, Cmat = 1130J/kgK, λmat =
0.25W/mK, φ = 0.7 and the emissivity  = 0.9. For the vapour resistance factor
µ a value of one was used and the sorption isotherm was modelled as:
w = 506.6
(
1− ln(RH)
1.063526
)− 10.331878
(5.5)
These material properties are representative for ‘art-sorb’, a commonly used type
of silica gel for display cases.
The simulations showed that the presence of silica gel had little effect in case
of a step in ambient temperature: the conditions in both the air in the vitrine and
the painting itself were already very stable without silica gel and remain stable
when silica gel is added. Yet in case a moisture load is imposed to the painting
by the incidence of radiation on the vitrine, a significant difference between the
case with and without silica gel arises. Figure 5.6 a) shows that the increase of
the average relative humidity in the vitrine stagnates a bit earlier in the presence of
silica gel. Yet, the increase of the local air relative humidity 3mm above the silica
gel, in the cavity behind the painting, is reduced with a factor 3 due to the presence
of the silica gel (Fig. 5.6 b)). Hence, at first sight the presence of silica gel has a
beneficial effect on the conditions in the vitrine.
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Figure 5.6: Evolution of the average relative humidity (a) and local relative
humidity (b) in the enclosed air of the vitrine without silica gel (red line) and with
silica gel (blue dashed line)
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Figure 5.7: Relative humidity at the front surface of the painting after a radiative
heat load of 8 hours: (a) without silica gel (b) with silica gel
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However, when the relative humidity at the front surface of the painting is
looked into (Fig. 5.7) it is found that the relative humidity drop increases from
6%RH without silica gel to 9%RH with silica gel. The presence of silica gel
thus results in a significant deterioration of the conditions in the painting. The
hypothesis of Sozzani that the presence of silica gel can result in a net transport of
moisture from the painting to the silica and an increased drying out of the painting
is hence confirmed.
The simulations showed that the use of silica gel in microclimate vitrines for
paintings can have a negative effect in case the vitrine is hit by thermal radiation.
This negative effect is caused by the specific geometry of such a vitrine (the inci-
dent radiation hits the painting and heats up the painting surface while the cavity
at the back of the painting is not directly heated by radiation) and by the fact that
hygric buffering is more effective in silica gel than in wood.
5.3.3 Effect of the paint layer
Motivation
Up till now all the simulations carried out in this chapter assumed the painting to
be a wooden panel without a paint layer. Yet in reality the presence of a paint layer
on the surface of the wooden panel painting will impose an extra resistance to the
transfer of water vapour to or from the painting surface and will hence strongly
reduce the hygroscopic action of the panel. It is expected that this will have a
significant impact on the well functioning of the microclimate vitrine.
To study the influence of the paint three cases will be considered: the original
case without paint layer and a two new cases in which a paint layer with a thickness
of 0.5 mm of respectively acryl and latex paint is present. These paints are the
same as those studied in the validation case of Chapter 4. Their material properties
can be found in section 4.5.
Latex and acryl are not typical paints used in historical works of art (although
nowadays acryl paint is frequently used in modern paintings). Most of the histori-
cal paintings were made with oil paints. Yet we did not have access to the detailed
material properties of oil paints necessary for a hygrothermal simulation, while the
properties of acryl and latex were available from the validation study. A second
reason for the use of acryl and latex paint is that the first is more vapour open than
oil paint while the second is more vapour tight. Simulation of these two paints will
provide us with more information about the influence of the vapour permeability
of the paint on the conditions in the vitrine.
Previous simulations of the microclimate vitrine showed the limited effect of a
variation in ambient temperature. For this reason the influence of the paint will be
evaluated for the case with radiative heat load, described earlier in this chapter.
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Findings
A first point which was examined is the influence of the paint layer on the situation
at the front and back surface of the painting. Figure 5.8 gives the relative humidity
at these surfaces after a radiative heat load of 8 hours. In Fig. 5.8(a), 5.8(b) and
5.8(c), showing the front surface of the painting, it can be seen that the presence of
a paint layer results in a more uniform value of the relative humidity at the painted
surface. Yet, somewhat unexpected, it appears that in spite of the large resistance
to vapour transfer imposed by the paint, the relative humidity drop at the painted
surface is of the same order of magnitude as for the unpainted wooden panel.
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Figure 5.8: Relative humidity at the painting surface after a radiative heat load of
8 hours: front surface (a) no paint, (b) acryl paint, (c) latex paint; back surface (d)
no paint, (e) acryl paint, (f) latex paint
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In Fig. 5.8(d), 5.8(e) and 5.8(f) the back surface of the panel is shown to expe-
rience slightly lower values of the relative humidity in case a paint layer is present
at the front surface. This suggests that the transport mechanism in which mois-
ture is released from the front surface of the painting and subsequently transported
through the air to the back of the painting, as described in section 5.3.1, is less
effective in the presence of a paint layer.
To explain the phenomena observed at the front and back surface of the paint-
ing, the relative humidity and temperature profile of a line perpendicular to the
painted surface will be examined (Fig. 5.9). This line crosses both the air cavity
in front of the painting and the painting itself and runs through the centre of the
painted surface (x = 0, y = 0).
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Figure 5.9: Relative humidity (a) and Temperature (b) in the centre of the vitrine
(x=0,y=0) for pine without paint layer (red line), for pine with acryl paint (blue
dashed line) and for pine with latex paint (green dotted line). Negative Z values
represent the painting, positive Z values the air in front of the painting
Figure 5.9(a) shows that the moisture response of the painting is significantly
reduced by the presence of a paint layer: the reduced values of relative humidity
do not penetrate the painting as deep as in the absence of paint. In fact in the case
of latex paint the response is confined to the paint layer(-0.5mm - 0mm), while
for acryl paints the paint itself and the wood right behind the paint are imposed to
a lower relative humidity.
The consequence of the lower moisture response of the painting, is that the rel-
ative humidity drop of the air in the vitrine is less compensated for by hygroscopic
action. This results in lower values of the air relative humidity at the painted sur-
face (Fig. 5.9(a)): due to incident radiation the painted surface will be exposed
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to the highest temperatures (Fig. 5.9(b)) and as a result the relative humidity will
strongly drop if not compensated by a moisture release from the painting. This
explains why despite the presence of a vapour tight layer of paint, the relative
humidity at the painted surface still drops considerably.
It can be concluded that the presence of a paint layer results in an extra pro-
tection for the material behind the paint (smaller moisture response), yet this also
implies that the moisture buffering effect of the vitrine is reduced and that the
relative humidity fluctuation in the air of the vitrine will become stronger.
5.3.4 Importance of the longwave radiation model
To check the importance of long wave radiation in the heat and moisture balance
of the vitrine, a new test case will be simulated with and without the longwave
radiation model. This new test case considers the case where the vitrine is directly
hit by solar (shortwave) radiation. The intensity of the incident radiation corre-
sponds with the beam radiation on a south oriented surface for a day in July for the
climate of Uccle, Belgium as shown in Fig. 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: Incident radiation on the vitrine
To evaluate the importance of the longwave radiation model the average rel-
ative humidity and the relative humidity at the bottom of the cavity behind the
painting are compared for the simulation with and without the longwave radiation
model. The outcome of this comparison is given in Fig. 5.11.
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Fig. 5.11(a) shows that modelling the vitrine without the effect of longwave
radiation results in a serious overestimation of the risk of moisture related damage:
without longwave radiation condensation would occur behind the painting, while
in reality radiation heats up the cold backside of the vitrine hence lowering the
local relative humidity (Fig. 5.11(b)) and the risk of condensation. So it is of
crucial importance that in case of very low air velocities (here cm/s) longwave
radiation is taken into account in the simulations as done in section 5.3.1.
5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter the new CFD - HAM model was applied to a ‘real-life’ problem
where the assessment of moisture related damage is of the highest importance: a
microclimate vitrine for paintings. The simulation study predicts phenomena also
observed in practice, which demonstrates the practical use of the model. It was
found that the presence of the microclimate vitrine succeeds in stabilizing the rel-
ative humidity inside the painting and that an increase in temperature inside the
vitrine can result in an increasing relative humidity in the enclosed air. Different
authors explained this by the buffering effect of the hygroscopic materials inside
the vitrine. The simulation showed that this is only part of the explanation: the
presence of temperature gradients in the vitrine due to non-uniform boundary con-
ditions is the second necessary condition for this phenomenon to occur. It was
also found that relative humidity fluctuations due to incident radiation were less
effectively buffered than fluctuations due to varying ambient temperature. Adding
silica gel to the vitrine proved to have an added negative effect on the hygric re-
sponse of the painting in case of incident radiation. The impact of the paint layer
on the relative humidity at the painted surface proved to be modest, yet its effect
on the moisture response inside the panel was significant. It was found that the
paint layer acts as an extra protection for the material behind the paint. On the
other hand its presence reduces the stabilizing effect of the vitrine in case of in-
cident radiation. Summarizing, it can be stated that the microclimate vitrine is an
excellent protection from fluctuations in ambient temperature, yet direct radiation
on the vitrine should be avoided as much as possible.
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Figure 5.11: Relative humidity at the bottom of the back cavity of the painting
(red line) and average relative humidity in the vitrine (blue dashed line)

6
Conclusions and Perspectives
6.1 General Conclusion
In this work the possibility was studied to take the effect of distributions and local
microclimates in indoor air into account in the simulation of the hygrothermal
response of individual objects for an improved assessment of the risk of moisture
related damage. The first part of this study is dedicated to the use of local transfer
coefficients in combination with nodal air models for the prediction of the local
air - material interaction. As the moisture content of porous materials is affected
by both heat and water vapour transport, data on both local heat and water vapour
transfer coefficients is required in this approach.
Since different definitions are available for the mass transfer coefficient (thus
also for the water vapour transfer coefficient), it was first investigated which limi-
tations are associated with the different definitions and which of these definitions
is best suited for the applications considered in this work. It was found that the use
of vapour density as driving force for the mass transfer coefficient was only justi-
fied in case of isothermal and isobaric situations, while the use of vapour pressures
resulted in mass transfer coefficients which are not independent of the ambient
pressure. However, if the species mass fraction was used as driving force, the val-
ues found for the mass transfer coefficients were independent of temperature and
ambient pressure. The use of the latter definition is thus recommended.
CFD simulations were performed to check whether local mass transfer coeffi-
cients could be determined out of the heat transfer coefficients by using the heat
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and mass analogy for the case of indoor air flow. The simulations showed that
when average indoor conditions are used as a free stream reference, as imposed by
nodal models, the non-analogous boundary conditions for heat and mass transfer
met in practice, cause the loss of the analogy for local transfer coefficients. Yet
the prediction of the average mass transfer coefficient with the analogy still yields
reasonable accuracy as the local differences in boundary conditions are levelled
out.
The importance of the use of the correct mass transfer coefficients for the pre-
diction of the hygric response of porous materials in the hygroscopic range was
checked. It was found that the influence of the mass transfer coefficient is very
limited in case of uniform free stream conditions (as for instance in a windtunnel
experiment). However, in case of air flow in an enclosure, like rooms in a build-
ing, the mass transfer coefficient associated with the average indoor conditions as
free stream reference will have an important effect on the hygric response due to
the strong variations in the air volume. In this case the mass transfer coefficient
rather expresses the influence of indoor air distributions than the influence of the
boundary layer. Taking the correct indoor air distribution into account is thus of
crucial importance.
To conclude the study on transfer coefficients the time dependent behaviour
of the mass transfer coefficients in an enclosure was investigated. It was found
that for a transient moisture response with steady-state air velocity the local mass
transfer coefficients strongly varied in time. This phenomenon causes the need
for a dynamic coupling between the calculation of the transfer coefficients and the
prediction of the hygrothermal material response, or, more general, between the
air flow calculation and the hygrothermal material model.
In the second part of this thesis a dynamically coupled 3D CFD - HAM model
was developed by integrating a HAM material model in a commercial CFD solver
(Fluent 6.2). This new model is capable of simulating the local hygrothermal
interaction between porous objects and the indoor climate as it allows for the cal-
culation of coupled heat and water vapour transfer in air and porous materials. In
the porous material moisture transfer by vapour diffusion, liquid moisture storage,
hysteresis and latent heat release was taken into account.
The newly developed model was employed to study the hygrothermal response
of a painting in a microclimate vitrine. Thanks to the simulation of the 3D tem-
perature and relative humidity distributions in the vitrine physical insights and
explanations were offered concerning non-intuitive phenomena such as the rise of
the relative humidity inside the vitrine with rising temperature.
The model is thus capable of predicting the effect of air distributions on the
hygrothermal behaviour of porous objects in practical cases and is hence a valuable
tool for the study and prevention of moisture related damage in valuable objects.
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6.2 Perspectives
The CFD - HAM model developed in this work proved to be a valuable tool for
the prediction of the impact of airflows and local (micro-)climates on the hygric
response of individual objects. This information can contribute to a better assess-
ment of the risk of moisture related damage when designing HVAC installations
for museums, churches, . . . Although this thesis focussed on the hygrothermal re-
sponse only, it would be very interesting to combine the new model with a damage
model to take local, time dependent effects into account in the damage assessment.
A second alternative for future research concerns the hygrothermal model it-
self. The model developed in this work is well suited for the simulation of the hy-
grothermal response of unsaturated materials in the hygroscopic range (RH <98%)
as, for example, artworks in a museum. Yet, to simulate the drying of a saturated
porous material, the overhygroscopic range has to be modelled. In the overhy-
groscopic range moisture transfer is dominated by liquid transport. When drying
saturated media, the effect of the airflow and transfer coefficients is more dom-
inant than in the case of drying materials in the hygroscopic range, because the
resistance for vapour transport in the boundary layer is larger than the resistance
for liquid transport in the material. A logical next step in the modelling of hy-
grothermal air - material interaction is thus the conversion of the newly developed
CFD - HAM vapour transfer model into a CFD - HAM vapour / liquid transfer
model. By adding liquid transport to the model the applicability would be ex-
tended to other disciplines such as material drying for industrial applications or
the drying of the exterior cladding of building facades.
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